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Orientation
Freshmen Move-In
Welcome Back Festival
Summer Reading/Convocation
Fall Recruitment
Budget Cuts/Tuition Increases
Dining
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MichelleRichardandAlizaDarnellweretwo
of aboutthirtyOrientationAmbassadors
who stayedat Clemsonthissummer
preparing
forthe incomingfreshmen
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Summer I Student Life

While theorientationprocesscon be
overwhelming
, the ClemsonUniversity
staff wereon-handandreadyto help
studentsand parentsduringthetransition,

Breaking from the rush of summer, new and transfer
students were thrown into their first taste of the Clemson
University Family at Orientation. Parents, freshmen , and
transfers all new to the Clemson lifestyle entered a two
day submersion into the Tiger Town culture with the help
of the organized Clemson staff and the New Student
Ambassadors. The New Student Ambassadors were a
group of Clemson students trained to make the orientation
process flow as smoothly as possible by directing students
throughout the day and offering them words of wisdom.
After a busy day of meeting new people, talking to
individual advisors, and preparing to make schedules,
a student social was held in the Student Union to help
students relax and get to know each other. Part two
of Orientation started after move-in day on August
14th. Students participated in the mandatory Clemson
Connect program , which is designed to prepare students
for college life at Clemson . Students met with their One
Clemson groups for icebreaker activities , Convocation ,
and guidance for completing the summer reading
discussiongroups. With the activities of the first week over,
students had started the adjustment process and were
ready to begin their first day of classes.
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Ambassador
TrippAccardomadesureall
the newstudentsin hisorientationgroup
felt welcometo campusby answering
·,r /!Ii, anyquestionswith a friendlyattitude.
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Freshmanstudentsand parentstry
ta maneuveraroundwhilepeople
aresearchingfar parking spots

let's mfflltl

By:AverieWood,JuniorStaff

When the Class of 2014 graduated high school, it was only
a matter of time until these new Tigers made Clemson
University their home away from home . Move-in day was
filled with mixed emotions for many freshmen as they were
finally leaving their families behind and meeting their new
roommates . Now they could officially begin their life as
college students, but along with this excitement came all
the madness of freshmen move-in day.
This past year, new students moved in on August 14th
beginning at 8 a .m. Most freshmen will remember this
day as hectic, yet exciting. All day long you were sure to
see parents and students unloading futons, TVs, stereos,
pillows and much more! Like in previous years, there was
assistance from the "Move-in Crew" , which was composed
of a variety of different organizations and staff members .
To welcome all the new residents, CLEMSONUVEhosted
a comedy show that night , and President Barker hosted
a picnic the following day, preceding the New Student
Convocation. There were many fun things in store for these
freshmen within the next few weeks, such as the Welcome
Back Festival and Fall Recruitment . Finally everyone had
started to adjust to their new life here as Clemson Tigers!
10
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Thevolunteer"Move-inCrew"
was on-handfor Freshman
movingin heavieritems,
suchas this mini-refrigerator.
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. Thesetwo boysareexcitedto-mo:
into ByrnesH_all eventhoughtheyare
waitingin linejust get up the stairs!

A perfectsnapshotto capture
all the madnessand chaosal
movingintothe HighRisedorms
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Studentssearchfor
informationaboutclubs
concerningtheir interests.

an unwelcomed

By: BeccaReady,
Junior
Staff

ratn

Traditionally, on the first weekend after classes begin,
numerous clubs line up on Bowman field in order to
show off their programs to new and returning students .
This year 's Organizations Fair was no different. Devoted
leaders from clubs all over campus, including the Cycle
Team, the Ultimate Frisbee leagues , Ballroom/Swing/Shag
Club , and Greek organizations, showed up to strut their
stuff for students in hopes of attracting new membership.
Unfortunately, Mother Nature did not seem to be
entertained by all of the excitement at the Organizations
Fair. Thisyear, the festivities were dampened by a rainstorm.
The annual Welcome Back Festival-where every year
over sixty local businesses gather to advertise , entertain,
and create community with the students of Clemson-was
planned to take place after the Organizations Fair. Sadly,
the Festival was canceled due to a massive thundershower
that lasted for several hours. Despite the rain, students
were still able to have fun and the circumstances made
for a truly memorable first weekend.
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TheCubquestionsMotherNature.

Studentstry theirskillsat games
providedby clubsandbusinesses
in orderta win couponsandcandy.
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Aspresidentof ClemsonUniversity,
JomesF.Barker,FAIAhasan impact
oneverystudentoncampusbeginning
withtheirfirstmeetingat Convocation.
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welcoming
By:Allison
Kennamer,
JuniorStaff

newtigers

The 2010-201l academic year kicked off a little early for
the incoming freshmen. They were assigned to read a
book over the summer, and write an essay before arriving
to campus in the fall. The book chosen this year was
the play These Shining Lives by Melanie Marnich . Before
classesstarted, Ms. Marnich came to Clemson to discuss
several aspects of her play and to give students insight
into why she wrote it. The students then broke out into
smaller discussion groups and were given the chance to
share their opinions . As a special treat , the freshmen were
then invited to a performance of These Shining Lives to
see how literature is portrayed on stage.
Freshmenwere also able to participate in another event
before classes started-a
tradition that most Clemson
students can remember long after their time spent in
school. Convocation is a very special and meaningful
event, as it is a chance for the faculty and staff to fully
welcome freshmen into the Clemson Family. This year's
Convocation was another success. President Barker
imparted wise words to the students and inspired a whole
new generation of Tigers to achieve excellence , Dr. June
Pilcher, of the Psychology Department, stirred up some
laughs as she spoke to the incoming students about
smart time management . As an appropriate end to the
program, the Class of 2014 stood as a proud group and
chanted our Cadence Count .

Authorof TheseShiningLives,Melanie
Marnichholdsa question-answer
portion
of herpresentationgivingthe freshmena
chanceto reflecton her book.
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Membersof GammaPhiBetaeagerly
await their new memberson s·d D
I
oy.
Th'
. 1sa day of celebrationfor both
sistersand new members.

students rtv//r,around
By:Elizabeth
Wilkes,StudentLifeEditor

Recruitment. Rush. Intake . Whatever you called it, the
first two weeks of school were busy ones for members of
Clemson's Greek community.
Sorority Recruitment began on August 18th, with an
orientation meeting for Potential New Members (PNM's),
women who wished to join one of Clemson 's eleven
Panhellenic Sororities. Here, PNM's met their PiChi's. PiChi 's
were women who were already members of a sorority but
who disaffiliated with their chapter for the month of August
in order to work with the PNM's. Recruitment continued
until August 25, culminating on Bid Day. Bid Day was a
day of celebration where the sistersgot to meet their new
members . "I went through recruitment looking for lasting
friendships and a group of sistersthat I knew I could trust
with anything . On Bid Day, I knew that I had found this,"
said freshman Megan Robertson .
For Clemson's men , Rush was a little different.
Rush
began on August 22 with "Smokers", which took place on
Bowman Field. Rush ended with Bid Day on August 27.
Members of National Pan-Hellenic Organization's held
Intake interest meetings throughout the year for students
interested in joining their organizations . These students then
attended further rush events hosted by each chapter.
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Membersof Clemson
's manydifferent
fraternitiesgatheron BowmanField
for thefirstto nightsof Rushto play
gamesandsocialize.
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A studentis demonstratingthe useof
the newprintquotapolicythat was
put intoeffectbecauseof bu detcuts.
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yet anfJ'tlvtr
increase
By:LarrisaL.McDowell,
JuniorStaff

Imagine you're lying out on the beach, hanging with your
friends and just enjoying summer vacation, when all of a
sudden you receive an e-mail that reads: THEREWILLBEAN
INCREASE
IN TUITIONFORTHE2010- 201 l ACADEMIC YEAR.
Well that's exactly what Clemson students experienced
this past summer! The tuition increase added $415 for in
state students per semester and $1,0l 6 per semester for
Clemson students who live outside of South Carolina . The
reason for this increase was because of the increased
budget cuts the University underwent. Sophomore business
major Tamia Garrett feels that, "As a student of Clemson
University,my parents and I directly feel the effects of the
budget cuts through the rise of tuition. Budget cuts are
indeed a bad thing , but something else should be done
to get the money instead of raising the students' tuition."
Since June 2008, Clemson University has experienced over
seventy million dollars in budget cuts . Not only do these
cuts cause students' tuition to continuously increase ,
many members of the faculty and staff are receiving pay
cuts and termination. But all hope is not lost because in
August 2010 President James Barker announced Clemson
University'sgoal of raising $600 million dollars by June 30,
2012. President Barker feels that this money will help carry
out the dream of Thomas Green Clemson and ensure that
South Carolina students can receive quality education.
BtirljffCrtfJ/Titifi{I//
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Eachof thedininghallshovefrozen
yogurtmachines
. Thesethreeguysenjoy
theirconesoutsideof Horcombe
asa
quicktreatbetweenclasses.
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what's for dtnner?
By:CamlinCothran,
JuniorStaff

Whether you're looking for a fancy sit-down meal or just
need something qu ick and on-the-go , Clemson ha s a
dining option for you.
Clemson University houses three dining halls: Schilletter,
Harcombe, and Clemson House. Freshmen are required to
purchase a meal plan, which grants you access to all of the
on-campus dining halls. There is also a special commuter
meal plan , which is only available to upperclassmen . This
plan , unlike the other weekly or unlimited plans, credits
you seventy-five meals per semester, which is convenient
for students who are not on campus every day of the
week during every mealtime .
Clemson 's campus has other popular alternatives to the
dining halls. Many students enjoy Chick-fil -A at the Canteen
in the Union or the new Papa John 's in the Hendrix Food
Court. '55 Exchange is a great place to grab ice cream or
a smoothie between classes.
Not only does the University's campus have many dining
options, but downtown Clemson is within walking distance
as well. Downtown is home to many Clemson favorites , like
The EssoClub , TD's, Peppino 's Pizza, and another popular
favorite-Spill The Beans. Whatever you ' re in the mood for,
Clemson has a place for you!
20
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HarcombeDiningHallis a
popularplacefor students
to hangout at all times
duringthe day.Harcombeis
locatedin the StudentUnion.
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Constructionbeganin the
summerof 201Oon Schilletter
DiningHall.Student~?re
excitedaboutthe newadd11ion
of a Wendy'son campus.
Student;line up everymor~t;
to graba bageland co e
fromEinsteinBrothersBagels,
locatedon the secondfloor of
the HendrixStudentCenter.
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Dorms,like"TheShoeboxes
"
can bea greatplaceto meet
ond hangout with friends,
study,and sleep.
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Thisfirst year Tigergetssome
schoolwork
donein herdormroom.

There are currently 19, l l l students enrolled at Clemson
University, and these Tigers need a place to call home .
Clemson University and the surrounding towns offer a
variety of places for students to live, from residence halls to
apartment complexes.
Since almost all freshmen are required to live on campus , a
majority of University-owned residence areas are reseNed
for these first-year Tigers. This year was the first year that
Clemson House became a freshmen residence hall .
Some freshmen living here get to experience the benefits
of having a private bathroom and kitchen . Most other
freshmen are housed in Bryan Mall (the High and Low Rises),
McCabe , Johnstone, or Holmes, which is home to students
in the Calhoun Honors College.

\,

Some members of fraternities and sororities live in "The
Quad ." While some upperclassmen live on-campus in
the Stadium Suites, Lightsey Bridge, or Thornhill Village
apartments, the majority reside in off-campus apartments.
Popular choices for off-campus housing are The ReseNe,
UniversityVillage, Clemson Place , and The Retreat . The CAT
buses provide a convenient way to commute from these
apartments to campus.
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tfma/r,a
bound
By:MccuenElmore,
Assistant
AthleticsEditor
After a successful regular season, the Tigers made their
12th trip to the College World Series in Omaha , Nebraska .
A 45-25 overall record , paired with an 18-12 record in the
ACC, produced one of the best seasons to date for the
Tigers. The Tigers broke school records by playing eleven
games in the NCAA tournament . The team finished the
season with a top 20 ranking in nine different categories.
The Tigers capped off the regular season by sweeping
Florida State to become the ACC Atlantic Division
Champions , and sealed their post -season berth . The team
traveled to Auburn as a number two seed , and finished
the regional with a 3-1 record . This helped the Tigers to
advance to a Super Regional, which they hosted against
Alabama. After going 2-1, the Tigers headed to Omaha.

KyleParkerhit 20 homerunsand
completed20 touchdownpassesthis year.

The Tiger's run in Omaha ended with two losses to South
Carolina , the future National Champions. Even with the
heartbreaking losses in Omaha, the Tigers were ab le to
move up 16 places from 20th to 4th in the final Baseball
Weekly ranking .
The Tigers had seven players selected in the 2010 MLB
Draft , but only five signed. Kyle Parker, John Nester, Casey
Harman , Mike Freeman , and Wilson Boyd will be missed,
but the Tigers will strive to be Omaha bound in 2011.
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ChrisEppsrounds third and headsfor
homeaftera basehit by a teammate.

Sotrrea,

ACCTifarnamenf
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NCState

8-13

SouthernMiss

10-1

VirginiaTech

8-9

Auburn

5-2 10-11 13-7

GeorgiaTech

9-3
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8rad donsthe rallycops in
Kevin
ho es
of i nitiny a s ork for the Ti ers.

SU!JtrRe1tonalD/J/HJnent

SotHN

Alabama

4-5 19-5 8-6

Colltfft WoddSertN D/J/JO'ntnfSofJ'rN
Arizona
State
6-3
Oklahoma

6-4

SouthCarolina

1-5 3-4

At the annualTigerGolfGathering
,
LucasGloverunveilsthe nameof the
new LorryB. PenleyJr. GolfFacility.

Freshman,CrowfordReeves
, teesoff on
thefinal holeat the OldNorthStateClub,
whichhostedtheACCTournament.
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CarpetCapitalClassic

9th

Jacksonvilleinvitational 3rd

Brickyard

T-2nd

WestinRioMarClassic

lsleworthCollegiate

11th

USCAClevelandClassic 2nd

3rd

After a disappointing end to their season a year ago, the
men's golf team looked to get back on track and qualify
for the NCAA Nationals Tournament. Under the leadership
of seniors Ben Martin and Luke Hopkins, the main highlight of
the Tigers' season came at the Furman Invitational, where
they brought home a first place trophy and Martin was the
co-medalist for the tournament . This was the first team win
in over a year, and marked the 60th career victory for head
coach Larry Penley .
Lirn B. Pcnk,· Jr.

Gt,lf Fa.-ilitY

The season started off slow with a tough fall campaign, but
the team seemed to come into their own towards the end of
the season. Eight of nine tournaments the team competed
in yielded top ten results, with six top five finishes. At the
Augusta State Invitational, Corbin Mills tied the Clemson
freshman record for low score in a tournament with a 207,
helping the Tigers bring home a fourth place finish. In the
ACC Tournament , the team came in sixth. After finishing
second to No. l -ranked Oklahoma State in the NCAA South
Regional, the Tigers headed to the NCAA Tournament for the
26th time in 29 years. They struggled, however , in the NCAA
Nationals Tournament , with Martin being the only player on
the team to finish under par.

Furman
Invitational

1st

ACCTournament

TheHootie

8th

NCAASouthRegional

Augusta
StateInvitational 4th

NCAANational

Golf
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President Barker
President's Letter
Clemson: The city & the campus
Downtown Clemson
Reasons You Chose Clemson
Alumni
FirstFriday
Family Weekend
Tailgating
Tigerama
Homecoming
Pageants
Black Friday /Blood Bowl
USC Game
Football
Volleyball
Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Cross Country
Band
Twirlers & Dancers
W. Club Rugby & W. Club Soccer
M. Club Rugby & W. Club Soccer
Intramural Flag Football &
Indoor Soccer
Intramural Sand Volleyball &
Ultimate Frisbee
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meet mr.larker
By:KeeliaFaber,
Assistant
Greeks
andOrganizations

From football games to front yard picnics, President Barker
was seen at various events around campus. The academic
year kicked off with the Barkers participating in Freshmen
Move-In and the First Friday Parade . The President honored
academic excellence all year long by inviting students to
celebrate their successes at events such as the 4.0 Banquet
and Dixon Fellows Honors Society affair in his home. He
showed off his Tiger pride at pep rallies, football games and a
variety of other Clemson athletic events. At the end of each
semester, President Barker gives his final farewell message
as graduating students receive their diplomas and officially
become Clemson alumni.
A Clemson alum himself, he was very active in motivating
students to be leaders and to pursue their dreams. President
Barker's passion for success is a major reason why Clemson
Universityhas been consistently ranked in the nation's Top 25
Public Universities for the past three years. He encourages
students to give their input on university matters and makes
sure their voices are heard , This year, for example, he
participated in the 2nd Annual Town Hall Event, hosted by
Student Media. This was an open forum where students,
faculty, and staff had an opportunity to ask the President
anything about the University and learn where Clemson is
headed in the next several years . Questions covered topics
from the budget cuts to parking issues to the varsity swim
team being cut from the athletic program .

President
Barkergetsto know
somestudentsat the "Willto Lead" "
campaignpicnicon BowmanField.
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President
and Mrs. Barkeroreshowingtheirlove
for Clemsonstudentsat oneof the "Will to Lead"
campaignevents.Thecampaignis to helpClemson
reachitsgoalof raisingover$600 millionin support
of ClemsonstudentsandfacultybyJuly2012.
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letter from the /rettdenP
Dear Clemson Students :

During the celebration last year of the 100th volume of TAPS, it was noted that
Clemson has had the nation 's Most Outstanding University Yearbook for five years in
a row. Congratulations!
TAPShas gone from documenting Clemson 's traditions to being one itself. In fact ,
TAPSis one of our most important and enduring traditions. Each year, the writers and
photographers add another volume to the great unfinished story of our university.
One thing I've learned after a decade as Clemson's President is that everybody
has a story.
The story of our founders , Anna Calhoun and Thomas Green Clemson, was one of
fierce determination . Together, they were determined to improve education and
econom ic prosperity in South Carolina.
Because of their bequests and their legacy, the story of Clemson University is still
being written . That's why the name of the campaign we announced this academic
year is "The Will to Lead" and why its theme is "unfinished stories."
Over the first decade of this century , Clemson has transformed itself from a
respected regional institution to one of the nation's finest p~blic universities.
The coming decade will determine our future as a more independently funded
public university with a determination, always , to remain a student-centered
research university.
As an alumnus, it is a special honor to lead the university I love as its president, and
to represent our faculty , staff and students to the world beyond our campus.
I believe that each of you has the potential for greatness, and it is our job to help
you achieve all that you can in life.

How will you write the next chapter of your Clemson story? We can't wait to read it.

Go Tigers!

-Jim Barker

PrtJirlrnf Barktri lt!ftr
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find stude_ntsstudyingwhilewaitingfor theCAT
bus, or Justrelaxing,watchingotherstudents
playon Bowmanfieldacrossthestreet.

need something to dtr?
.

By:YahairaAleman,JuniorStaff

.

Clemson is not only rated in the top 25 public universities in
the United States, but also rated as one of the top schools
when it comes to happy students. Visitors can clearly see
our joyful students even in spending just a short period of
time on campus. Clemson has so many things students can
do and enjoy, so it's no wonder the students are so happy.
Being involved in school activities is probably one of the
main reasons why the atmosphere around Clemson is so
positive, but it's definitely not the only one. So, if students
find themselves to be more reserved, there is still plenty for
them to do around Clemson too .
Students have the option of joining organizations such as
Taps Yearbook, Habitat for Humanity, Greek life, foreign
lsmguage clubs, intramural sports, and so much more.
Organizations are always the best route to take, if a students
islooking for something to do. Events are always taking place
all over campus, from the Latin Festival, to the homecoming
build, to the annual Clemson vs. USC blood drive. All around
campus, it seems like there 's always something going on.
Clemson has a diverse group of people and a variety of
things to do around campus, so there is a way for everyone
to enjoy their time spent here. Clemson definitely lives up to
the South Carolina motto: "Friendly Faces, Beautiful Places ."
34
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Clemson's
amphitheatre
is locatedrightin the
middleof campus.Showingsof big games,
guestspeakers,andevenliveconcertshave
beenheldhereat thisenormousamphitheatre
.
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OnBowmanField,youcanseestudents
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playingultimatefrisbee,reading,orjust
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SuperBi-Lois theplaceto go for groceries
.
A lotof Clemson
studentsdo mostof their
groceryshoppinghere.Asyoucansee, even
thegrocerystoreshaveClemsonschoolspirit.
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DowntownClemsonisjust a quick
walk fromcampusand hasseveral
greatshops,restaurants,
andbars.
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tigersdffwnfffw
By:Justine
Costantino,
JuniorStaff

Both day and night, students often make their way over to
College Avenue to eat or hang out. For quick meals between
classes, students enjoy places like Moe's Southwest Grill and
Firehouse Subs. This year, Clemson has added Jugheads
Hot Dogs and Little Caesar's. So whether you are in the
mood for a burrito, a "hot n' ready" pizza, or a healthy pita
sandwich, Downtown Clemson will surely be able to satisfy
your c ravings.
Clemson also contains other popular restaurants such as TD's,
~56, Wingin ' It, and Tiger Town Tavern. During the day, families
and friends gather at these spots for feel-good food, while
at night bar-hoppers enjoy the feel-really-good drinks. With
pool tables , beer, and friendly faces all around, Downtown
Clemson is the place to have a good time, whether you're
celebrating your 21st birthday or just reuniting with fellow
alumni after a football game.
College Avenue also provides its visitors with a wonderful
collection of shops. Boutiques such as Razzberry Fizz, Plaza
Suite, and Tickled Orange are great spots for girls to find
a perfect game-day dress. Other popular places include
Judge Keller's Store and Mr. Knickerbocker's Greek Gallery .
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Whosaysshoppingisjust for girls?
Storeslike M. H. Frankhelpthe menof
Clemsondresstheirbestin all situations.
OrangeprideI-shirts. cowboyboots.
and bagsin hands-thesegirlsmustbe
walkingthroughDowntownClemson.
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TigerTownTavernis oneof Clemson's
mostpopularspotsto eatand hang
out.Butdon't letthe sweetTigerfool
you, for at nightthis placeis roaring.
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Clemson
's richhistorymokesit
on idealplacefor an enriching
learningenvironment
.
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Whether it is the high academic standards, the amazing
family atmosphere, or the close proximity to Lake Hartwell
and the Blue Ridge Mountains, everyone has their
defining reason that set Clemson apart from all other
college options for them.
For many, it was Clemson's great engineering program.
"I knew I wanted to stay in state because of scholarships,
and I knew I wanted to go into engineering, so Clemson
was the best fit for me," says freshman Zack Silliman.
For others, there was just something about the campus
that made it feel like home. "When I came here on a tour
while I was in high school, I saw how friendly everyone
was and how all the students just seemed happy to be
here. That was the biggest thing that made me want to
come," remarked senior Molly Mattson.
Clemson has been highly ranked for happiest students
over the past few years and it will no doubt claim many
more titles in the future. Clemson's family-like atmosphere
makes any prospective student desire to join the
community and the long-lasting traditions of Tiger pride.
Clemson's
proximityto theAppalachian
Mountains
andunlimitedaccessto Lake
Hartwellandin thesurrounding
forests
drawsoutdooradventurers
of all ages.
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tigers for ltfe
By: KatieSimmons,
Assistant
Academics
Editor
Many students who are nearing graduation may find it
difficult to leave Clemson and the wonderful memories and
friends they have made . Yet the Clemson experience does
not have to end after receiving a diploma but can last many
more years through the Alumni Associat ion. Each graduate is
offered the opportunity to join the association; and through
their publications , Clemson World and The Echo, they
stay informed of the news regarding Clemson 's pursuit to
becoming a top 20 institution and upcoming events across
the United States with the various Clemson Clubs.
Some of the events that the Alumni Association held as well
as participated in were Bring Your Daughter to Clemson
Weekend , Prowl and Growl, and the Distinguished Service
Award Banquet . Alumni had various reunions during the year
as well. Since these former students are in various locati i:ms
throughout the world , smaller groups of alumni reunite in
various cities and enjoy each others ' company based on
similar interests.
The Alumni also aid the University tremendously through
fund donations , the add ition of memorials and buildings ,
and much more. These former Tigers show that Clemson is
a family, and that family sticks together and lends support
even after graduation .
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TheAlumniAssociationis a way for many
to shoretheClemsonexperience
to their
spousesor reunitewith old friends.
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Manyprogramsandservicesoreofferedto
alumni, makingup Clemson
's Circleof Support.
TheseincludetheAlumniStore, insurance
programs
, Clemsoncreditcordsandlicense
togs, and AlumniTraveltojust namea few.
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President
Barkeris a 1970Clemson
Alumnus
. Hisandhiswife's blood
definitelyrunsorangeandtheyenjoy
sharingtheirlifelongTigerPridewith
theirgranddaughter
andnewpuppy.
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TheBarkerscruisepastTillman
totingtheirgranddaughterand new
puppy,Mac's,that theyaskedthe
studentbodyto helpthem name.

On September 5th, 2070, the annual First Friday Parade
was underway in the city of Clemson. The parade was
hosted by Central Spirit and held the Friday before the
first home football game. The event brought the Clemson
community together and pumped up fans as they
cheered on their Tigers. Prior to the start of the parade, Old
Greenville Highway become a sea of orange as families
and friends lined the street for a front row seat to watch
the event.
Although the parade hos always been one of Clemson's
finest traditions, the theme of the parade changes each
year to keep the excitement olive . Thisyear's theme was
dubbed the "Decode of Domination," and those who
walked in the parade showed off not only their Clemson
pride but also their commitment for the next ten years.
Different clubs and organizations walked amongst the
floats in the parade. As echoes of the cadence count
and chanting voices faded, the parade come to on
end on Bowman field. Anxious sorority sisters screamed
their loudest as the float winner, Gamma Phi Beto, was
announced. A pep rally immediately followed, and spirits
were high as the Rally Cots and cheerleaders performed
to end the night.

TwoDeltaZetasororitysisters
showoff theirbrightlycolored
outfitsas theycheerin the parade.
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fall agesgeta goad
ClemsonfansO beforetheTigers
D 0 th Valley
. h
viewof e
· n Collegemt e
takean Presby't~~footballgame.
annualFamilyWee e
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family is ffrtVtr
By:Kelsey
Lundstrom
, Assistant
Business
Manager

During the weekend of September 10th and 11th, 2010,
Clemson University hosted over 800 families for its annual
Family Weekend . Although this event always has a great
turnout, the number of families to attend this year set
a record in Family Weekend history. This is an exciting
weekend for both students and parents as students get
to show their parents how well they have adjusted to life
here at Clemson .
Throughout the weekend, there are many events for
students to attend with their families. On Friday, parents
were given the opportunity to attend class with their
children. The following day, there was a tailgate meal
sponsored by the Clemson University Parents Council.
After the tailgate, families headed to Death Valley to
watch the Tigers defeat Presbyterian College.
Since football is such an important aspect of life here
at Clemson University, the game was an exciting time
for students to show off their school pride to everyone
visiting for the weekend. According to junior Jordan Hollis,
"Family Weekend is a time to show the ones you love the
school you love ." Thisweekend provided fun for all who
were involved, and will be remembered long after the
students graduate.

..,
Families
andfansline up duringthe gamefor
a chanceto meettheTigerCub,Clemson's ~~:
mascot.Here,a smilingmotherwatchesas ;;-:->,
hersongetshisjerseysigned.
t .-
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a ttmelett tradition
By:Katherine
Williams,
Greeks
andOrganizations
Editor

From the YMCA beach to Kite Hilland any area surrounding
campus, students, faculty, alumni, and fans are found with
their tailgates down, tents up, and cooking on the grill. The
streets of Clemson are shut down as cars are re-routed
throughout the campus to make parking easier for ticket
holders. Tailgating is an all-day event in Clemson with cars
pulling up to parking spots as soon as the sun rises.It makes
for an early morning and a late night, but die-hard fans
wouldn't have it any other way.
Walking around campus on a game day, you can spot
friends and families enjoying games like corn hole and
ladder golf, or just throwing the football around. Some
tailgates even include satellite dishes and big screen
TV's. Clemson fans and those cheering for the opposing
team both take pleasure in the fantastic atmosphere that
Clemson tailgating offers.
Head football coach Dabo Swinney recently started the
Tiger Walk, where fans can go to the West End Zone parking
lot and cheer on the team as they get off the buses and
walk to the locker room. Getting lost in a sea of orange is
not uncommon as thousands gradually make their way
into Death Valley to cheer on the tigers. No matter what
type of tailgate you choose to attend, it is sure to be an
event full of good times and excellent memories.

Fansga all aut to maketheirtailgating
experiencea positiveone.Youcan find
all kindsof food and entertainment
surroundingthe Clemsoncampus.
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ThePresbyterian
StudentAssociationcelebrates
afterwinningfirst prizein the skitcompetition
with theirperformanceof "ClemsonOdyssey
."

Thisyear, Clemson celebrated its 54th annual Tigerama event
which kicked off the weekend 's Homecoming festivities.
Hosted by the Blue Key Honor Society, Tigerama stands as one
of the largest pep rallies in the nation . Clemson displayed its
pride and spirit through this year 's theme , " Roaring Horizons,"
which celebrated Clemson 's accomplishments of the past and
looked forward to all its successes in the future. Michael Dean
Perry ('87), the first All-American Clemson football player , and
Will Merritt('0l ), an honored Clemson Offensive Lineman starred
as the Masters of Ceremonies. They introduced performances
by Dabo Sweeney and the football team , country music
artist Doug McCormick ('08), and student groups including
TIGEROAR,Take Note , and the ROTC Perishing Rifle Team.
Various student organizations performed skits to win first prize,
which was ultimately claimed by The Presbyterian Student
Association and their performance , "Clemson Odyssey ." The
Clemson Cheerleaders , Rally Cats, and Tiger Band entertained
the audience with yet another set of crowd-pleasing and
spirited performances. Last, but certainly not least, the crowning
of Miss Homecoming 2010 and her court closed the show.
Representing Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, senior Kathryn
Harris was named this year's Miss Homecoming . Following the
show was an elaborate fireworks display that could be viewed
all across Clemson's campus. Tigerama successfully brought
the spirit of Clemson to the audience not only for this year 's
homecoming, but for all the " roaring horizons" of the future .
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Thesoundsof the
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spiBandfill Littlejohn
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MissHomecoming2010,
KathrynHarris,and hercourt.

TheClemsonAll-GirlCheerleader~
'
performancegetsthecrowd
exitedfor the Homecoming
game.
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Clemsonmenandwomenwork together
to builda housefor Habitatfor Humanity
that goesto a localfamilyin need.

f":

A studentworksdiligentlyto helpfinisha
floatfor the Homecoming
floatcompetition.
Forthefirsttimethisyear, fraternitiesand
sororitiespairedupto worktogether.
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Floatsaremadeby placingsmallpiecesof
tissuepaperintoformsmadeoutof chicken
wire. Thisstudentis puttingthetissuepaper
intoplace on a smallpartof thefloat.
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One tradition that Clemson students and community
members enjoy each year is Homecoming week. Clemson 's
firstHomecoming was in 1922, when Clemson lost the football
game against Centre. In 2010, Miami (FL) defeated The Tigers
with a final score of 30-21.
Homecoming week was September 26th through October
2nd. During this week , students of many different organizations
worked together to build a Habitat for Humanity house on
Bowman Field. The finished house went to a local family in
need .Also, greek organizations built floats that were displayed
on Bowman Field. Sigma Nu won this float competition
sponsored by Central Spirit, another student organization.
The annual Miss Homecoming Pageant was held on
September 27th . Student Government
sponsored this
pageant , and it showcased the involvement of many
talented female students. Kathryn Harris, from Kappa Kappa
Gamma , was crowned Miss Homecoming for 2010. Other
members of the Homecoming Court included Caroline
Trammel, Susan Irizarry, Laurin Wilson, and Brittany Carson.
The 54th Annual Tigerama event was hosted by the Blue
Key Honor Society . The theme of this pep rally was "Roaring
Horizons" . Tigerama got students pumped up and excited
for the game against Miami the following day .
Homecoming 2010 was a great representation
overwhelming spirit found at Clemson.

of the

Eachteamhasa tenton BowmanField
duringHomecoming.
Theorganizations
participatingin theeventmusthaveat least
onegroupmemberunderthetentat all times.
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MissFirstFriday
,
NatalieSchmidt,waves
to students
, families,
andfansat the parade.
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By: LaurenDailey, JuniorStaff

Every year, Clemson University gives its talented young
women the opportunity to participate in various pageants
throughout the fal l and spring semesters.
The school year always starts off with the FirstFriday Parade,
which is sponsored by Central Spirit. Miss FirstFriday is chosen
merely by the student body . Natal ie Schmidt from Delta Zeta
was crowned MissFirstFriday 2010.
Later in the fal l semester, t he week of Homecoming brought
fun and excitement , as well as the Miss Homecoming
pageant. Every student organization on campus can
nominate a participant. Miss Homecoming 2010 featured
nineteen beau tiful young ladies. The winne r was MissKathryn
Harrisfrom Kappa Kappa Gamma .
TheMissClemson University pageant , sponsored by the Mortar
Board, was hosted during the spring semester of 2010. Each
contestant must sell $400 in advertising , which islater donated
to a charity of the Mo rtar Board's choice. Contesta nts are also
judged on their campus invo lvement , interview, and talent .
Susannah White was chosen to be Miss Clemson 2010. She is
on the Student Advisory Board, a member of the Philant hropy
and Service Council Organ izat ion, and a Clemson Dancer.
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MissClemsonUniversity
2010, SusannahWhite,
madean appearanceduring
the FirstFridayParade.
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Sincethe beginningof the Bowl,over98,000
pintsof bloodhovebeendonatedby Clemson
Universityandthe Universityof SCcombined.

our Olffffd
runsorange
and our friday isOtaok
By:Allison
Kennamer,
JuniorStaff

As regular football season play comes to a close, every Tiger
begins to set their sights on the biggest rivalry game in the
state of South Carolina-a rivalry that extends far beyond the
scope of football. The annual Clemson vs. USC Blood Bowl
gives both schools the chance to compete for a good cause
to see which student body can donate the most blood. In its
26th year, the Blood Bowl has become a tradition for both
schools, but it's not just for bragging rights. By donating blood,
students are saving the lives of many people around the state.
Thisyear resulted in a win for the Gamecocks with 4,036 pints
to the Tigers 2,575 pints, but does not overshadow the 14-12
lead that Clemson has in the history of the Bowl.
To most Americans, Black Friday is the day of the ye~r to go
out and get the best sale prices, but for every Clemson fan it is
a day used to dishonor USC's mascot, Cocky the Gamecock.
A pep rally gave fans a chance to come out and enjoy
performances by the cheerleaders and Rally Cats. However ,
the main event of the evening was a funeral for Cocky led
by the Tiger and Tiger Cub mascots, accompanied by a very
fitting eulogy given by Colonel Sandy Edge, former Air Force
ROTC commander and director of the College of Business
and Behavioral Science Academic Advising .
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Thecrowdwatchesas ourTigersand
ROTC
cadetstakethe bodyof Cockyout of
hiscoffinandthrowhimrightintothefire,
just as theyhavebeendoingfor decades,
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TheTigerCubfindsanotherlittlecub in the
crowdanddecidesto let himexperience
Clemsonprideup close.Evenat a young
age, this littlecub knowswho's the best

Ourproudmascotlookson as Cocky's body
goesup in flames.AsColonelEdgeproclaimed
,
"TheTigeris the realmascotof SouthCarolina."
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don t be
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ohto!ten
By:OliviaElswick,
JuniorStaff

The historic in-state rivalry between Clemson University and the
Universityof South Carolina explodes each year with a football
game at the end of every season, known as "The Battle of the
Palmetto State." Bitter rivals since the l 880's, this year marked
the l 08th time the teams have met each other on the field,
making it the longest uninterrupted series in the South. First
played in conjunction with the State Fair, the game has been
Clemson's biggest athletic event of the year for decades.
While Clemson leads the series in wins, forty games have been
decided by a touchdown or less.
Despite the game being held over Thanksgiving break, Clemson
students made their presence known. Clemson hosted its annual
pep rally, known as "Cocky's Funeral," on Friday, November
25, the day before the big game. Here students, faculty, and
community members were able to unite in Tiger spirit and
ce lebrate the death of USC's mascot, Cocky the Gamecock.
Although Clemson fans have highly spirited outfits for all football
games, the USCgame brought out the best of Tiger wear. Fans
went all out, dressing up in Clemson Snuggies, orange and
purple morph suites, and tiger body paint, despite the frigid
temperatures.
Although Clemson didn't pull through this year on the field,
Tiger fans everywhere can look forward to defeating the Cocks
next year, and another century of rivalry in the Palmetto State.

. -~. -• _,,_ DeAndre
Hopkins
far
KyleParker
found
assta givethe
t chdownp
ou
a 45-yard
Tigers
a 7-0
lead·1nthefirstquarter.
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For many Clemson football fans, the 2010 season was an
emotional one . Over the summer, many fans waited on
the edge of their seat to find out if quarterback Kyle Parker
would be returning to Clemson. Parker, who also played
baseball , had been drafted in the first round of the Major
League Baseball draft by the Colorado Rockies.
When Parker decided to return for a final season at
Clemson , many fans were elated. With the graduation of
many starting players such as C.J. Spiller and Jacoby Ford,
the 2010 season was expected to be a rebuilding year.
The season started off on a positive note with a defeat
against North Texas at home . The following week, the Tigers
defeated Presbyterian College in front of a home crowd for
Family Weekend.
While the offense struggled throughout the season,
Clemson 's defense remained strong. Junior defensive end
Da 'Quan Bowers had a strong season . Bowers accumulated
16 sacks throughout the course of the season and became
a cornerstone of Clemson 's defense. Defensive tackle
Miguel Chavis and safety DeAndre McDaniel also had
impressive seasons.
The team finished the season with a 6-6 record .
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NorthTexas35-10

Auburn24-27

N. Carolina16-21

Pres.College58-21

Miami21-30

Maryland31-7

WideReceiverBrandonClearcatchesthe ballto

I
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-~-- WideReceiver
JaronBrownjumpsinto --- the endzoneto scorea touchdownin
theopeninggameagainstNorthTexas
.
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GATech27-13

N.C. State 14-13

WakeForest30-10

BostonCollege 10-16

FLState 13-16

S. Carolina 7-29
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AlexaRand and Hannah Brennergo upfor a
blockduringthe DigPinkgame.TheClemson
TigersbeattheTerpsof Marylandandraised
over3,000 dollarsfor theSideOutFoundation.

FreshmanMoSimmonsstrategically
placesthe ballfromthe rightsideof the
net to give theTigers severalkeypoints.
TheClemson Tigersworepinkjerseysin honor
of the DigPink matchon October22nd.During
thegame, thejerseyswereauctionedoff to
helpraisemoneyfor breastcancerresearch
.
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Jacksonville 3-0

Winthrop3-0

Easternlllinios 1-3

WakeFores
t 0-3

Tennessee
Tech3-0

Collegeof Charleston
3-2

GeorgiaTech3-2

Duke2-3

AlbanyNY3-o

MichiganState0-3

GeorgiaState 3-0

Virginia Tech3-2

SouthCarolina 3-0

EasternMichigan3-1

FloridaA&M3-o

Virginia 2-3

Fall I Athletics

Thegirlshuddletogetherafterevery
play.Duringthe huddle,the girls
congratulateeachotherand buildeach
otherup so theycan win the nextpoint.

can you dtJ it?
By:MollyMattson,ManagingEditor

It was an interesting season for Clemson volleyball, as the
team suffered both heartbreaking lossesand amazing last
minute victories .
Pre-season action was quite successful for the Tigers.
Clemson went 3-0 in the Big Orange Bash and took first
place in the Clemson Classic. The girlsswept arch rival South
Carolina in three quick sets in the Winthrop Invitational.
The Tigers also took first place at Winthrop.
The regular season started off rocky when the team lost to
Wake Forest and Duke in the opening weekend . Clemson
was able to take victories over ACC opponents like
Georgia Tech, NC State, and 2009 ACC champion Florida
State. The Clemson volleyball team also beat Maryland
on October 22nd, during the annual Dig Pink match.
This season, underclassmen dominated the scoreboard.
Sophomore middles Sandra Adeleye and Alexa Rand
made record breaking blocks and kills while freshman
phenom Mo Simmons added blowing spikes from the right
side. Halfway through the season Hannah Brenner got the
opportunity to become the starting setter for the Tigers
and accepted the challenge with great strides.
Even though this year did not prove to be as successful a s
past seasons, the young Clemson team learned that with
a bit of teamwork and determination, anything is possible .

FloridaState1-3

Maryland3-1

Miami1-3

NorthCarolina0-3

Miami1-3

BostonCollege3-0

FloridaState3-0

N.C.State3-1

N.C.State3-2

Duke1-3

Virginia3-1

GeorgiaTech2-3

NorthCarolina3-1

WakeForest1-3

VirginiaTech3-1
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WesNelsonattemptsta
aal for theTigers
scorea g
8th game
· theirOctober
inagain
· st BastonCollege.

S. Carolina0-2
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realcontra!at
NickBurtonha;.9erstakeon the
the ball as the 19 ·n· Bulldogs.
Gardner-We
bb Runrn

ETSU
0-l

Elon0-l

Gardner
-Webb5-0

BostonCollege1-l

VirginiaTech1-l

N. Carolina0-2

WakeForestl-2

Maryland2-3
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Mike Noonan and the Tigers had high hopes of suc cess
even before their fall 2010 season began. Although they
lost the great contributions of Nathan Thornton , they gained
a number of rookies with definite potential, such as K.C.
Onyeador , Cedric Bullock, Josh Doran and others . It looked
like a great season was ahead, as August 21st marked
the start with an exhibition game against The University of
Alabama at Birmingham. Riggs Field was filled with fans to
support the team, but the Tigers lost the game 2- l . Mike
Noonan and his boys went on to lose their next four games.
After weeks of tough losses and ties, the Tigers won their
seventh week game by defeating Furman l -0. Though things
were beginning to look up, sadly they ended the season with
eight losses, four ties, and only five wins.
Even though the finishing results were not as successful as
the team hoped , a number of key events oc c urred during
the fall 2010 season . On October 22nd, Clemson beat ACC
rival Duke in overtime 2- l . Thiswas a great accomplishment
for the Tige rs, and the fans could be heard from downtown
cheering as the game ended . Also, in the latter part of the
season, freshman forward K.C. Onyeador was honored in
November along with a Wake Forest sophomore as ACC
Men 's Soc cer Co-Players of the Week.

Furmanl-0

Duke2-l

SaintLouisl -0

GeorgiaSouthernl -l

Charlottel-2

N.C.State3-l

Virginia0-l

Wofford2-2
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FreshmanVanessaLaxgangsprintsdown
the fieldwhile herUniversityof Miami
opponentstrugglesto keepup. Laxgang
playedmid-field and is oneof thetop scarers.
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Jacksonville3-1

S.Carolina0-2

WakeForest0-4

Belmont2-1

HighPoint3-4

Miami0-3

Furman1-0

CoastalCarolina0-1

FloridaState0-3

I Athletics

The women 's soccer team had a tough developmental year .
Under the leadership of Head Coach Hershey Strosberg,
the team had a fairly rough season with a total of six wins
out of the twelve games played. The team was very new ,
considering there were twelve newcomers this season and
only two players represented the senior class. Prior to the
beginning of the season, there were many skeptics as to
how the team wo.uld mesh. As the team continues to grow
together, however, there are great expectations for the
continuing players. The top scorers were sophomore Maddy
Elder and freshman Vanessa Laxgang .
Despite the fact that the team struggled through the season,
all of the players learned from the lossesand raw talent most
definitely shined through. Everyone on the team has the skill,
the heart , and the passion for this sport , but it will take a little
more experience and time together as a team for everything
to come together for the Tigers. It was announced at the
end of the season that this will be Strosberg 's last season.
No successor was announced , but a nationwide search for
a new women 's coach was mentioned . Strosberg 's efforts
toward the program were highly noted during the transition .
Despite the many changes of the program and the players ,
women 's soccer at Clemson will be on the rise again .

Duke1-4

Francis
Marion1-4

Maryland
0-4

Virginia
Tech0-3

Boston
College1-3

Virginia
0-6

NorthCarolina1-5
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By:MccuenElmore,
Assitant
Athletics
Editor

The track program at Clemson has always been one of
the most successful sports teams on campus . The men 's
and women 's cross countr y teams are no exception to this
rule. The culmination of the teams ' hard work was evident
with six guys and seven girls advancing to the NCAA
Southeast Regional in Louisville, Kentucky.
Both teams started the year off in the right direction. The
men 's team was ranked 14th in the Southeast Region's
Preseason Rankings, while the women 's team was ranked
11th in the Southeast Region's Preseason Rankings. Both
teams started at a very fast pace, which was expected
with their high ranking. At the first event , the Gamecock
Invitational in Columbia , both teams brought home first
place in the 5K race.
Both the women 's and men 's teams saw one of their
own runners earn conference honors at one point this
season, with Kim Ruck earning ACC Performer of the
Week in September, followed by Ty McCormack of the
men 's program earning the same honor in November .
Both McCorma c k and Ruck posted individual wins for
their team with McCormack 's coming in Columbia and
Charlotte , and Ruck picking up a victory at home in the
Clemson Invitational. The future for both teams isextremely
bright with the talent return ing .
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shakin' the tfftvf/t,land
By:CamlinCothran,
JuniorStaff

Clemson's 2010-201 l Tiger Band was led by Director of
Bands, Dr. Mark Spede, Assistant Director of Bands, Mr.
Tim Hurlburt, Director of Percussion, Dr. Paul Buyer, and
Color Guard Instructor, Mr. Terry Kent. This year's halftime
entertainment included the shows "Spirit," "Guitar Hero II,"
and "Orange Man Group." Not only did the band perform
at halftime, but they also cheered the Tigers on from the
stands through every play, pass, and touchdown . Starting
a week before classes, in early August, these talented
individuals began to practice their music and marching to
perfect the "mos t exciting 25 seconds in college football,"
which would eventually be performed in front of 80,000
enthusiastic Clemson Tiger fans.
Freshman trumpet player, Trevor Garcia, said, "Tiger band
is fun and exciting and has been a great way for me to
meet new friends-an overall good experience." Band
rehearsals are held on Mondays , Wednesdays , and Fridays
from 4 to 6 PM, and Saturday mornings prior to home
football games. All majors are represented within this
diverse group of students. Not only did the band play at
home football games, they also traveled to away games
and a small pep band could be found at volleyball games.
Tiger Band is truly the "Band that Shakes the Southland!"
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halftime 4'/)fftltjlvt
By:Kathe
rineWilliams
, GreeksandOrgan
izations
Editor
Halftime in Death Valley is not a time to head to the restrooms
or grab a place in line for concessions . Instead , it is a time to
sit and enjoy as the Twirlers and Tiger Dancers join the Tiger
Band for an entertaining twenty minute show that "shakes
the Southland ."
The Twirlers and Tiger Dancers worked hard du ring ha lftime ,
but worked even harde r off th e field as they p rac ticed wit h
the Tiger Band on Mondays , Wednesdays, a nd Fridays from
4-6 pm . Both groups a lso practiced separate ly at least once
during the week to make sure their routines were flaw less. The
Twirlers and the Tiger Dancers perform during halftime at the
football games , at Tigerama, and during pre-game festivities .
The Twirlersconsisted of seven girls this year, and while they did
not go with the Tiger band to competitions , they did participate
in exhibition performances . Some of the girls compe ted
indiv idua lly in the Nat iona l Baton Twirling Associat ion and the
Drum Majorettes of America . "We a ll rea lly enjoy w hat we do
and love the opportunity to be out on the fie ld supporting our
Tigers," said captain Savannah Bray.
The Tiger Dancers were also no strangers to the field as
they dan c ed along with the Tiger Band and Twirlers. There
were twelve dancers on the team this year with plenty of
leadership , as six of them were seniors. They d id not compete
in competitions , but were very much invo lved in the Clemson
football traditions .
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With a smiling face and a baton in hand,
AmandaGardneris able to show off all her
hard work while entertainingthe crowd.

Twirlm/l)anem
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Theteamsgetreadyto start
thegamewith a scrum.
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Our female Tigers at Clemson take women's rugby to
the next level whether passing the ball backwards,
kicking it forward, or tackling each other. Oddly
enough, women's rugby has the same rules, regulations
and equipment as men 's rugby. Clemson University
welcomed women's rugby in the fall semester of 1995.
At this time , there were barely enough girls to make a
team but in the fall of 1996, a full team and full game
schedule were born. The girls ended that semester with
a winning season.
The team consists of 16 players, but they recruit new
members to join every year. A lack of experience is no
problem! Freshman Rebecca Kinross says, "I played
sports in high school and I was looking for something
to do here. The rugby girls talked me into it at the
Bowman Block Party." Veteran players, along with
captains, Erin Carrol and Samantha Louring, teach
new members everything they need to know. Head
coach Mike May is an experienced rugby player who
says that "C lemson Women's Rugby is a dedicated
team. We work hard, on and off the pitch, in order to
constantly be one of the best teams in the South." The
entire team is overseen by advisor Megan Shockley .
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Warmingup is very
importantsothat injuriesare
lesslikelyduringthe game.

of Women'sClub Soccer

Bondingon ondoff thefield
is an importantthingto the
Women's ClubSoccerteam.

dtfmtnattnJ
the field
By:Katherine
Williams,GreeksandOrganizations
Editor
This season, the Women's Club Soccer Team was no
stranger to winning games . With sixseniors, eight juniors,
three sophomores and four freshmen, the players have
a lot experience and plenty of leadersh ip . They have
no set coach , but instead run practices and games
themselves.
The team practices three times a week and travels to
various areas around the East Coast to play in games
and tournaments. One of the main tournaments the
team participates in, Socctoberfest, is actually hosted
on the Clemson campus. Thisyear the team was able
to beat the University of Florida 2-0 in the finals to win
the 20 l O Socctoberfest Women 's Tournament .
The women played well in the 2010 regional tournament
that took place in Pensacola, Florida and were able
to travel to Arizona to compete at Nationals. They
hope to continue the success of their team and have
another winning season next year .
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. Clemson'sstrongdefensive
line play makesit difficult
for Georgiato scare.

rugby ruokuf
By:EthanGagne,
Assistant
Portraits
Editor
Here at Clemson , Men's Club Rugby has developed
over the years into one of the most popular club
sports on campus . Rugby, a hybrid of soccer and
football , provides Clemson's undergraduate men
an opportunity to join one of the finest organizations
available on campus . The team stresses the
importance of camaraderie and teamwork and is an
awesome way to make friends, compete, and get
involved.
To make it through the season, which includes both
the fall and spring semesters, the guys certainly need
grit . The team practices Monday through Thursday
in preparation for competing against teams all over
the Southeast . Furthermore , the team has made long
distance trips to various colleges , including Penn
State , Colorado, and Arizona State .
Men 's Club Rugby has been a long-standing tradition
since 1967, and is sure to thrive as a top organization
in the future . With no requirements to join, the team
is open to anyone looking for a good time , so check
it out!
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Clemsonplayssuperb
defenseand makesseveral
tacklesin the UGAbackfield. '

Thenew playersprove
theirdefensiveskillsin
the matchagainstElon.

the 4'frtnjf ft,
to dominate
By:JordanHoshko,
JuniorStaff
Clemson University's Women 's Club Lacrosse Team
was devoted to their training and improvement as a
collaborative team. Practices were held three times a
week throughout each season. The team hosted the
Southern Comfort tournament in the fall of 2010. Teams
from East Carolina, UNC-Chapel Hill, UNC-Wilmington ,
WVU, Shorter, Reinhardt, Virginia Tech, and Elon were
present. Two teams represented Clemson at this
tournament : a team of all the returning players and
a team of solely new players. The returning players
were able to dominate the tournament, taking the
team all the way to the finals, where they suffered a
tough loss to Virginia Tech. Captains Erika Jelen and
Molly Ashforth led the team and inspired unity among
the returning and new players . The team hosted many
social events and sparked strong friendships among
most of the players. After finishing a solid fall season,
the girls looked forward to the spring season that held
even more events, mixers, practices and tournaments .
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NickWebster
,a
memberal the Central
Spmtcorecflagfootball
teamcatchesa pass.

taking over

dffW#I

By:Elizabeth
Wilkes,Student
LifeEditor

Football has often been viewed as a predominately
male sport . However, Clemson University's Intramural
Department hopes to change that.
Thisyear, students had the chance to play flag football
on a 4 v. 4 team or a 7 v. 7 team . Additionally, men 's
leagues , women 's leagues , and corec leagues were
offered within each of the team sizes.
In the game, teams played four l 0-minute quarters ,
During this time , they tried to move the ball down the
field to score touchdowns . The end of the play was
marked when the ball-carrier's flag was pulled.
Thisyear, many women found the chance to play flag
football exciting. " Playing flag football, or any sport
for that matter, is great . It's a wonderful opportunity to
show the guys that we can play hard too ," said junior
Kristen Dodd.
Whether you were a flag football rookie or a seasoned
pro , this year offered many opportunities for you to get
involved and learn even more about the sport .
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A playeron a women's..flag
footballteam"tackles her
opponentby pullingherflag.
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Intramuralsoccerattracts
a varietyof playerswith
differentskill levelsand
sportsbackgrounds.
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Though a relatively new addition to Clemson's growing
list of intramural sports, indoor soccer is quickly gaining
popularity. As a fall intramural, students at Clemson have
the chance to sign up their team (a challenge in itself),
brainstorm a funny name, and play several other teams
at Fike Recreation Center. The teams with the best records
go on to compete in the playoffs where a single winning
team is determined. Student organizations, dorm halls, or
any random group of players all have an opportunity to
compete. "I was very impressed with the organization of
indoor soccer, having two referees, a scorekeeper, and
a clock for every game," says Mitchell Gravely, captain
of his hall's team.
Many field soccer players find intramural indoor soccer
to be a shorter, more action-packed version of the sport
they love to play. The halves are not arduously long and
the goals are close, allowing for more contact between
players and plenty of exciting footwork, shots, and saves
in a game. Indoor soccer will surely remain an intramural
sport at Clemson for years to come.
Indoorsoccerat Clemson
istypicallyplayedwith
fourplayersanda
goalkeeper
oneachteam.
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Settingup yourteammates
can leadto a spike,which can
leadto a pointfor yourteam.

spike it in

the dtand
By:Lauren
Dailey,
Junior
Staff
Sand volleyball is one of the many intramural sports
that Clemson offers during the fall. Teams can be
corec, male, or female. Teams may only have three
players on the court at a time, unlike indoor volleyball
which allows six players at a time.
Intramural sand volleyball is very competitive between
all of the teams. It can also take some time to get
used to playing in the sand, rather than hardwood
floors. Outdoor volleyball is also affected by weather
conditions, such as a bright sun or dreary rain.
Even with the added challenges of sand volleyball,
students continue to show increased interest in the
sport every fall. As soon as sign-ups open, spots are
filled almost immediately , and some teams are either
wait-listed or have to wait until the next season.
The winners of this year's sand volleyball women's,
men's and corec are " Ferocious Fireflies," "Grimy
Trouts," and "Uh-ohhhh," respectively .
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Havinga blockerat the
netis a greatdefensive
strategyand can also
intimidatethe otherteam.

the ulttmate
way to have fun
By:KellieHawkins,JuniorStaff
A great way for students to get involved in athletics
on campus . is to gather a team to play intramural
sports. These sports are a great way for both males and
females on campus to get to know more people and
have fun while doing so.
One of the sports students love to be a part of isultimate
frisbee. According to Thomas Teasley, a member of
the team "Stuntin '," ultimate frisbee is already "the
second most popular sport on campus ," so students
enjoy being able to make a real game out of it where
they can compete with other teams . This game is
commonly played on Bowman Field, but for those who
want to make a real competition of it, matches are
held on the lower intramural fields by Fike.

Onceyoucatchthe disc, youmust
standandthrow11
to a teammate
. You
orenotaloudto runwith thefrisbee.

The point of the game isto pass the frisbee to teammates
and try to get it to the other end of the field in order to
score. The sport is played in the fall, and is a great way
to meet tons of new people and stay active.
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Traditions
Clemson Live
Transportation
Class Change
Fike
Leisure Skills
Concerts
Performing Arts
Speakers
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
Study Abroad
Co-op/Internships
CAAH
CAFLS !4
CBBS
CES
CHED
Graduate School
Calhoun Honors College
Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball
Swimming & Diving
Rally Cats
Cheerleading
Coaches
Men's Club Lacrosse &
Women's Club Volleyball
Club Tennis & Women's Club
Field Hockey
Club Golf & Intramural 3v3
Basketball
Intramural Volleyball & Bowling
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traditions of exoe!!en
By:BeccaReady,
JuniorStaff

Since 1889, generations of students have crossed through
Clemson University donning orange , purple and white ,
and displaying their Tiger Pride by carrying on the traditions
of old.
One custom that originated in the rich military heritage of
Clemson is the Alma Mater Rat Cap Salute. In Clemson 's
military days , rat caps were waved at football games to
show pride. The tradition continues in spirit today when
students wave their hands , with the thumb folded under
in order to create the illusion of holding a cap , at the end
of the Alma Mater .
The University ring is another symbol of Clemson that
continues to hold significance. It depicts a palmetto tree
surrounded by the letter "C ." The pictures represent the
land-grant and military history of Clemson .
One of the most exciting traditions at Clemson i_sthe
infamous run down "The Hill" at the beginning of every
home football game as the Tigers burst onto the field in
hopes of victory .
A top-scoring football team and highly ranked academic
record make Clemson 's heritage one centered with a
familial atmosphere and academic pride , and none can
match the Tigers' traditions of excellence .

Theinfamousrundown "TheHill"
by Clemsonplayershas become
affectionatelydeemed"the most
"" exciting25 secondsof collegefootball."
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GlennBeck's com
the crowdro , edyact keeps
armgwith laughter.
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campus isaltve
By: KellieHawkins,
JuniorStaff

CLEMSONLiVEis an organization that works hard to bring
many different types of entertainment to students on
campus. The organization is composed of Clemson
students who work on various committees to bring all sorts
of events to campus for students to enjoy . The different
committees are responsible for hosting movies in McKissick
Theatre , athletic tournaments , organizing multiple concerts
throughout the year, and so much more .
Some events that occurred on campus this year included
showings of blockbuster movies such as Sex and the City
2 and Inception, concerts featuring Core y Smith, Miranda
Lambert, and Eric Church , a comedy show starring Glenn
Beck, and a dodgeball tournament . CLEMSONLiVE als.o
gets Clemson in the spirit of Christmas when they hosted CU
on Ice . For this event , an ice-skating rink was created right
on the campus amphitheater for students to enjoy .
Not only does CLEMSONLiVE host many activities on
campus , but they also advise and assistother organizations
in hosting their own events. CLEMSONLiVEbrings campus to
life by keeping students involved and happy.
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CoreySmithplayshis most
familiarsongsto a crowd
full of excitedstudents
EricChurchgetsthecrowd
pumpedup andexcited
far MirandaLambert.
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MirandaLambertreallygets
thecrowdinvolvedduringher
entertainingperformance.
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making your way artfund,,,
By:YahairaAleman,
JuniorStaff

Clemson University's students , faculty and staff have many
ways to get around campus and the surrounding city.
Popular modes of transportation include the CAT bus, a
car, or walking , and some even choose to ride bicycles ,
mopeds, or skateboards ,
One of the most popular transportation options in Clemson is
the CAT bus, which runs Monday-Friday from 6:30 AM to 3:00
AM and also on weekends. Many students take advantage
of this opportunity to save some gas and avoid the dreadful
challenge of finding a parking space . The CAT bus not
only provides transportation to and from the surrounding
apartment complexes , where most of the commuter
students live, but also all over Clemson 's campus. Central ,
Pendleton, and Anderson are a few towns and cities the
CAT bus makes stops at, too. One of the best things about
the CAT bus is that it is totally free to everyone!
Some use other forms of transportation to get to class
many find bicycle parks to be more readily available and
closer to buildings , and parking spaces for motorcycles and
mopeds are also easier to find. Every form of transportation
has its ups and downs , so students have to figure out what
works best for them and make it a routine .
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Onegreatthingabautridinga maped
to campusis greatparkingspats. Many
studentswill ridetogetherso theycan
all takeadvantageof the claseparking.
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TheCATbusnotonlymakesstops
on campus, butalsomakesstops
in surroundinglawnsandcities.
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d for his Friday
A Student is officially_pumgpehis
weeklyhigh
afternoonafter rec1evin
h "HighFiveClub" .
five from t e

ohttff
dtbetween
By:Jennif
er Goodmon,StoffWriter

Class change , to say the least, was probab ly the most
exciting fifteen minutes of your academic day . Whether
you were sauntering to your next class or grabbing a
frappe at Moe Joes, you were enjoy ing it.
Some people rushed from the P&A building to Fike, while
others made the most of their time cramming in the library
right before a psychology test . On Fridays, you got your
weekly high five from the "High Five Club " on the Library
Bridge . There was no such thing as a dull day on the
Library Bridge , wit h a ll the different c lubs advert ising and
urging us to join . Many dreaded walking up the hills going
from to class to class, because as we all know , no matter
where you are on Clemson 's campus you were walking
uphill. At the amphitheatre , students laid on the grass
doing homework (or on Facebook , thanks to our wireless
campus!). If you are ever near "The Horseshoe", you were
sure to see girls taking advantage of the weather on
" Lever Beach" .
"I a lways feel like there isso much to do in between classes.
Even if I just have to walk across the hall there is always
someone to talk to ," raves Marion Reeves, a freshman .
Without a doubt , the time in between classes was used to
its fullest potential.
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Clemsonstudent
., .. 01orangeon th s,create a sea
'·•
on "Solid; LibraryBridge
range Fridays".
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studentslffVt fike
By:Lauren
Beretich,
JuniorStaff

As the daily stress of classes (and college life in general!)
set in this past year, students found they needed a place
to blow off steam . At Fike Recreation Center, students
found just that . Fike, as it is more commonly called , has
for years been a place to work out , meet friends, make
friends, take classes, and just get moving . Fike is not only
equipped with top-notch machinery, but also with an
Olympic-size indoor pool, rock climbing wall , running track ,
tennis courts, and much more . Students were also able
to participate in fitness classes such as Zumba , Cycling ,
Pilates, Body Fit, and Circuit Training during the week .
Some students even earned credits from "Fike-ing it."
A variety of classes, including Yoga and Pilates, were
offered and counted as a Leisure Skillscredit. Sophomore
Caitlin Witry raved , "I love my Pilates class! It makes my
week so much better , and I feel less stressed overall. "
Intramural and Club sports also found a home at Fike, and
Greeks, dedicated athletes, and everyone in between
participated in these activities . Fike is loved by the
community because of the FirstAid classes, CPR classes,
and TigerFish Swim School that provide education for all
ages. Fike has always been a place where students get
together to have fun , play hard and get fit, and it will
continue to be a landmark of Clemson 's campus for years
to come .
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A Clemson
studentenjoyshistimeot Fike
whileconcentroting
on hisab work-out.
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Occasionally Clemson students ask themselves if they
are "working hard or hardly working?" More often than
not the answer is that they are working extremely hard
on schoolwork , projects , and studying. But for students
enrolled in one of the one-hour leisure skill classes offered at
Clemson , their answer is dramatically different . Students are
encouraged to make leisure skillsan enjoyable , hands-on
learning experience. And although these classes are called
"leisure skills," the people participating not only have fun
but they also walk away with the knowledge and abilit y of
whatever skill they may have chosen.
Students can select from an assortment of classes ranging
from shag and swing dancing to scuba diving or wood
carving. No matter which course they participate in,
students are sure to have an entertaining time . The courses
offered vary in difficulty level as well, so there is a class for
everyone from beginners to pros. Some of the leisure skills
even take students outdoors , such as wilderness; first aid ,
and golf. Classes can be somewhat difficult to register for
because of the high interest from man y students. However ,
those students who do make it in the classes can look
forward to activel y participating in the skill of their choice .
So if the reason for taking a leisure skill is to lighten a tough
class load or just to learn a new skill, Clemson has a wide
variety of possibilities.
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Therifleryclassstandsby as their
instructorintroducesthe varietyof
weaponsthat theywill be learning
howto useduringthe semester.
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Oneof thepilatesclasses
beginswithsimplestretching
andprogresses
intoa more
challengingworkout.
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Openingact EricChurchcreatesa
fun and livelyatmospherebefore
MirandaLamberttakesthe stage.
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MirandaLambertgetscloseto
herClemsonfansduringher
"revolutionary
" performance
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Underthe intenseredlights, EricChurch
andhisbandmembersget intothe
musicandso doesthe Clemsoncrowd.

~

(}ffJt,(}trfJt
thot rock
By:Justine
Costantino,
JuniorStaff

With the grandeur of Littlejohn Coliseum, thousands of
adoring fans, and a campus-wide love for music, it is no
wonder that Clemson University has been able to pull off
some amazing concerts this past year.
When CMT on Tour came to Clemson on October 7th,
the atmosphere at Littlejohn was unforgettable. Students
excitedly anticipated Miranda Lambert's appearance,
and while Josh Kelly and Eric Church were just the opening
acts, they were surely able to get the crowd at Littlejohn on
their feet
In addition to the many indoor concerts Clemson provides
its students, there have also been quite a few concerts
on the lawn of Littlejohn this past year. Famous singers
including country stars Lee Brice and Corey Smith, and
singer/songwriter Matt Wertz have all made their way to the
Clemson campus, offering students a chance to see some
of their favorites up close.
Most can agree that music has the powerful capability of
bringing people together. Clemson students are fortunate
enough to be given many chances to come together and
see great artists perform.
■■
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taking a

bffw

By:Katherine
Williams,
Greeks
andOrganizations
Editor

To entertain and inspire is the goal of the Performing
Arts here at Clemson University. With students involved in
choruses, orchestras , plays, and many other aspects of the
arts, Clemson is able to open its doors to the public to show
the talent of many students.
Located on the east side of campus , the Brooks Center is
the main venue for performances . It holds many classrooms
and amenities needed for the Performing Arts students
and those involved in musical, dance, and theatrical
organizations .
Whether one enjoys singing, dancing , playing an instrument ,
or acting , Clemson 's Performing Arts has a program to fit
the needs of students with three distinct concentrations:
audio technology, music, and theatre . "The Performing
Arts major allows me to study what I love on a day to day
basis and prepares me for a career in music," says Junior,
Whitney Rhoad.
Not only isthe BrooksCenter used for Performing Arts majors,
but groups such as the CU Singers, Men and Women Glee,
Take Note , TIGEROAR, Clemson Players, the Steel Band,
and other organizations utilize the facility . While some
performances cost money , many are free to students .

TheSymphonicBondis a selectwind
ensemble
that performscontempororyand
traditionalconcertbandliterature.Theyhave
travelednationwide,includingCarnegiaHall.
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Theaudienceeagerlylistensas the
popularyetcontroversial
speaker
,
GlennBeck,takesthe stageduring
hisdiscussionin LittlejohnColiseum
.
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womenin politics.Theabovediscussion
takesplacein theAuditoriumof Strom
Thurmond
Instituteon Clemson
's campus.

Clemson University prides itself on hosting many well-known
speakers on campus throughout the year. This year, each of the
different academic colleges hosted speakers that were relevant to
itsstudents and provided a great variety for the entire student body .
Many of the speeches took place in Littlejohn Coliseum and drew
quite a crowd. Littlejohn was packed as one of Dove 's "Campaign
for Real Beauty " models delivered a speech to an almost all-female
audience. This model turned speaker stressed the importance
of inner beauty and women left the event feeling empowered.
Women also focused on politics as the League of Women Voters
came to the University and held a discussion of women in politics .
One of the most famous male speakers to step onto Clemson 's
campus was the radio and talk show host, Glenn Beck. Glenn Beck 's
radio show, The Glenn Beck Program , isthe third highest-rated radio
show in the country. Hisself-titled show isone of FOX News Channel 's
most successful news shows and he is also the author of six New York
TimesBest-sellers,just to name a few of his many accomplishments.
On September 17th, 2010, Glenn Beck took the stage in Littlejohn
Coliseum. He shared his provocative political insight with the
Universityas he held a ninety-minute discussion on current events .
Just twice a year, Beck travels the country on a live stage tour.
Clemson University was very proud to be able to host one of
America 's best-known radio and television personalities right on
their own stage.
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Donatingbloodin honorof MortinLuther
King, Jr. Doyis on annual tradition at
ClemsonUniversity
. Manystudentsvolunteer
to givebloodas portof theirdayof service.
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Martin Luther King, Jr. Day may have been simply a
day off from school and work for some people, but for
Clemson students, faculty, and staff, it became a day
of service in the community. January 17, 2011 marked a
day for the community to come together and give back
in order to celebrate Dr. King's birthday and his legacy in
America.
Theday consisted of volunteers lending a helping hand at
different shelters, such as Helping Hands of Clemson and
the Animal Rescue Fund. Students registered in advance
and traveled to these different sites on Monday morning.
Some activities took place on campus as well. Third,
fourth, and fifth graders from nearby schools came to
Clemson's campus to take a tour and learn about the
lives of college students. Also, a blood drive was held in
the Hendrix Student Center, as it is every year on MLK Day.
The Universityalso had the honor of welcoming Nontombi
Naomi Tutu, a public speaker from South Africa who deals
with issuesof race and gender. She appeared in Tillman
Auditorium on January 18th to speak on these topics.
Instead of having just another day off, Clemson University
transformed MLK Day into a memorable day of service.
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Studentsparticipatedin an
AcademicQuizBowl in TillmanHall
to celebratethe birth of MLKJr.
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Studentsin the NotionalScholarsProgrampose
with PrinceWilliamof (Solid!)Orange,the founder
. ~
of the independentNetherlands
, at his palacein
Delftduringa Moymesterstudyabroadtrip. The
4
• princelikelywouldhoveapprovedof theTigerRog.
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AshleyRubereachesfar the skywhile abroad
in Scotlandduringthe fall semester. Going
abroadis a greatway for manystudentsto
seetheworldin a newand wondrouslight.

a Wffndrffllt world
By:KatieSimmons,
Assistant
Academics
Editor

If you could wake up each day to the bells of a cathedral
ringing and easily hop on a train, coach, or plane every
week to visit another city or country , would you want to?
Most likely the answer is "Yes!" Many students take the time
to study abroad sometime during their college career ; it
is a great opportunity to see and explore the world while
earning school credit.
Once studying abroad becomes more than a mere idea , a
student must meet with their adviser and the Study Abroad
Office in order to take the initial steps, such as filling out
applications and obtaining recommendation
letters.
Each student is then required to attend a pre-departure
orientation held by the Office of International Affairs once
they have been accepted. A student may choose a special
program sponsored by Clemson or opt for something
completely different .
On studying in Germany , Saskia Vos said, " It has been
truly life changing . Despite being one of the most fun and
adventurous things I have done thus far in my life, it has
been a huge growing experience which has taught me
more about life than any class at college could . I have
experienced so many new things and traveled to places
I once only could dream of ." Regardless of the program
chosen, studying abroad is a memorable and amazing
experience which cannot truly be conveyed in words.
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Asport of o grophicdesigninternship
ot CyberGrophicsin Memphis
, TN,
Corais helpingthe companycreate
advertisements
for upcomingevents.
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Ever needed a break from school? Want to make
a little extra money? The Cooperative Education
Program allows you to do just that. The co-op program
is an "engaged learning " experience in which students
actually go to work for a business in their major while
studying at Clemson . By "co-oping ," students get the
opportunity to not only gain valuable work experience
and business connections , but also to make some
money in the process. To start the program , all interested
students must interview with businesses with the help of
the Michelin Career Center. Once a student has been
hired by a company , they begin alternating semesters
of work with semesters of school, completing three total
rotations at the company-usually in the fall, spring, and
summer. However, if students don 't like the idea of missing
school, they can always choose to go for an internship.
An internship is slightly different from a co-op because it
can be paid or unpaid and can last for various amounts of
time . For example many students choose to participate
in internships over the summer so their graduation date
is not delayed .
Both internships and co-ops provide students with
opportunities to experience the world they will face
after Clemson .
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t~e spring,students
1y Omeetwith
potentialemployers·in their
field of work.
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CAAHencompasses
nat anly
academicsbut alsostressesthe
importanceof extracurricular
activitiessuchas orchestra.
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Clemson University's College of Architecture ,
Arts, and Humanities is a unique combination of
disciplines offering specia lties in everything from
Communication Studies to Philosophy to Performing
Arts. According to Dean Emeritus Chip Egan, students
of CAAH "will be design ing the questions that really
address global issues." Studies of Aristotle, Plato, and
Socrates immerse students in a world of professional
and traditiona l disciplines.
TheCollege of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities has
a unique "studio " style method for creative inquiry
focused on an engaged and collaborative style
of learning . Clemson students in t his college may
also take advantage of the Brooks Center for The
Performing Arts, the hub of cultural life at Clemson
University, as well as sites in Genoa , Charleston , and
Barcelona.
A new building for visual arts is in the works to
connect the Brooks Cen ter to Lee Ha ll. This much
needed improvement will enhance the students '
learning env ironment . These sites are central to
the college , which hopes to disband the borders
between scholarship and culture w ith the creation
of a "fluid campus ."
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EmmanuelBankston
, an Agricultural
Educationmajor, workson theSimpson
BeefCattleFarm, oneof severalof
Clemson
's ResearchFarmServices.
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TomScottis the interimdeanfor the college,as
well as a professorin theAnimalandVeterinary
SciencesDepartmentandinterimvice
presidentfor PublicServiceandAgriculture.
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Thebeefform operatesyear-round
, calving
fromJanuaryto Morch, breedingin Apriland
weeningin September
. Onceready,the calves
arereassigned
to theirresearchprojects.

back to the rffff f4'
of clemson
By:LaurenDailey,
JuniorStaff

The College of Agriculture , Forestry, and Life Science (CAFLS)
is the origin of Clemson University. One of Thomas Green
Clemson 's goals was to establish an institution of higher
learning in South Carolina to provide pra c tical education in
agric ulture and the sciences , which is exactly what he did.
Clemson University was once known as Clemson Agricultural
College , and today CAFLS is still a vital aspect of Clemson 's
image . The vision of CAFLSis "to provide teaching , research ,
and service that will benefit the citizens of South Carolina and
the nation ."
CAFLShas ten different departments , eighteen undergraduate
programs, fifteen masters programs , two professional masters
programs, and twelve Ph.D. programs. The most popular major
is Animal and Veterinary Science , which has three different
emphasis areas . Other popular majors include Agricultural
Education and Agricultural Mechanization and Business.
CAFLS is also very involved in research concerning food,
fiber and fuel production , preservation and restoration of
the environment , and the improvement of health. Topics of
research vary from studies at the molecular level to those of
ecosystems and global dimensions . Research support comes
from different resources such as federal and state competitive
grants, industry sources, foundations , and appropriated funds.
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SirrineHollhousesthe Collegeof Business
andBehavioral
Scienceand is hometo
manyclassrooms
andfacultyoffices.

taking care of 011ttntff
By:OliviaElswick,
JuniorStaff
Clemson's College of Businessand Behavioral Science is unique
among colleges in the United States in that it merges together
several studies and disciplines. The college encompasses such
majors as Accounting, Economics, Graphic Communications,
Management,
Marketing,
Political Science,
Psychology,
Sociology and Anthropology. This interdisciplinary strategy gives
students an in-depth knowledge that ranges from discerning
human motivation to amplifying business and economics in the
global market. CBBSaims to help students rea lize their academic
and career potential while preparing students for a wide variety
of career opportunities, with a spotlight on leadership . CBBS is
characterized by experiential learning , in which students apply
theories from the classroom to rea l-world experiences. Thanks to
a wide variety of programs such as study abroad opportunities
in Europe and Asia, leadership-focused courses, and research
projects, students can focus on success.
The College has also been doing a lot of improvements around
Sirrine Hall to create a better learning environment for students.
There are an increased number of "Smart" classrooms, better air
conditioning and heating system, and better bathrooms. One of
the most exci ting improvements isthe addition of a student lounge
on the first floor that was executed by the Student Advisory Board .
Bycreating eligib le thinkers, these students are better prepared to
produce advancement in the world after graduation. As Claude
C. Lilly,Dean of CBBS,says, "We not only want to develop leaders ,
but leaders stepped in responsible thought and action so they
can inspire and transpire society for generations to come."
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Each year Clemson makes improvements to their academic
programs , and this year the College of Engineering & Science was
no exception . Although environmental engineering has been a
part of Clemson 's graduate school for decades , this year it was
also offered as an undergraduate degree , making it the first of its
kind in the state of South Carolina . With this addition , the college
now offers a total of 17 majors in the undergraduate program .
Clemson undergraduates can also receive degrees in the nine
other fields of engineering-Bioengineering
, Biosystems, Ceramic
and Materials, Chemical , Civil, Computer, Electrical, Industrial,
and Mechanical-as
well as Chemistry , Computer Information
Systems, Computer Science , Geology , Mathematical Sciences ,
Physics, and Polymer and Fiber Chemistry .
Upon entering their freshman year of college , engineering majors
go on two department tours where they hear from several guest
speakers . This is to assist freshmen in c hoosing their discipline in
the spring . Once their disciplines are chosen , students spend
the next two years learning about their field and preparing for
the senior year FE exam that certifies student s as professional
engineers . Upon graduation , many students are able to get jobs
with companies such as Duke Energy and Mic helin . With suc h
succ ess in the job market and growth within the college , reasons
to join Clemson 's College of Engineering & Sc ience are really
starting to add up .
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In MechanicalEngineering
, students
learnthefundamentalsof putting
togetheran automobileIncluding
clutches, brakes,and gears.
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staying tJffltlt,ttJted
By: CamlinCothran,
juniorstaff

The College of Health , Education , and Human Development
is one of the newest academic colleges at Clemson .
Introduced in 1995, the College of Health , Education , and
Human Development (HEHD) houses eleven majors under
four degree-granting units: the Eugene T. Moore School
of Education , the Department of Parks, Recreation, and
Tourism Management , the Department of Public Health
Sciences, and the School of Nursing. In addition, the
College of HEHDoffers three distance education programs ,
sixteen centers and institutes, four support services, and five
collaborative research areas.
The dean of the College is Dr. Larry Allen. He has been at
Clemson since l 989when he was the Head of the Department
of Parks, Recreation , and Tourism Management. After the
College of HEHD opened , he became their Associate
Dean of Research and Curriculum Development. He has
been serving as Dean of the College since 2001.
With healthcare and public services being two of the most
popular career fields in America today , Clemson's College
of HEHD promises to get students ready for these fast
paced and influential occupations. A strong curriculum
based on research and scholarship pushes students to
achieve academic and personal success in the fields they
have chosen.

A nursingstudentchecksto seeif her
patient'spupilsreactto light. Nursing
studentshavethe opportunityto practice
whattheylearnduringtheirtimeat Clemson
.
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"We seek to bring together the world's best students
and faculty in an educational environment where a
student and a teacher share in research, exploration
and inquiry. " This quote from Dr. J. Bruce Rotert, the
Dean of the Graduate School, describes the goal of the
Clemson University graduate program. With over 100
degree programs available to students and a faculty
that engages graduates in interdisciplinary studies and in
depth research, it isno wonder why the Clemson Graduate
School has become so successful. From molecular
biology to secondary education, the possibilities for both
Masters and Doctoral degrees are practically endless,
and students ensure that such vast opportunities do not
go to waste.
The Graduate School achieved a great deal, with
environmental engineering graduates designing a model
for underground waste disposal, and numerous awards
and grants have been awarded to the biology and
architecture departments. In addition to their studies and
research , graduate students often work for the University as
Teaching Assistants or Resident Directors in order to offset
the cost of their education. These jobs allow for a large
reduction in tuition and often times on-campus housing.
Whether it be through their dedication and hard work
or their successful research, the students at the Clemson
Graduate School are truly going above and beyond .
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EachsemesterClemsonawardshundredsof bachelor's
,
master's,doctoral, and honorarydegrees.Aftergraduates
receivetheirdiplomas,theyeachshakethe handof President
Barker,who congratulatesthemon theiraccomplishment
.
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ErnstMeyerthrowsa bowlduringthe Centerfor
VisualArt's openstudioduringtheiropenhouse.
Duringthistime, studentscon comecheckout
whatthegradstudentsoredoingin thedeportment
andlearnmoreabouttheirgradprograms.
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Teachersshowoff theirexcitingcourse
opportunitiesfor honorsstudentsto
take.Thisoneis on the socialeffects
of Facebookin our societytoday.

hfflmtdtiswhere

the smart is

By:BeccaReady,JuniorStaff

The Calhoun Honors College was established in 1962 in order
to give students with a passion for learning the opportunity
to do so in an environment that cultivates curiosity. It offers
specialized courses that count for general education
requirements on topics such as Harry Potter, spy novels,
and the greatest math problems that have never been
solved. These classes g ive honors students the opportunity
to complete requirements in a unique way.
The honors program also offers separate housing for
students in Holmes Hall. They are able to live with others
who share their drive for learning , which cultivates a lot of
collaboration on assignments . "It's so much easier to get
work done when everyone around me is working on the
same assignment because we can bounce ideas off of
each other, " says honors student Elliot Mappus .
Contrary to popular belief , however , honors students do
not spend all their free time studying . They enjoy attending
football games , playing sports. and having fun with friends
on the weekends just like any other Clemson student . What
makes them unique is that they take advantage of every
opportunity to learn , and thanks to the honors program ,
they continually get more and more chances to do so.
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HonorsstudentsJacquelineGreen,DanielRuiz,
and RobertAlfordspendtime on a schoolnight
studyingtogetherin a HolmesHalldormroom.
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BeccaReadytakestimeto signthe glass
wall of the HonorsAcademicActivities
Centerat its grandopeningin the
bosementof HolmesHallthis pastwinter.
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JenniferKahlershowsoff her Honor'sCollege
prideon "purpleour day by sportingher
honorscollegeT-shirtto cheeron theTigers
in theirwinninggameagainstGeorgiaTech.
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ZavierAndersonis oneof the four seniors that
was on the Tigerteamthis season. Clemson
will missall four seniors,DemontezStitt, Jeroi
Grant,JonahBaize, and Zavier Anderson.
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One of Demontez Stilt's best talents was his
\ ·
abilityta drive down the lane with multiple
" defendersguarding him to scorea basket.Stitt
· was ableto sly pastthe defense to scorepoints.

BelmontAbbey96·57

OldDominion60-61

SouthCarolina60-64

C. of Charleston66-59

WesternCarolina87-64

SetonHall64-58

FloridaState69-75

DelawareState76-41

Wofford78-70

SouthCarolinast. 69-54

SavannahState61-40

EastCarolina71-59

LongBeachState69-55

Michigan61-69

UNCGreensboro
71-61

TheCitadel69-54
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tlam dunk
By:MollyMattson,ManagingEditor

The end of the 2009-2010 basketball season introduced
a lot of new changes to the men's basketball lineup. To
start, the Tigers lost a major player when Trevor Booker
graduated . April brought big news when head coach
Oliver Purnell took the head coaching job at DePaul
University in Chicago. After searching, Clemson hired Brad
Brownell from Wright State as the new head coach .
Things started strong for the Tigers as they won six of their
first seven games. Clemson lost to Michigan in the ACC
Big Ten Challenge, and then fell to the Gamecocks in
Columbia, SC. After losing to FSUin the first ACC game,
the Tigers came back with an eight game winning streak
that included ACC opponents Miami and Georgia Tech.

-

Jerai Granthad two dunksduringthe
gameagainst N.C.State. Grant'slong arms
give him the ability to dunk as well as block
opponentswhen theyaretrying to score.

The Tigers had a lot of talent on the team during the 20102011 season. Seniors Demontez Stitt and Jerai Grant led
the team in some major plays throughout the season while
juniors Tanner Smith, Andre Young, and Bryan Narcisse
put up impressive statistics. Cory Stanton was the lone
freshman on the team as he followed coach Brownell
from Wright State, but impressed Tiger fans with his hustle
and determination on the floor.
The Tigers were picked to finish last in the ACC during pre
season polls, but they proved everyone wrong as they
challenged some of the toughest teams in the conference .

Miami79-72

N.C.State60-50

BostonCollege77-69

WakeForest63-49

Georg
ia Tech87-62

FloridaState62-44

NorthCarolina62-64

Duke59-70

North Carolina65-75

Virginia 47-49

N.C. State61-69

VirginiaTech69-60

Maryland77-79

GeorgiaTech65-56

Miami 63-59
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a newbeginning
By:LaurenTaylor,AthleticsEditor
For the Lady Tigers, the season began with a fresh face
calling the plays. ltoro Umoh Coleman was named the
Lady Tigers' new head coach in March. Coleman is not a
new face to Clemson University, however, as she played
basketball for Clemson from 1995-1999, and was an
assistant here from 2002-2007. She most recently served as
an assistant at Penn State before returning to Clemson.
Despite starting the season strong with a 5-1 record, the
Lady Tigers had their share of rough spots this year. Key
victories, however, included wins against NC State, Wake
Forest, and Virginia. Seniors Sthefany Thomas, Jasmine Tate,
and KirstynWright led the team, with help on the inside from
junior Shaniqua Pauldo. Freshman Keelia Shelton played
a lot of minutes for the Lady Tigers, and fellow freshman
Chancie Dunn came on late in the season, providing a
spark off the bench as well.
The most noticeable change for the Lady Tigers this year
has been the way Coleman handles the game. Her calm
demeanor allows her to guide the players on the court
without raising her voice, and the players have responded
positively to her coaching style. With some success in the
ACC and with non-conference teams, Coach Coleman
seems to have the program moving in a positive direction.

UNCGreensboro
77-55

Furman62-53

CharlestonSouthern85-52
S.Carolina59-73
Kennesaw
State68-57
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First year Head Coach ltoro Umoh
Coleman coaches Ke li □ Shelton during a
game against The University of Maryland.

Samford48-58

Syracuse58-77

G

SCState66-44

UAB64-67

Georgetown
54-75

Mi

Indiana51-65

Oakland49-73

NCA&T77-71

M

Presbyterian
College61-49

Baylor40-82

NCState76-74

Fl

·
ri ht was an integral .
Senior Kirstyn W g . ccessesduring
d Tigers su
01
th
part
e La y
hip on the court
the season. Her leaders
h ut the season.
was evident throug o

GeorgiaTech53-64

WakeForest77-73

UNC47-60

FloridaState50-67

Miami 48-77

Duke37-92

VirginiaTech56-68

NorthCarolina64-78

Maryland59-80

Virginia84-74

GeorgiaTech46-72

FloridaState73-83

BostonCollege49-78

WakeForest64-86
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Coming into this season, Clemson's Swimming and Diving
teams were given some disappointing news-all areas of
their beloved sport were to be phased out over the next
two years, except for Women's Diving.
However, the teams did not let that news affect their
performance last season. The men and women quickly
bounced bac k, with both teams winning their first meet
against Davidso n College , nearly doubling their score .
Although they did suffer a loss to USC, the teams also
defeated Georgia Tech shortly thereafter, and participated
in the Georgia Tech Invitational, in which the men 's team
took third and the women 's team took seventh out of the
twelve schools participating .
Tori Cervone also celebrated a personal accomplishment
when she was named ACC Women's Performer of the
Week after her excellent performance in a meet against
Georgia Tech.
Despite the rough news that started the season, the
Swimming and Diving program continued to persevere .
Head coach Christopher Ip brought Zoe Adams on staff
as an assistant c oach, and the Tigers dove right into this
season without looking back, hoping to make it one of
their best, even if it was one of their last.
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1/valteit up
By:Lauren
Taylor,
Athletics
Editor

As the University's official dance team, the Rally Cats are
some of the more noticeable people on game days and
at campus and community events. With their orange
sequins during football season and purple pants during
Men's Basketball, these athletic dancers are incredibly
talented and skilled, and help promote spirit through their
performances. These girls are present and perform at all
football games and all men's basketball games. Thisyear's
team is small, with only 14 members and two seniors, but
the squad has a lot of drive to make each performance
better than the last.
Rally Cats practice multiple times each week, as well as
having two morning workouts each week with an athletic
strength and cond itioning trainer to help the girls stay in
shape. Most of the work that these girls do is behind the
scenes, which iswhat makes their performances a success
on a consistent basis. Their faces are not just seen during
sporting events, as they are also present during Tigerama ,
FirstFriday, and other pep rallies and events. The Rally Cats
are always a fan favorite, with spirited performances that
entertain the crowds at Clemson sporting events, whether
it be on the gridiron or the hardwood .
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TheRallyCatshelpkeepthe
crowdexcitedand pumped
up at hamefootballgames.
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With their faces and spirit seen at various events around
campus and the community , it is safe to say that the
Clemson Cheerleaders are one of the faces of Clemson
University. With two varsity teams , the Coed team , and the
All-Girl team , these athletes spend countless hours working
out , practicing , showing spirit and leading the crowd on
game days . While both teams can be seen at Tigerama ,
First Friday, and other parades and events , the Co-Ed
team 's main responsibility is cheering at volleyball games
and home and away football games . The All-Girl team
is responsible for cheering at both men's and women 's
basketball games and a few football games , as well.
Members from both teams combine to form a Small Co
Ed team, which c ompetes nationally . The NCA Nationals ,
collegiat e cheerleading's national championship , take
place every spring in Daytona Beach , Florida.
Under second-year head coach Kristin Kwiatkowski, the
cheerleading program c ontinues to improve and work
hard to become one of the top programs not only in
the ACC but in the nation as well. These non-scholarship
athletes work hard to balance school, practice , workouts
and games all while showing that they are "All In" for
Clemson Athlet ics, and exemplifying exactly what Clemson
University's "determined spirit" is all about .
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Co-EdSeniorCheerleader
Jaimie
Piccioneperformsa scorpion
duringa footballgame.

All-GirlCheerleaders
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Co-EdCheerleaders
perform
a variationof a hitchpyramid
duringa footballgame.
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our ftam leaders
By:JordanHoshko,
JuniorStaff

Coa c hes are the backbone of Clemson University sports.
However, many changes and shiftsof power have been made
alongside the returns of many of the great coaches still on
staff. Dabo Swinney, the head coach of the beloved Clemson
Tigersfootball team, announced that BillyNapier, the offensive
coordinator and quarterbacks coach, and Andre Powell,
running backs coach and special teams coordinator , would
not be returning next season. Eddie Radwanski was named
the women's soccer head coach after spending 10 years
at UNC--Greensboro. He hired Jeff Robbins as the assistant
coach, who he had previously worked with at UNC-G. Brad
Brownell, who was announced as the new men 's basketball
coach in April 2010, made himself extremely accessible to
fans with the live call -in radio show, "Tiger Calls."
Rowing coach Richard Ruggieri resigned in June 2010, and
Robbie Tenebaum , previously an assistant rowing c oach at
Clemson , was named interim head rowing coach . Tenebaum
named Linc oln LaRoe and Jessica Leidec ker assistant
coaches . Women 's volleyball head coa c h Jolene Jordan
Hoover announced the addition of alumnus Kelsey Murphy
to the staff as an assistant coach . The coaches at Clemson
University ensure the absolute top quality and performance
of the Clemson athletes . Despite some transitions amongst
coaches this past year, the undeniable influence coaches
have on every player and fan will def initely continue .
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FirstyearWomen's Basketball
CoachltoroColemangetsher
girls motivatedto play.
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spike it dfJ'HI-Je
By: KeeliaFaber,AssistantGreeksandOrganizations

Since the team 's establishment in 1973, Clemson Men 's
Club Lac rosse has made its way toward being one of
the University 's most a c complished athleti c c lubs. Last
year, the team was the first ever recipient of Clemson 's
"Club of the Year" award. The Tigers, a founding team
of the Southeastern Lacrosse Conference , boast
an overall record for the 2009-20lO season of l l -51, including a major defeat against long-time rival
Virginia Tech.
Eac h year, the team hosts the Southern Comfort
Tournament . This is the largest fall lacrosse tournament
in the Southeast and bring s in both high school and
college teams . The Men 's Club Lacrosse Team was very
active off the field as well . The players enthusiastically
helped organize and coach local recreational and
high school tournaments and clinics every year, such
as a "Super Bowl Shootout ." In summer 2010, the team
collaborated with Nike to create Clemson Lacrosse
Camp , drawing in about 60 kids in the first year.
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The2010ClemsonMen·s ClubSoccerteam.
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Oneof the ClubSoccerplayers
hustlesfor the ball duringone
of theirhomematches.

lttolttn'it
By:MccuenElmore,
Assistant
Athletics
Editor
The Clemson Club Soccer team offers an option for
those students who show a passion for soccer to be
able to continue playing competitively even after
high school. Like any sport, a lot of hard work and
preparation are put into the team.
The team practiced twice a week at the Rugby field
on Clemson 's campus . Throughout the year, the club
soccer team traveled across the Southeast to play to
play in tournaments at various schools. This year the
team traveled to Gainesville, Florida, and Furman
University. At these tournaments the teams usually
play against four to five different schools. At the
Florida Tournament the team compiled a 4- 1 record,
only losing to host University of Florida . The club soccer
team also hosted its own tournament in March . e of
Charleston , and South Carolina . As more people join
the club soccer team, the future cont inues to shine
bright.
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Club Tennisis characterizedby the
invitingteamatmaspherein which
playersaf all levelscampeteagainst
aneanatherand atherschaals.
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By:OliviaElswick,
Junior
Staff

Clemson Club Tennis is back in full swing, hosting
tournaments and traveling throughout the Southeast
for matches against other universities. Formed in 1996,
this club serves as an outlet for students with a passion
for tennis . With nearly 75 members, Club Tennisprovides
the opportunity for a wide range of skill levels to play
competitively while partaking in team camaraderie .
This organization was founded by Clemson students
who wanted to play both competitively and for
recreational purposes . The team practiced four
times a week and held weekly basketball sessionsto
improve footwork . In October, Club Tennis hosted the
Showdown in Tigertown featuring Auburn , Furman,
Georgia Southern, Georgia Tech, Kentucky , UNC,
UNC-Wilmington, Valdosta, and Virginia . In November,
the team traveled to Columbia , SC for the State
Champ ionships and placed 3rd overall, as well as
winning the fastest serve competition, trivia section ,
and school spirit contest. Through tournaments, the
players forge bonds with other students throughout
the Southeast, while having the chance to play with
players of varying skill levels .
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CourtneyReeve
, secretaryfor ClubTennis
smashesa farehandduringpractice.As
secretary
, Caurtneyarganizesmatch
play andtravelarrangements.
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TheUniversityof SouthCarolinaClub
FieldHockeyteamcouldnotevenkeep
up with the Tigers'drivefor the goal.
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TheClemsonClubFieldHockeyteam
tookthe Universityof SouthCarolina
headon. Theplayersnevershiedaway
froma one-on-oneconfrontation.

take (}fflfllflttlt-d
of the field
By:JordanHoshko,
JuniorStaff

Led by captains Alex Musarra and Ashley Walton, the
Club Field Hockey team had a very successful fall
season . The team is in fact coed, competing with two
boys on the team this year. With around 25 people
total , the Tigers had mostly away games this season .
The team started out with an obvious developmental
phase at the field hockey tournament hosted at
Wake Forest. The team didn 't do as well as they'd
hoped, but they got closer and began to work more
coopera tive ly. The tournament at Limestone Co llege
proved that their hard work paid off, since they won
all the games. The team continued working hard and
was successful again with victories against Emory and ,
most recently , the University of South Carolina at a
tournament hosted by the Clemson Club Field Hockey
team. Because of their many away games , everyone
bonded through their travels and free time while away .
The entire team looked forward to the spring season
that began in February .
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By:MccuenElmore,
Assistant
Athletics
Editor
The Women's Club Volleyball team works hard to
keep in shape and play a game that they enjoy.
The girls can be found in the Fike club gym every
Tuesday and Thursday night honing their skills and
getting ready for that week's competition. On the
weekends these ladie s take their talents across the
Southeast to play in tournaments and matches
against club teams from other schools.
These tournaments took the team anywhere from
Cincinnati, for a victory over Northern Kentucky
University,to Columbia fora fifteen team tournament.
The girls were also fortunate enough to host their
own volleyball tournament here in Clemson.
The team's season was a complete success with
the win over North Kentucky and the second place
finish at South Carolina's tournament in which they
defeated the number-two ranked club team in the
country, South Carolina, in three games .
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Boysshowoff theircompetitivenatureas
oneteam's playerdrivesto the netagainst
an opposingplayerwho defendsthe basket.

The Clemson Intramural Program offers a var iety of
sports each season for University students to enjoy . As
the cold weather approaches, students still have the
opportunity to get involved and stay active. Every fall,
students sign up and create teams for the intramural
basketball league.
The teams consist of three-on-three basketball in
men 's, women's and corec leagues. Thisvariety gives
anyone and everyone the opportunity to play. A lot
of Greeks and organizations create teams , as well as
other basketball enthusiasts. Even though intramural
sports are meant to be fun-spirited , the teams get
competitive as the playoffs approach .
Fellow students come to cheer their friends on as they
watch the games take place in Fike Recreation Center.
The Intramural Program is student led and strives to
provide a social outlet while maintaining the values
of good sportsmanship. As each team enjoys playing
basketball with fellow teammates , the program hopes
that participants will continue to return year after year.
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Thegirlsof the "Hit1tandQuitit" women's
intramuralteamposefor a photoaftera
game."Hit 1tandQuit11"
tookfirstplacein
theird1v1s1on
beforeplayoffs.

Intramural indoor volleyball provides Clemson
students with a great way to get involved in a fun and
competitive activity . With women 's, men 's, and corec
divisions, everyone has the opportunity to get out and
p lay . Students get creative in naming the ir teams, w ith
names ranging from funny , such as "Free Weezy " and
"The Victor ious Secret," to intimidating, such as "Set to
Kill." Greeks also get involved by creating teams for
their fraternities and sororities, showing that all types
of students can take part in this awesome activity.
The rules of intramural volleyball are very similar to
volleyball played at the varsity level, so players with
previous experience in the sport can recognize the
similar regulations . At least six p layers make up a team ,
w ith four being requ ired to start a game . Matches are
played in a best two out of three set up, and a game
is won when one team reaches a score of 25, beating
the other team by at least two points . The winners of
the men's, women 's, and corec division were "He
Man Woman Haters Club ," "Holler," and "uhhhohhh, "
respectively . Intramural volleyba ll isa way for Clemson
students to unleash their competitive spirits while still
having fun .
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BeccaCartergoesup to tip the ball
overthe net.ClemsonUniversity
ranksfirst placefor studentswho
competein intramuralsportsactivity.

Intramuralbowlingis a great
way to meetnewfriendsas
well as bondwith old ones. It
alsogivestudentssomething
funto do in their"spare" time. ..111111•1111111..

David Center gets in position to toss his ball down
the aisle to hit the ten black and white pins before
him. Current team member and captain of "UATFW,"
David bowls with ten other students to compete for
fun in intramural bowling . Each team must consist of
a minimum of five players and no more than fifteen ; if
there are only four players from a team present , then a
blind score of 80 will be utilized for the games. " UATFW"
finished the season off well with four wins and only one
loss, but "Big Pin Pin" won the championship.

•

Concentration
is keywhenbowlingthat perfect
strike. A bowlermustlearnto focuson hisor
hersurroundingsrotherthanoneparticular
itemin orderto judgethe bestformto useas
well as angleandspeedto hit the pins.

Once a match begins, each of the bowlers must
finish. If an individual must leave , then their current
score will stand for the rest of the game . At the end
of each night , only the top four bowler's scores are
actually accounted for, and fortunately , the lowest
bowler's score is dropped. A total of seven points are
rewarded-two
points for each winning game as well
as one point for total pins for the whole match. If there
happens to be a tie between two teams , then there
is a head 0 to-head competition, point differential, and
pin differential, respectively, to determine the winner .
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Each year the Princeton Review releases its updated
ranks of America's Universities and Colleges. Students at
Clemson take pride in being one of the top universities
in the nation, and its rankings the Princeton Review give
students something to boast about.
Clemson ranks especially high in this year's review, being
home to the 5th ranked happiest students and the 5th
ranked intramural sports program. Moreover, Clemson
University holds a very close relationship with its community
and ranks #l in Town-Gown Relationships, along with being
the #l Jock School. Collectively, the Princeton Review
ranks Clemson as the 23rd Best Public University.
Clemson's standings can be attributed to the high caliber
of students admitted, both academically and athletically.
Over recent years, Clemson has become very selective
in determining its incoming students, making it home to
some of the world's best and brightest individuals.
Whether it be its close interaction with the surrounding
community, or its happy and well-rounded students,
Clemson is most surely making a name for itself among
top American institutions.

All membersof the Clemson
communityhavetremendous
prideandspiritfor their
University-even
pets!
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Easilyvotedthefavoritespatan campus,the
amphitheateris lavedbyeveryClemsonstudent,
and1tis usedfar everythingfrom loungingbetween
classesto iceskatingin thewinterwith "CUon Ice."
Inthefall, DeathValleyis filledwith
80,000 Tigerfanscheeringontheir
favoritefootballteam. Evenfansin the
upperdeckcanenjoythegameaswell
as an amazingviewaverLakeHartwell.
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Have you ever given directions to someone based on
landmarks? "Go ten miles and take a right at the Wendy 's,"
" If you see the movie theater , you 've gone too far ... " etc .
Well, Clemson University students do this all the time . We all
know those landmark spots on campus-the ones that every
Clemson student passes by daily . Places like the Library Bridge,
Tillman Hall, Bowman Field, and so many more are essential
to the atmosphere of Clemson's campus.
When students were asked what makes Clemson feel like
"home " to them, there were many unique answers. Freshman
Kimberly McAllister said she had found her favorite spot on
campus while perched on top of the cannons overlooking
Bowman Field: "The view isgreat , and there are usually minimal
bugs," she said. Others replied that their favorite spots were
the ones that satisfied their stomachs , such as '55 Exchange
or the Clemson Canteen . However, the single most common
response was the amphitheater outside the library.
Day and night , students utilize the amphitheater for all sorts
of different activities . Junior Gabriella Medina quotes, "The
amphitheater is a great spot to relax . It's so comfortable there
that you have to be careful not to fall asleep and miss class!"
Freshman Jaime Sanchez prefers the amphitheater at night :
"It's dark , but you can still see everything and the sound of
my guitar echoes through the whole place. It's nice! " Just
make a right at the library bridge , and you ' ll be at the finest
place on campus .
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Today the country's unemployment rate is at one of its
highest in history! Jobs are wanted, but more importantly
jobs are needed. This crisis not only affects adults in the U.S.,
but it is also a concern for college kids. Though they are
attending school, a large number of college students have
a need for jobs and are definitely a part of the workforce of
America. Many students excel in the classroom as well as the
workplace . Some college kids work just to have "spending
money," while some have to pay bills such as rent, car
insurance, and cable fees. Others could even be working to
pay for tuition , or just so they don't have to call mommy and
daddy every time they need cash.
Programs like work-study assist students in finding jobs on
campus. The work areas range from working the check
out counter at Barnes and Noble, being part of the event
staff at sports games, or organizing books at Cooper Library.
With these jobs, students obtain money and benefit from the
convenience of being on campus; students can leave class
to go straight to work without it being a strenuous process.
Through this work experience, students are gathering skills
that will be beneficial throughout their lives, while building
a resume at the same time . Skills such as interacting and
communicating w ith diverse types of people effectively and
responsibly can be acquired through jobs such as these.

DavidStokesand BradGasquework in the Harris
A.SmithSonocoInstitutefor Packaging Design and
Graphicsto cleanthecylinderson the OMETFlexographic
Press.TheyarebothGraphicCommunications
majors.
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Fo~tbollgamesprovidenewstudentswith a great
pportun1ty
to _havefun andsupporttheirTigers
with spiritunrivaled.Clemsonsportsisjust one
aspectintowhichfirstyearstudentstransition.
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Anenthusiasticresidentassistant
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facilitiesin theirnewresidencehall.Facilities
suchas thesemakeClemsonlivingan all
aroundenjoyableexperience
for newcomers.
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Residentassistants, suchas GabyMedino
andSherrillDoily, work at the dormhallfront
deskin Manningin orderto makethemselves
availableto theirfreshmenresidents
.

brave ,t,f W world
By:EthanGagne,
Assistant
Portraits
Editor

Over the years, Clemson has made great strides in improvement of
its FirstYear Experience program. Clemson realizes the importance
of freshmen enjoying their first year on campus. Whether it be
comfortable living arrangements , locating unfamiliar classes,
or simply developing a good relationship with roommates ,
Clemson's First Year Experience program takes pride in making
the transition more enjoyable. Thanksto the FYEprogram , entering
freshmen are provided valuable insight into collegiate life and
independent living. Firstyear students are able to seek help from
both upperclassmen and faculty members , which enables them
to become well-adapted to the Clemson campus.
Clemson 's Department of Residential Life provides four primary
components within its FirstYear Experience program . They consist
of : civic engagement, academic achievement , community
development ,
and
interpersonal
development.
These
components come together to allow students to increase their
self-knowledge, ability to parti c ipate within a community, social
network, and overall to become agents of positive change .
With collegiate demands and stresses, it is crucial for the health
of Clemson University and its future that incoming freshmen are
welcomed and aided throughout their first year. Entering the
brave new world of college is quite a transition and can be
overwhelming at times, so the First Year Experience program
ultimately provides resources to new Tigers to help them adapt
to their new home .
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YoungClemsonIonscheeron the
teamwhilehigh-livingthe mascot.

ourdtverte
community
By:Lauren
Beretich,
Junior
Staff

In 2010, the community of Clemson was more active
than ever. From philanthropies to social events, every
individual and organization was in action and the diversity
of Clemson 's campus prevailed. Clemson is home to
numerous cultural and international groups , such as the
Asian Student Association and the Spanish Club. These
organizations and many more made the ir presence
known around campus. In October , Clemson 's Black
Student Union sponsored a Ha lloween Mixer open to a ll
students. Donations were accepted at this even t and all of
the proceeds went to Dabo Swinney 's "All In" Foundation .
Thissuccessful event reinforced the fact that diversity only
strengthens our community.
The International Student Association was a lso a vital part
of the FirstFriday parade . One of their missions is "to foster
and build relationships and understanding among all
Clemson Universitystudents, staff and faculty, and between
American people as a whole." Each organization had a
different mission, but they were a ll unified by being a part
of Clemson 's community. Many did not real ize how much
diversity was actually incorporated into the fabric of our
community. The cultural and international organizations
on campus made an active effort this year to get their
groups known and will continue to grow and give back to
our community .
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career Off1e1ee0Vtff1
By:Lauren
Beretich,
JuniorStaff

In the 2010-2011 school year, Clemson students took full
advantage of the award-winning services provided by
the Michelin Career Center. The mission of the Career
Center states, "through partnerships with employers,
faculty and staff , (our purpose) is to empower students
to make effective career choices based on realistic self
appraisals and comprehension of the world-of-work ,
resulting in self sufficient graduates who market their
education, skills and experiences to achieve life-long
career success." For this reason , this resource has been
vital to Clemson University students for decades. The
Michelin Career Center has not only helped graduating
seniors find jobs, but has catered to underclassmen as
well. During the spring semester alone , they sponsored
study abroad fairs, graduate student seminars, senior
seminars, sophomore-only workshops , and finding your
career path events. Sophomore Meghan Barnes said
"The sophomore workshop really helped me realize that I
was in the wrong major." Students were also able to find
part-time jobs on campus through the Career Center to
either help with tuition or earn some extra cash . Students
found jobs on campus at places like Einstein Bros. Bagels,
Cooper library, or CCIT. For years, the Michelin Career
Center has aided students , parents , and alumni in doing
what it does best: helping Clemson students build careers .
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p omoreKirstieL
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opportunitieswith ee discusses
career
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a prospective
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ElizabethJonesand NormanBarrettdiscuss
theircareergoalswhileat o careerfair
sponsoredby the MichelinCareerCenter.
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CLEMSONUVE
bringsstudents
opportunitiesfor competitionandfun
to this year'sEarthDaycelebration.
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celebrating earflv
By:AmberDay,CopyEditor

On April 22, 2010, various student organizations brought
Clemson University a unique Earth Day celebration.
Students for Environmental Action (SEA), Professor
John Mittelstaedt's Creative Inquiry Marketing Class
CLEMSONLiVE, and Acts of Campus Kindness (ACK)
united to not only provide Clemson students with a day
of fun activities, but also challenged their environmental
awareness.
Students who came out to the lawn of Littlejohn Coliseum
were able to participate in a variety of interactive
festivities provided by CLEMSONLiVE,including a bungee
trampoline, rock wall, Velcro wall, jousting station, and
sumo wrestling. They also supplied the first 350 students
with free shirtsto tie dye.
ACK set up a TOMS "Style Your Sole" event as their first
major event as a club. ACK purchased l 00 pairs of TOMS
shoes and sold them to students for a discounted price of
$35 a pair. On Earth Day, these students were then able
to come out to the tents provided by SEAon the Littlejohn
lawn and paint their shoes courtesy of CLEMSONLiVE.
The celebration also featured a concert by Eric Church,
educational booths, and recycling opportunities. Earth
Day 2010 succeeded in proving that Clemson students
can have fun while doing their part to raise environmental
awareness and support charitable organizations .
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creativityand hearsfor charity
by pointingshoesfor the
TOMSStyleYourSoleevent.
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Asidefromgivingstudentso few daysawayfrom
homeworkandstudying,breaksallowstudents
to travel,go on vocations
, or seenature. These
studentsvisit BoldRock, SouthCarolina.

Advantages
of goinghomefor a breakinclude
home-cooked
meals, yourown bed,andwashing .,,,,,.-.,
w
machinesyoudon't hoveto payto use!

~

EthanWandless
, BrodCollins,JennJohnson,
CandiceSmith, andanotherSanityenthusiastwentto
1 Washington
, DCfor FollBreakto attendJanStewartand
StephenColberrsRallyto RestoreSanityand/ or Fear.
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Orealt
from routine

By:KevinHeimbrook,
JuniorStaff

Week after week of studying, working, and being involved in
organizations can take its toll on a student. Homework starts to pile
up, meetings become more and more inconvenient, and the routine
gets old. A week here, three days there, or even just a long weekend
is exactly what students need to rest up and get revitalized to take
on their workload again. Clemson University honors major holidays
and takes sympathy on its students by throwing in several breaks
throughout both semesters of each year .
Midway through the fall semester, students get their first taste of
freedom with a two-day fall break. This year, the University gave its
students November l st and 2nd off, creating a much-needed four
day weekend after Halloween. Three weeks later came the three
day Thanksgiving break, where a considerably large percentage of
students returned home to feast on turkey with family. Winter break ,
of course, marks the end of the fall semester and beginning of the
spring semester and lasts for about a month. The first classes of 201l
were on January 12th, and students had the next Monday off in
honor of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day . Spring break lasted from March
21st to March 25th, giving students their last break until summer.
Although many students will spend breaks sleeping in and visiting
friends and family, there are many organization retreats, mission
trips, and seNice projects that they have the option of participating
in. Those who stay in Clemson still have the opportunity to eat in the
dining halls and stay in campus housing . Breaks are a necessity in
college life and are much appreciated by both students and faculty .
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GerardoSantanaand ChrisRamlogantraveledto Chicagoatthe
endof theirsummerbreakto PowerVote
trainingwith Students
for Environmental
Action. Thesewerethe onlytwo Clemson
studentsto attendandtwo out of threestudentsfromSCto go.
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Thisyear'spaintingdirector,WillyCraig,cameupwith
thebrilliantideato spraypainton everyoneinsteadof
rollingonthepaint.Itis a muchfastertechnique.This
girl isgettingpaintedupforthevolleyballgame.
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SevenCentralSpiritmembersarein
chargeof runningtheflagsfor eachgame.
TheseguysleadthewayfortheTigersto
rundownthe hillandontothefield.

CentralSpiritputsontheFirstFridayparade
everyyear. Theymakesureeveryoneislined
upcorrectly,thechildrendon'trunintothe ~
streets,andthateveryoneisgettingpumped
upforthefirstfootballgameof theseason! ·

,"!,

Gettingto beon the field duringfootballgamesis a
specialprivilegeof beingpart of CentralSpirit. These
guyshelpedcheeron theTigersduringthe lost home _ _
gameof the seasonogoinsttheGamecocks.
.

- r _ ____
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Have you ever wondered who blows up the thousands
of balloons for each football game? Central Spirit is one
of the "Big 7" organizations on campus that supports
Clemson Athletics in almost every way possible. With over
200 members , Central Spirit has a group at almost every
home athletic event-including
non-revenue sports, such
as Women 's Volleyball and Swimming/Diving . They also
make at least one football road trip and one baseball road
trip each year.
Outside of attending athletic events , the club paints
windows downtown, sells t-shirts for big events , and is in
charge of the First Friday Parade and the Homecoming
float building competition . Members are divided up
into different committees such as "Communications ,"
"Painting," "Special Events," "Sales," and many more to
help get all these things accomplished . Within the club ,
there are social events that help bring everyone together
to get to know each other, despite the large number of
members . These social events include pumpkin carving ,
tailgates at volleyball and baseball games, and playing in
intramural matches .
The group works hard throughout the year to get all the
students and alumni excited about Clemson Athletics.
Clemson is one of the hardest places for visiting teams to
play and Central Spirit makes sure it stays that way .
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Doris Cole
Austin Hart
Michael Andrew Case
Aaron Jennings
Mark Tanner Heniford
Audrey Scull
Garland Jankins
Beth Parker
Samantha Erin Cawthorne
John William Hubbard
Jimmy Croft
Samantha Rankin
Dwight Camper
John Jefferson Porter
General Lee Guy
Edward Lockwood Falk
James Henry
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Thelibrarytransformsintoa place
of intensestudy, laboriouswriting,
and long, unintendednaptimes.

Studentstakeadvantageof tutorsin
orderto crameverylastbit of knowledge
~
possiblein beforeexamtime.
l!
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As the end of the semester draws to a close, professors
begin packing on assignments and shuffling around due
dates in order to award grades appropriately. Among
the hustle and bustle of getting ready for breaks, a dark
week looms. It is a week of dread for some, and a week
of quiet, late night hours for others. It is the infamous and
ominous "Finals Week. " Java City gets overwhelmed with
orders and a free table cannot be found on any floor of
Cooper Library. Printers are overworked and the internet
seems to be a few seconds slower than normal-all the last
minute research for final papers causes heavy traffic on the
information superhighway.
Despite all the stress that those last tests can cause, many
groups organize events that help relieve some of the
tension that lurks in the air. Study break events take place
all over campus including cookie giveaways, free movie
showings, and other priceless stress-relieving opportunities.
They all take place in order to give students a chance to
unwind for a few hours amidst all the work of the week.
Also, the week before finals, iRave can be seen taking over
the library bridge for close to ten minutes between classes.
In celebration of the end of the semester, students break
into dance to bring smiles to stress-filled passersby.
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marching f.t!(!t..~
People often speak about graduation as if it was the final
chapter of their youth , the last step that marks the end of
their college journey. At the end of each semester, the
excitement on the faces of those preparing to graduate
radiates across campus, but what many of these seniors
do not realize is that graduation is not just the end of one
endeavor , but also the beginning of another . Graduation is
referred to as commencement , a word which signifies that
graduation is the start of something great , not the end.
EveryAugust , December, and MaythegraduatesofClemson
University walk across the stage and receive their degrees,
shake the hand of President Barker, and enter into a whole
new world of independence and freedom . For some , the
world of work awaits , and with it comes the opportunity to
provide for themselves and begin their career. For others,
it is off to graduate school, where they will pursue higher
degrees in the hope of one day getting their dream job.
Regardless of one's ambitions after graduating from
Clemson , one thing is certain : that earning a Clemson
degree represents years of hard work, dedication , and
some fun thrown in here and there. It also signifies that the
people walking across the stage on graduation day are
marching forward toward a future of endless possibilities.
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, Anexcitedgraduate
call his parentssho tlusesa cell phoneto
degree,an act th t r y afterreceivinghis
a showsth
·
and pridethat Cl
e excitement
emsongraduatesfeel.

?:

PresidentBarkershakesthe handof Tyler
Lacrossand all othergraduates
, showinghe not
only has respectfor Clemsonstudents,but that
he valuestheiraccomplishments
.
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Each graduategetsthe chanceto walk acrossthe
stagein frontof friendsand familyand receivetheir
degree.MattMoose is proudand optimisticabout
hisfuturecareerpath beginningin Asheville
, NC.
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rff wtnj with
the flow
By:EthanGagne,
Assistant
Portraits
Editor

Coming off a spectacular
season and an ACC
championship victory in 2009, the 2010 rowing team had
high hopes and even higher expectations. "The fall is all
about getting in some great technical work on the water,
and building our strength and fitness in the weight room,"
says head coach Robbie Tenenbaum. Led by senior Liz
Robb, the Tigers did just that and proved to reach the
expectations by their performance at the Head of the
Hooch in Chattanooga during the fall season. It was there
in Tennessee where the Tigers realized their potential by
capturing a first and sixth place finish in the field of 29
during the 8+ race and a third and eighth place finish out
of a 42 boat field in the 4+ race.
Clemson's rowing team made great strides in the 2010
season and prepared itself for greatness in the coming
years. During the spring, Coach Tenenbaum introduced
four new rowers to the team, three of which have
international rowing experience, and all of which have
proven success in the past. Starting with tough leadership
and experience at the top and youthful energy at its core ,
Clemson's women rowing team is sure to represent the
Tigers with the utmost dignity and success that is Clemson .
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CarolineFregeau
, BrePrzestrzelski
,
NicoleBowen,and BrittanyBurnsare
enjoyinga greatmorningon Lake
Hartwellas they preparefor theirrace.

Rowingis verymucha team
sport.Eachmemberof a boat is
importantto the group's success.
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The team practicesveryhardto ensure
theirbestchancesduringtheir races.
Thelearnmuststayin lop physicalshape
while keepingtheirgradesjust as high.
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run, jump, wt,e,
By:Larriso
L.McDowell,
Junior
Stoff

At the start of last year's track and field season, the Clemson
Tigers hoped to live up to the success of previous seasons.
There was no doubt that the Tigers had a hard act to follow
and a reputation to maintain , ending the past season with
five team members being named All-Americans . It might
have seemed like a difficult task to accomplish with the team
losing notable players like Jacoby Ford and C.J. Spiller, but
with athletes like Brianna Rollins and Justin Murdock still in
uniform the team had more than enough talent to dominate
the ACC once again.
The indoor season kicked off with the Tigersobtaining numerous
wins at Clemson 's Orange and Purple Winter Classic. Red
shirt senior Alex Padgett contributed to the victories with his
performance in the men's shot put and weight throw. The
following month , sophomore Jasmine Edgerson received the
third-best time for the 60-meter dash in Clemson 's history. In
January 2010, Miller Moss beat his own school record scoring
a total of 5,903 points at the JRFCombined Events Invitati ona l.
This was also the third season that Moss left this competition
with first place honors.
It is apparent that both the men and women 's track and
field teams are continuing their streak of great seasons,
many victories , and record breaking performances. Coach
Lawrence Johnson should be proud of his own efforts and
those of the Tigers, as there seems to be no sign of their
success ending anytime soon .
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With five returning starters, Derek DiFazio, Kevin
Galloway, Wes Moran, Zachary Rigsby, and Juan
Bolona , men's Tiger tennis has continued its legacy of
excellence. Chuck Mccuen continues with his third
season as the head coach of the Tigers, and Gerardo
Meza, one of Mexico 's top junior tennis players, joined
the team. Former Clemson tennis All-American player
Clement Reix continues to move up in ATP rankings
after wining Pro-Circuit events.

:::c:

The new Duckworth Pavilion, conta ining a two-story
expansion featuring an open top deck for watching
tennis or hosting social events, will help the tennis
team better accommodate faculty and fans. Clemson
also single-handedly defeated
their oldest rivals,
Presbyterian College and Wofford College, this season.
Wofford was Clemson's first dual match and these three
teams have been playing since the l920 's.
"Clemson men's tennis is on the rise," says Mccuen ,
who is impressed by the team 's physical and mental
endurance. "We are a team everyone wants to beat."
After signing Hunter Harrington , the #10 player in his
class nationwide for fall of 201 l, the 53rd ranked Tigers
will continue their tradition of dominance.

Wofford7-0

Gardner-Webb
7-0

Presbyter
ian 7-0

Georgia0-7

TheCitadel7-0

USC
-Upstate6-l

Davidson4-3
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Clemson
lemsonreturnsa
forehand
orehandfromdown
the linein a win against
Collegeof Charleston.
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Tennessee
0-7

Furman7-0

DePaul5-2

Marquette5-2

Collegeof Charleston
7-0

FloridaState3-4
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Troy7-0

CharlestonSouthern4-0

Memphis4-0

Winthrop5-0

USC-Upstate
5-0

Dartmouth7-0

tmao!tthat
By: OlivioElswick,
Junior
Stoff

Clemson 's women 's tennis has been in full swing since its
first match in 1976. Thisteam has established itself among
the best programs in the nation and remains a consistent
presence in the sport . With an overall record of 24-6, the
Tigers finished 3rd in the conference, with a record of 9-2.
In the NCAA Tournament , the team advanced to the
Sweet 16, losing to Stanford , the National Champions .
The team is a melting pot of players from around the
globe, including Croatia, France , Slovakia, Sweden , and
the Czech Republic. With a combination of ability , youth,
and know-how, the Tigers are able to make their mark in
national competition . Clemson hosted the ITA National
Indoor Championships where they advanced to the
second round .
Josipa Bek, ranked #12 nationally for singles, is the best
player at Clemson and in the Carolina region . Head
coach Nancy Harris says "Josipa refuses to be beaten ."
A partnership between Josipa Bek and Keri Wong made
them the #2 doubles team nationally.
The Lady Tigers expect a great season next year as well,
with five of the six starters returning.

Vanderbilt
4-2

Florido
4-0

Furman
6-1

SouthCarolina
4-3

Georgia
5-2

Georgia
Tech5-2
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111-tnntnJ
ways
By:MccuenElmore,
Assistant
Athletics
Editor
The past year has brought great recognition and success
to teams across the Clemson athletic department.
The women's track team started the winning off in
the right way by claiming the Indoor Atlantic Coast
Conference Track Championship in late February. The
ladies blew the competition away in Blacksburg , Virginia ,
winning by over 50 points. The team was paced by April
Sinkler's two individual titles at the championship.
To add to the miraculous season the women's track
team was having , the ladies brought home the 2010
ACC Outdoor Championship in late April, which was
held on Clemson's campus . To cap off such a great year
the women 's track team, Patricia Mamona captured
the NCAA Outdoor Title in the Triple Jump .
The baseball team also finished the season on a very
positive note , capturing three titles in the spring. The first
title came after winning a home series against Florida
State in early May , crowning them the regular season
Atlantic Division champions . The team 's next title came
at the Auburn Regional hosted in Tuscaloosa. The next
win was the most important as the win over Alabama in
the Clemson Super Regional, which propelled the guys
to Omaha , Nebraska for the College World Series.
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Gymnastsareconstantlyfocused
an maintainingexcellentform, and
keepingtheirtoespointedisjust one
elementof precisiontheymustdisplay.
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Founded in 2006, Clemson's Club Gymnastics team is
a group of over fifty men and women gymnasts . With
both competitive and non-competitive portions of the
club , all types of gymnasts are able to participate . The
team practices at Upstate Gymnastics in Pendleton ,
with some members coaching recreational classes
there as well. The club is also able to help out with the
large gymnastics meet held in Littlejohn each February,
which attracts gymnasts from all over the Southeast.
The team competes in at least four meets each year,
traveling to states as far as Texas and Ohio. They have
had top-notch success both individually and as a team
at multiple competitions. The team 's largest event
each year is Nationals , a five-day event held in April,
and with their largest competitive team ever this year,
they hope to place in the finals.
The club 's main goal is to transition into a Varsity level
sport here at Clemson , becoming the first Varsity
gymnastics team in South Carolina, which would draw
gymnasts from all over the Southeast to Clemson .
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Clemsonclubgymnasticsoffersbothmenand
womenthechanceto sharpentheirskills. Here
a malegymnastpreparesto practicethe still
rings, an eventrequiringstrengthand control.

ChipStephansdigsa spikefromthe
otherteam, sothe Clemsonguyscon
hopefullyspikeit bockfor a point.

A volleyballplayersetsthe boll
upfor histeammateto spike.

a winning4'6Vup
By:CamlinCothron,
JuniorStoff

The Men 's Club Volleyball team is a group of lO to 14
talented and dedicated young men who love the
sport of volleyball. Tryouts are held at the beginning
of each school year and practices take place three
days a week at Fike. The group competes against
other collegiate teams , sometimes as far away as
Virginia Tech and the University of Central Florida . They
also compete in multiple tournaments each fall and
spring, in addition to scrimmage matches with local
club teams and the Clemson women 's club team . This
year they were able to host a tournament at Fike in
November and had over 10 teams participating .
The president of the club volleyball team isjunior Bryan
McDewell. Chip Stephens, a senior captain , feels that
"we have finally developed a passion for the game
and a will to win . It is no longer just one person trying to
motivate a team. Good things are in the near future. "
With this much enthusiasm and motivation , the guys
hope to bring home some tournament championships!
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· Someof theteam membersposefor
a group picture after a day of riding.

equtneexperience
By:Averie
Wood,Junior
Staff

The Clemson Equestrian team, also known as CUET,is a
club sport under the direction of the Club Sports Office
of Student Affairs. The main show members compete
in is the Intercollegiate Horse Shows Association
(IHSA). Fundraisers are held throughout the year so
members can compete in shows and other activities.
The primary function of the club is to field Clemson's
Intercollegiate Equestrian Team. Anyone at Clemson
University iswelcome to join and there are no tryouts or
interviews. Members are divided into four categories:
C, U, E, and T members . These range from those who
compete in shows on a regular basis to those who just
like horses and attending shows. Club dues are only
$35 a semester.
Members who want to compete in shows such as the
IHSA are required to attend regular lessons. This year,
CUETwelcomed a new coach, KristiSmith. The team
also moved barns and trainers to Smith's Tiger Brook
Farm, located near campus .
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Thegirlsgettogetherfor a formal
eventawayfromthe barn.
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Jon Easton
, a sophomore
marketingmajor, playsthe first
basemanpositionfor the Tigers.
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hitting a

hffmtrun
By:CamlinCothran,
Junior
Staff

The Men's Club Baseball team is made up of men
from a variety of skill levels and academic majors. The
group is led by president Eric Farmer and vice president
James Lucas. Practices take place every afternoon at
Old Stone Church field in Clemson.
Every year over spring break , the men travel to Plant
City, Florida for a tournament. This year, they will also
get the opportunity to travel to Atlanta to play Georgia
Tech and travel to Knoxville to play the University of
Tennessee. The opponents they will play in Clemson are
East Carolina University, Georgia Southern University,
and division rival, University of Georgia,
After a disappointing end to last year's season, the men
hope to return this year to Fort Myers, Florida for the
National Club Baseball Association 's World Series.With
a roster based on key returning players, this goal seems
very attainable. When asked about the upcoming
season, Jon Easton, a sophomore first baseman , said
that he is "very excited about the number of returning
players as well as the talent of the newcomers , which
should make for a very succ essful season, "
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AlumnimemberTedTheodoretokes ;t· ~ ... ~ ,, ):;,
off for a blazingfast run in hisA-Mod •
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ZochGobeilletokesa sharpcornerduringa
CSCCautocrossin the club RX-7
. Theclub car
is availablefor any memberto drivein events,
which makesfor someclosecompetition.

By:JoshKelly,Photography
Editor
The Clemson sports car club has been around for
43 years and is the largest of its type on the East
Coast. This club is a diverse group of students and
alumni that participate in a range of different
events including autocross, drag races, and car
shows, among many others. They hold their events
in several locations, including the Anderson County
fair grounds and the Expo Center, but they also
occasionally hold events on campus. Much of the
success of the events and promotion of the club's
existence isdue in part to the accomplishments and
support of the club's active alumni, many of which
have gone on to become professional race car
drivers, officials or major representatives of national
sports car clubs.
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Thisracerwas one of over 160 ridersthat
competedin the 2010 SpringDownhillRace.
Therace,hostedb_yClemsonFreeride,is highly
antIcIpatedby ridersall overthe USand well
knownfor the excitingtrails and fun atmosphere.

Founded in the fall of 2006, the Clemson Freeride Club
is a group that has two really important things ; a lot of
passion for extreme mountain biking and a hand built
course that attracts riders from all over the east coast .
In fact, more than 160 riders, from as far away as New
Jersey and South Florida, came and competed in the
spring 2010 Tiger Down race, making it their biggest
event to date .
In November, Clemson Freeride hosted the Red Bull
Night Shift race . The qualifiers were open to all collegiate
riders, and then the best 24 riders were hand-selected by
professional downhill rider, Shaums March . " It was a huge
success and an exciting event for Clemson Freeride,"
said club president Brad Collins. "When Red Bull comes
to your club and asks you if they can hold an event at
your course , it's a pretty big deal! "

Riders usednothingmorethan the light from
theirheadlampsto navigateClemson's
downhillcourseat nightfor the 2010 RedBull
NightShift. Thisridermakesa safelandingon
a 20ft drop,the newestadditionto the course.

The club is constantly improving the trail to keep it thrilling ;
t_his year they added several new jumps , a couple of
berms , a new wall ride that is almost twice as big as the
previous one , and a 25-foot drop. However , just because
they build their course by hand doesn 't mean you have
to be a hardcore mountain biker to have fun with them .
"We love to ride with anyone and everyone ," says Collins .
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TheClubIceHockeyteampractices andcompetesin
Greenville
at the Pavilion.Theyhavepracticesonce
a weekandgenerallycompeteonthe weekends.

tttolt to the man
By:AlyssaGoodson,
Business
Manager

As a Division Ill team in the American Collegiate
Hockey Association, the Clemson team is a top level
program representing the South Region. The team was
designed to give skilled hockey players a chance to
continue ploying throughout their years in college.
Home games ore ployed at The Pavilion in Taylors,
South Carolina.

-

SophomoreMattKynochgetsthe
puckdownthe ice in hopesof scoring
a goalfor Clemson
. Heplayedin 19
outof 20 gamesthis season.

The Club Ice Hockey season usually runs from
September to February, but the players toke winter
break off . This year, the team finished the season with
twelve wins. Seven of those wins occurred at home,
while five were on the rood . The team lost eight games,
with half being at home and the other half on the rood .
They did not proceed post the regular season, but the
players improved their skillsand hod a lot of fun getting
to know new friends.
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TheSailingClubgetsout on LakeHartwellto
practice.It's a greatway to beon the water,in
the sun,and havea lot of fun at the sametime.
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By:Alyssa
Goodson,
Business
Manager
Founded over forty years ago , the Clemson Sailing Club
provides students and faculty with the opportunity to
sail on Lake Hartwell. Members can go to the lake and
relax while enjoying their hobby or sport . They can also
take sailing classes and participate in intercollegiate
regattas across the Southeast . The Clemson Sailing Club
held regattas within the club to increase members '
knowledge of sailing and build relationships by pairing
highly experienced sailors with new members .
Members of the club formed the Clemson Sailing
Team, which allows sailors to compete in regattas
at venues that range from Annapolis to Miami. This
is also a great way for sailors to refine their skills and
compete against sailers at other schools. The team
provides its members with a sense of camaraderie that
lasts beyond their years at Clemson while promoting
healthy competition.
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A rare January blizzard unleashed its fury on the Southeast
on January 9, 201 l. The Upstate faced several inches of
snow, eventually switching to freezing rain and sleet. This
created travel worries, especially for those trying to get back
to campus in time for classes to start back. Here in Clemson ,
snow totals reached almost 8 inches in some areas and ice
accumulation reached 0.2 of an inch. It cost the state of
South Carolina around $2.7 million for materials and labor to
get roadways clear. Thiswas the biggest snowstorm to hit the
south in l 0 years. The result ended in cancelation of classes
on the first day of the spring semester, which thrilled students .
Throughout the whole week , the snow and ice melted slowly
due to the constant cold temperatures , but it was surely a
winter Tiger-land!

In 2010, Clemson University got two new fraternities on
campus. The addition of two social fraternities in one year
suggests that Clemson 's Greek life is flourishing despite the
cease and desist order placed on Greeks in late September
2010. The first new fraternity is Alpha Kappa Lambda , whose
charter at Clemson actually began in late 2009. However,
this fraternity quickly decided that Clemson was not the
school for them . In January 201 l, the men of this organization
decided they no longer needed a chapter at Clemson and
during Rush Week, they took down their tent on Bowman
Field to officially end their chapter. The second new fraternity ,
Delta Tau Delta, colonized at Clemson in September 2010.
This social organization has quickly grown, as it began with
more than fifty members in the first pledge class.
With the growing Greek community at Clemson , it appears
as though it is inevitable that new fraternities and sororities
continue to come to campus .
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On May 27, 2010, the Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity house went up
in flames. The fire resulted in extensive fire and water damage in all
rooms while the back hall was completely destroyed. Six brothers
were living in the l 05 year-old house at the time; they were not
hurt, but they lost almost everything they owned. Many of the
brothers who were not staying there at the time lost many of their
belongings as well.
The fraternity house, located at 113 Calhoun Street, has received
a tremendous amount of local support from businesses, friends,
and even sororities. Alpha Gamma Rho brothers continue to work
diligently to raise money and support through fundraisers and
alumni to help rebuild their house. However, demolition began on
October 18, 2010 and, as of October 20, the fraternity had not
chosen a contractor for reconstruction .
Though the brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho have faced a difficult
time losing their house, they have not let the disaster affect their
brotherhood.

greek

ltfe?

By:Katherine
Williams,GreeksandOrganizations
Editor
On the night of September 24th there were rumors spreading all
over campus that Greek life at Clemson was going to be shut
down , that there would be no float building for Homecoming ,
and that social functions for the night would be eliminated. While
none of those rumors were true, it upset many people in the Greek
community and alumni as well. What did occur on that Friday night
was a meeting with all Greek Council presidents, the Associate
Director of Fraternity and Sorority Life, the Vice President of Student
Affairs, and many other Clemson administration members. The
meeting was called to discuss recent events that had occurred
within the Greek community, and ways to solve those problems.
For the next few weeks the Greek community was under a lot
of scrutiny. Many new policies were put into effect to increase
responsibility and accountability within each Greek organization .
While many things about Greek life on the Clemson campus have
not changed , the University has taken steps to ensure that Greek
leaders and members are representing themselves and Clemson
Universityin a positive light .
■■
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James Wood , Clemson Undergraduate Student Government
Vice President left his position in October for unknown
personal reasons. Thisleft President Ryan Duane with a series
of inteNiews among Senate members to fill Wood 's spot .
Following the inteNiews and a two-thirds majority vote from
the Senate , LizCavanah was appointed during the October
25th Student Government meeting . The former Senate
Secretary will now be involved with advocacy, lobbying ,
and getting administration and faculty to listen to the needs
of the student body .
While in office , Wood pushed for late-night dining options ,
a simpler intramural sign-up process, awards for Student
Government officials to make it more official, and an IPTAY
Tiger Fun Busto bring students to away games .

In the past few years there has been a big push to get students to stay on
campus for more of their college career ; it seems that battle has finally
been conceded . Next year on -campus housing will look completely
foreign to any Clemson housing vet; the highly coveted Clemson
House and Stadium Suites are going to be exclusively for freshmen
and sophomores (respectively) and Lightsey Bridge and the Thornhill
apartments will be stomping grounds to only juniors and seniors. This
leaves the high-rises and shoebo xes, and of course Johnstone , open
to all classes, but the most appealing housing options have been given
over to the underclassmen , making off -campus housing that much
more attractive to the juniors and seniors.
Honors housing is also expanding next year as the top two floors of
McCabe will be joining all of Holmes Hall as housing allotted exclusively
for honors students . Thischange is a chance to give more members of
the Honors College access to the new Holmes Honors Center in the
basement of Holmes Hall and to help accommodate the increased
demand for Honors upperclassmen to stay on campus without having
to live so far from the academic buildings .
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bob the

bt/ttlder
By:OliviaElswick,
JuniorStaff

With big changes in housing that are happening next year there also comes
big renovations to the rest of campus. The changes in housing allotment, due
in part to the largest freshman class in Clemson history, include converting
upperclassmen housing like Clemson House and the Stadium Suites to
underclassmen exclusive residence halls. Also, the remodeling of several
dorms took place, such as this past summer the high-rises were re-painted
and now sport bright colored walls.
Around campus changes are also happening . The Campus Core Project,
which involves the demolition and rebuilding of Johnstone , the Student Union,
Harcombe and the Canteen , is in the works, and the Lee Hall expansion has
finally gotten underway.
In other reconstruction news, Schilleter dining hall is now home to a Wendy's
fast food restaurant (serving as a rare late -night on-campus dining option).
There is seating for twelve inside and more outside. Changes were also made
to the Eastside Food Court in the Hendrix center this past summer, the most
notable of which was the Burger King being replaced by Papa John's.

redfern

rffbber

By:JoshuaKelly,Photography
Editor

ALLXANAX HYDROCODONEOXYCODONE NO HEROES30 SECONDS" read
the note that a man wearing sunglasses and a Clemson hoodie handed
to Dr. Cecil Hitchcock , pharmacist at Redfern Health Center. Former
Clemson student Thomas Wyatt, 24, who later turned himself in, quickly
gained celebrity for his robbery of the campus health center. Within
twenty-four hours of the release of a sketch , the "Redfern Robber" had a
facebook fan page , a facebook profile , and graffiti images of his police
sketch started to appear in various locations around campus . The police
sketch, which was considered humorous and more than slightly ambiguous
by students, actually inspired a group to gather on campus one morning ,
donning sunglasses and gray hoodies. However, although the sketch was
perceived by the student body to be rather generic and useless, chief of
police Johnson Link said that the Clemson University Police Department
received several phone calls because of the composite , and was able
to identify Wyatt as a suspect. "We were contacted by an attorney that
said he was representing (Wyatt) and said he would have him here at 8:30
this morning " Link said . (Wyatt turned himself in Wednesday February 23,
2011.) At this time the trial date has not been set, but although Wyatt only
got away with two bottles of oxycodone, valued at around $10, he could
face up to fifteen years in prison for the felony offence.
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chilean rt4'/Jtvt
By:YahairaAleman,
JuniorStaff

On October 13, 2010, 33 men were rescued from a Chilean
mine in San Jose. The men were caved in on August 5, 2010
and remained in the mine for the next 69 days. The men were
trapped three miles from the entrance of the mine. It took 15
minutes to get each man out. The anticipated length of the
rescue was set at 48 hours, but it was done in less than 24
hours. An estimated one billion people were watching this res
cue mission all over the world . Television screens were placed
in towns all over Chile so that the Chilean people could watch
as each miner was rescued.

In December and January, Australia suffered from seasonal
flooding that left nothing but devastating effects behind .
Australia 's third largest c ity, Brisbane, was nearly deserted
after a slew of people fled from the city 's worst flood since
1974. As water levels continued to rise, authorities worked to
help evacuate some communities and airlift supplies to the
affected areas. Animals in the land down under were also
deprived of habitats and food . Australia hopes to restore
what these floods have destroyed and revert back to having
a "G ' Day mate! "

republican falttffVtr
By:LaurenDailey,
JuniorStaff

The 2010 midterm elections held on November 2, 2010 resulted in
a Republican takeover of the House of Representatives just four
years after Democrats gained control. Republicans only needed
to win 39 of the Democrats ' 255 seats to take back the House and
had already won more than 60 by the next morning . Politicians and
reporters believe that this comeback was due to several factors,
including a still-weak economy and the President's unpopular
health care reform bill. Even though the Democrats continue to
dominate the Senate , the Grand '01 Party's agenda of cutting
spending , reducing government size, and reforming Congress may
be the way to go .
■■
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Just after l Oin the morning on January 8,201 l, Congresswoman
Gabrielle Giffords was greeting constituents in Tucson, AZ when
a gunman opened fire on the crowd. Giffords and 13 other
members of the c rowd were shot. While Giffords, who was shot
point blank, survived, six of the victims died, including Federal
Court Judge John Roll. Giffords was immediately taken to the
University Medical Center of Tucson, where doctors reported
that the prognosis for her recovery was good. Soon after the
shooting, police apprehended Jared Lee Loughner who pied
not guilty to federal murder charges on January 24.

On April 20, 2010, an oil rig fifty miles off the coast of Louisiana
operated by British Petroleum began to gush crude oil into
the Gulf of Mexico. The explosion had a major impact on the
environment, tourism and fishery industries, and the reputation
of the oil industry. After an estimated 205 million gallon leak, the
wellhead was finally capped. Wildlife suffe red, with a major
impact on sea turtles, dolphins, birds and marshes crucial to
fishery. Blackened beaches led to a decrease in tourism, and
BP Oil faced heavy criticism for avoiding blame and down
playing the amount of oil leaking into the gulf.

ffbama
core
By: BeccaReady,
JuniorStaff

On March 23, 2010, the "Affordable Care Act " became law
under the presidency of Barack Obama who returned to his
Democ ratic roots with a $940 billion dollar bill that covers c lose
to thirty-two billion uninsured Americans. It provides more
coverage from Medicare and Medicaid , and is supposed to
make healthcare more affordable. In the State of th e Union
address in 201l, Obama made public his plan for a five-year
budget freeze in an attempt to reduce the deficit by cutting
the budget for any pending expenses outside of security,
Medicare , Medicaid, and Social Security costs.
■■
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Cam Newton , starting quarterback
for the Auburn
University Tigers, had quite a year in 2010. From winning the
Heisman trophy in a washout victory to sealing a National
Championship win for Auburn, he was the player to watch
last year. Despite his many successes on the field, however,
there has been major controversy concerning his eligibility.
MississippiState University declared that Cam's father Cecil
demanded upwards of $100,000 in exchange for Cam's
transfer to play for MSU.Despite Auburn's claims that they had
no knowledge of this illegal activity, on December l, 2010 the
NCAA declared Newton's ineligibility to play after evidence
surfaced proving Cecil's exchange with MSU.Auburn filed to
have this overturned, claiming the college and Cam alike had
no knowledge of Cecil's actions, and the NCAA reinstated his
eligibility just in time for the SEC Championship Game. Cam
has opted not to play his senior season at Auburn, but will
instead be part of the 201 l NFLDraft.

brettf(f:J[l:
~~.~.co
nda I
Brett Favre has become an NFL household name. The current
Vikings quarterback has faced a number of sexual allegations
from former Jets sideline reporter Jenn Sterger. The inappropriate
text messages and voicemails were allegedly sent back in 2008
when Favre played for the Jets. Wrangler Jeans still stood by
their spokesperson, however, and continued his commercial
contract, which wound up becoming a parody on NBC's
Saturday Night Live. Favre was hit with a $50,000 charge for not
cooperating with the NFL's investigation into the allegations.
Favre was only ever punished for his lack of cooperation, never
for the text messages and voicemails. However since the end
of the Sterger investigation , two more former Jets employees
have come forward with more sexual allegations against Favre.
Christina Scavo and Shannon O'Toole have filed a lawsuit
against Favre and the Jets.
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in south beach
By:EthanGagne,AssistantPortraitsEditor

"I'm taking my talents to South Beach ," was the culmination
of Lebron James' ESPNspecial The Decision, in which James
ended the long awaited questions of the 20 l 0 free agency by
signing with the Miami Heat. Ultimately, the decision to move
South terminated Lebron's growing legacy in Cleveland and
redirected the focus of the NBA for the upcoming season. In
fact, the focus has been shifted 180 degrees. The currently
second ranked team in the East, led by James , Wade , and
Bosh has posted a 33-14 record while the disgruntled Cleveland
Cavaliers are fifteenth in the East with a record of 8-39, including
an ongoing 20 game loss streak. The move from Cleveland was
accompanied by many controversies from around the league,
including criticism from NBA legends Michael Jordan and Charles
Barkley. Essentially,the fuel for James ' critics was in regards to his
alliance with Dwayne Wade and Chris Bosh, two perennial all
stars. The critics felt that if Lebron was a true Hall of Fame player
he would have remained in Cleveland and proved himself by
winning a championship, while supporters continue to place
personal motives aside and judge solely on James' new legacy.

1t-tvmber
2a

By: KelseyLundstrom,
AssistantBusinessManager
For Clemson University, the number 28 harbors more meaning
than just a number on the back of a football jersey. When
Clemson's running back CJ Spiller graduated and ended his
career as a Tiger, his number 28 jersey was rightfully retired.
In his freshman year, Spiller immediately made himself
known to Clemson fans, getting his collegiate career off to
a running start. He produced outstanding statistics and thus
caught the eye of Tiger fans everywhere. As a senior, Spiller
was still breaking records and leading Clemson to victories.
Side-by-side with Jacoby Ford, the pair became the leading
all-purpose duo in NCAA history, a dynamic duo to say the
least. As an athlete and a person, CJ Spiller definitely left his
"paw print" on Clemson University forever. Spiller has since
moved on to start the next chapter in his career. He was
drafted 9th overall in the 2010 NFL Draft to the Buffalo Bills
as their new running back. Although he may currently be a
Buffalo Bill playing in the NFL, we will always remember him
as a Clemson Tiger playing in Death Valley.
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late night ltnffOit-ff!Jf
By:AlecGibson,
Academics
Editor

After seven months of being legally prohibited from "being
funny on television ," Conan O ' Brian made a triumphant
return to late night television in November of 2010 and the
ratings went through the roof . It seemed that the American
people could not get enough of Conan O ' Brian, as his show
has continually proven to be a strong contender against the
late night network giants , including the usurper of the Tonight
Show, Jay Leno . With guests running the gamut from movie
stars to famous po liticians, O ' Brian has not only shown that he
isstillfunn y, but that he can interview and interact with the best
of them. Although the move to cable television has allowed
him more freedom with his show, O ' Brian has managed to
maintain the feel and motif of both his Tonight Show and Late
Night . With a new location, time , and even beard, Conan
O ' Brian continues to bring humor and information (with a
hilarious twist) every night at l l :00 PM on TBS, and it looks as
though he has no intention of stopping any time soon .

Wild. Nocturnal.
·-'--c~

CONAN
.,

premieres nov 8 weeknights 11/1 Oc

tbs

very funny

By:KeeliaFaber,Assistant
Greeks
andOrgsEditor

In recent years, technological developments have made major
breakthroughs in the world of entertainment . Movies and video
games no longer have to be rented in video stores-consumers
now have access to them in grocery and convenience stores.
There are over 28,000 Redbox locations and other vending kiosks
nationwide , where a rental can be taken out for only $ l . Movies
can also be enjoyed without leaving home with subscriptions to
online services like Netflix. With Netflix, movies are mailed directly
to your house or streamed right to your TV, computer, or dozens of
other devices.
Films have taken a step forward with improved resolution and
picture quality . Theaters have been attracting more people with
3D movies , such as the number one grossing movie , Avatar . This
success has led to the production of many animated and action
movies following this new trend . 3D TV sets, HDTV, and Blu-Ray disc
players have also improved the entertainment world .
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In one way or another, everyone can relate to the families on
the award winning N series Modern Family. The show may
only last 22 minutes , but the lovable cast and comedy keeps
the audience wanting more . The show follows three families :
Jay and his beautiful wife , Gloria and their son named
Manny , Claire and Phil Dunphy and their three children , and
Mitchell and his partner Cameron along with their adopted
Vietnamese baby named Lily. Modern Family provides its
viewers with hysterical jokes of families in modern times while
sharing the most sincere message of the importance of family.

One could argue that the "downward spiral" for Disney Channel
actors started with Vanessa Hudgens , the young actress who
portrayed Gabriella in Disney's movie , " High School Musical. "
Though she put on a front of being a warm , inspiring young woman ,
it wasn 't long before there were racy photos of her surfacing all
over the internet. And others were quick to follow in this trend. Miley
Cyrus, who portrays Hannah Montana on her own television show,
was once a role model for young girls everywhere. But Miley Cyrus
herself has become known for recording raunchy music videos and
even getting caught on video this past year smoking salvia out of
a bong. Is this who we want the youth of today idolizing? Turns out
these "Disney Darlings" aren't so darling, after all.

a wtzardto remember
By:JordanHoshko,
JuniorStaff

Harry Potter is coming to an end . The story of the boy who defied
the Wizarding World 's greatest villain will come to a close in July
of 201 l. The final book was divided into two different movies--a
controversial move that dragged out the finality of the story,
but also left many viewers unsatisfied at the end of the first
installment that was released in November 2010. The beloved
story of Harry, Ron, and Hermione has been a major part of pop
culture in our generation. For all those who highly anticipate the
final movie , the end will be bittersweet.
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Tyler Daniel Aardema ............ Kennesaw. GA

Financial Management
Coleridge Prescot Aaron ..............Chester. NJ

Architecture
David Bryan Abbott , Jr.... West Columbia. SC
Computer & Information Systems
Justin Tyler Ables ............. ..... Westminster.SC

Agrlcultural Mechanization And Business

Amanda Mar ie Ache lpohl ....... Prosperity. SC

Civil Engineering
Megan Leigh Addis ............... West Union. SC

Financial Mangement
Angelle Anne Alcock ......... Baton Rouge . LA

Marketing
Caroline Elizabeth Alex ............. Marietta. GA

Secondary Education - History

Daniel Raymond Alexander ...... Barnwell . SC

Polymer And Fiber Chemistry
.... Marietta. GA
Management
Nicole Allen
.... Edgef ield. SC
Management
Sarah Elizabeth Allen .................Marietta GA
Special Education
Gregory Steven Allen

Stacey Michelle Amsden ............... Easley. SC

Microbiology
Krista Hoagland Andersen ........ Clemson. SC

Biological Sciences
Ashley Nicole Anderson ........... Anderson. SC

Computer Science
...Seabrook. SC
Civil Engineering

Tyler Andrews .......

NicholasChal1esAnos .. Lake Ronkonkoma. NY
Industrial Engineering
Gary John Asciutto
......... Irmo. SC
Computer Information Systems
Joel Babcock .............................. Gaffney. SC
Architecture
Matthew James Robert Bachstein ................. .
Leban on. TN

Mathmatical Sciences

Nyamekyer Sonja Badu ............ Florence .SC

Food Science Nutrition
......Simpsonville. SC
Marketing
Jenna Leigh Baker .
... Bellevue. OH
Nursing
Lauren Marie Barbour ......... . Columbia. SC
Animal And Veterinary Sciences
Berkeley Bagwell ..
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Nicholas Glenn Barone ..... Glen Gardner, NJ

Marketing
.............. Clinton SC

Sallie Anna Barton

Communication Studies
............... Salley, SC
Psychology
Kevin Patrick Baumann ........ Alpharetta, GA
Civil Engineering

Brock Max Bass....

Courtney Lynn Beaty ...............Alexandria, VA

Politico/ Science
.. Groton, CT
Industrial Engineering
Rachael Ann Bedosky ................. Bluffton, SC
Industrial Engineering
Jonathan Richard Beeco ............... Easley, SC
Mechanical Engineering
Sarah Elizabeth Beckius ...... .

.. Clemson, SC
Civil Engineering
Maxwell C . Bender! ....
.. Bingham ton, NY
Architecture
Courtney Leigh Benedict .. .... Oceanport, NJ
Marketing
Lauren Benner Daniel
. Island, SC
Biology

John Thomas Belk

........... Gree r, SC
Biological Sciences
.......... Taylors, SC
Bioengineering
....... College Park, GA
BusinessManagement
............ Cent ral. SC
Mathmotical Sciences

Alexa Ryanne Bianchi ..
Shea Alyssa Bielby
Brandi Binion .... .... .
Nathanael Black

Chelsea Meredith Blackerby ....... Centra l. SC

Biological Sciences
Thomas C . Blackwell Moncks ....... Corner, SC

Civil Engineering
...Pittsburgh, PA
Accounting
Michael Wynne Boliek
... Greenville, SC
Secondary Education

John David Bocchini ..

Benjamin Alden Boone . .. Mechanicsvi lle, VA

Economics
William Bourne ......

...... Columbia, SC

Civil Engineering
...Cent ral. SC
Bio Sci Bs
Keirsten Ashley Boyd ... North Charles ton, SC
Management

Jessie Lynn Bowers .
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Meredith Louise Boyd ... .................... Loris. SC

Packaging Science
Andrew David Bozard ............. ,........ Greer. SC

Turf Grass Management
Elizabeth Nye Bradford ...... Myrtle Beach . SC

Industrial Engineering
Morgan Elizabeth Bradham ........ Seneca. SC

Psychology

Katharine Ann Bradley ............... Cheraw. SC

Food Science (Nutrition & Dietetics)
Kristine Malloy Bradley ............... Cheraw. SC

Food Science (Nutrition & Dietetics)
Kathleen Brand ................................ Lugoff. SC
Kizer O'Neal Braxton .............. ............. Estill. SC

Computer Engineering

Jacquelyn Suzanne Bray ..............Centra l. SC

Engl/sh
Karl Edward Brewer. ......................Fort Mill. SC

Computer Science
James Wallace Brewton ........... Lexington. SC

Civil Engineering
Heather Brinson .......................... Rock Hill. SC

Chemistry

Rachael Bromfield .................Simpsonville . SC

Elementary Education
Angelica Christina Brown.. West Columbia. SC

Phflosophy
Anna Elizabeth Brown ..... Moncks Corner. SC

Civil Engineering
Christy Lyn Brown........................... Clinton. SC

Animal & Veterinary Science

Jolie Brown ...................... ........... Anderson. SC

Agricultural Education
Joshua McIntyre Brown ..

....... Irmo . SC

Computer Engineering
............ Lake City. SC

William Brown....

Agriculture Mechanization
Michelle Browning .......... .........Alexandria. VA

Graphic Communications

Erin Stewart Buie ................. Myrtle Beach. SC

Special Education
Brittany Bundrick ............. West Columbia. SC

Graphic Communications
Jordan Troy Burbage ................... Barnwell. SC

Biological Sciences
Holly Jane Burchfield ... ..

....... Seneca. SC

Biological Sciences
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Michael Wesley Burdette .. Calhoun Falls, SC

Nutrition
Benjamin Lee Burris..

.. ....... Piedmont, SC

Electrical Engineering
...... Lexington, SC
Animal Science
Latoya Roshowne Butler ......... Branchville, SC
Biolgogical Sciences
Kaila Butler ...............

Susan Ellan Butler....

.... Lexington, SC

Food Science
Robert Christopher Caggiano ...
Upper Montc lair, NJ

Financial Management
Joshua Franklin Campbell ....... Piedmont, SC

Construction Science And Mgt
Justin Lawrence Campbell ............. Pelzer, SC

Construction Science And Mgt

Emily Elizabeth Compolong ...... Camden, SC

Biological Sciences
.. Columbia, SC
English
Sagon Dell Cantor .
........... Chapin, SC
Therapeutic Recreation
Courtney Elizabeth Capelli ...Simpsonvi lle, SC
Elementary Education
Katherine Connon
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Christophe r Ray Capps .............. Marietta, SC

Animal And Veterinary Science
D.Tyler Carnall .............................. Seneca, SC

History
Brittany Elise Carson ....... ......... Columbia, SC

Communication
Christopher Bryant Carter .... Wore Shoals, SC

Biological Sciences

Hiliary Morgan Cash ............ Spartanburg, SC

Bioengineering
Rea Cauthen ..................................... Aiken, SC

Mechanical Engineering
William Garrett Chapman ......... Clemson, SC

Professional Golf Management
Man Man Chau ............................ Central, SC

Biochemistry

Brandi Nico le Chew .............. Simpsonville, SC

Health Sciences
David Mark Christopher ................ Moore, SC

Civil Engineering
LouisO 'Neal Clamp ...........................lrmo, SC

Biological Sciences
Ashley Nicole Clark .............. Grovetown, GA

Financial Management

Lauren Ursula Clarkin ..... Mount Pleasant , SC

Political Science
Carolina Victoria Clay ............. Co lumbia, SC

Communication Studies
Matthew Tanner Clouse ............. Clemson, SC

Construction Science And Mgt
O livia Cobb ....................................Central, SC

Pre-Vet

Wallace D. Cobbs .......................... .. Greer, SC

Elementary Education
... Dillon, SC
Agriculture Education
Christopher Lee Collins ........Orangeburg, SC
Business
Mary Johanna Collins .... ........Charleston, SC
Civil Engineering
Heather Renee Coleman ..

Morgan Elizabeth Cook .. .....Simpsonville, SC

Psychology
Gastonia, NC
Marketing
Howard Freeman Cooler
. Bamberg , SC
Ceramics & Materials Engineering
Kathe rine Copeland ..................... Clinton, SC
Mathematics - Teaching

Sadie Cooke ....................
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Brian Daniel Cornelius ........ Emerald Hills. CA

BusinessManagament
Stefanie Michele Cotton ................Sumter, SC
Rebecca Covington ..
Jeannette Cox ........

Human Nutrition
SC
Biological Sciences
.......... Orlando, FL
Nursing

.....Orangeburg,

Anthony Joseph Coxey ............ .Asheville, NC
Corporate Finance
Deneshia Monique Craig ........ Ridgeway, SC

BusinessManagement
Daniel Crandall ............................ Seneca, SC

Chemical Engineering
Kevin Raymond Crandall .......... Huntsville, AL

Economics

Allison Valree Creel .......................... Greer, SC

Food Science
Judith Leigh Crews ........................ Dayton, TN

Architecture
Madison Crisp ..............................Cross Hill, SC

Health Sciences
Taylor Nathaniel Critcher .............. Oxford, NC

Landscape Architecture

Dustin Travis Crowther ................. Rock Hill, SC

Graphic Communications
Kristyn Ashe Cummings .................. Cope, SC

Political Science
Eveline Celestial Dadulla ........... Beaufort, SC

Architecture
Allison Datko .................................. Fort MIii, SC

Elementary Education

Caitlin Elizabeth Davis ......... G reenwood. SC

Secondary Education
Danyelle Davis ... .............. Newport News, VA

Performing Arts
Eugenia Davis .... ......................... Cheraw, SC

Health Science
John Davis ..................................... Chester, SC

Construction Science And Management

Lindley Erin Davis .............................Easley, SC
Health Service Administration
Jonathan Carnes Decker ........... Mauldin, SC
Chemical Engineering
Brian Edward Dai Dolori
... Granby, CT
Marketing
Jeffrey Dei Dolori ......................... Granby, CT
Marketing
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Sarah Katherine Delap .................... Greer, SC

Mathematical Sciences
Ashley Rae Denny ........................ Seneca, SC

Communication Studies
Nicholas David Depalma ........ Anderson, SC

Civil Engineering
Cameron Kessler Derrick ......... Columbia, SC

Health Science

Michael Deshields .................... Greenville. SC

Construction Science And Management
Matthew Bullock Devita .......Simpsonville. SC

Health Science
Laurie Ann Devore ...................... Donalds, SC

Communication Studies
Thomas Vincent Dianora ......... Charlotte, NC

Marketing

Eugene William Oldenbr Diefenbach ........... .
Fairfa x Station, VA

Soils& Sustainable Crop Systems
............Elgin. SC
Psychology
Joel Peter Dixon .........
.........Central, SC
Electrical Engineering
Victoria Elizabeth Dodson ....... Greenville, SC
Nursing
Leah Maree Diggs ......
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................Aiken. SC
Graphic Communications
Megan Elizabeth Doyle .... .. .... Fairfield CA
Biology
Anna Lesesne Dubose ..
.. Seneca. SC
English
Marcel Dumont ............... Pawleys Island. SC
Economics
Logan Doswell

Eliza Lynn Duncan ...

. Lexington. MA

Jeremy Vernon Duncan

..Pendleton. SC

Sociology
Management
Dixie Durant ......

... Wedgefield. SC

Sociology
Scott Chandler Dutton

..... Vienna. VA

Civil Engineering

............ Bluffton. SC
Biological Sciences
Elizabeth Jada Dywan ............. . Ninety Six. SC
Audio - Performing Arts
Hunter Wilson Eakes ..
. Clover. SC
Elementary Education
Brooke Priscilla Eaves .. .. Myrtle Beach. SC
Marketing

Ann Marie Dysart

................. Conway, SC
Parks, Recreation, & TourismMangem
Allison Elizabeth Elliott ..........Orangebu rg. SC
History
Emma Elizabeth Ellis
....... Prospe rity. SC
Management
James Porter Ellison ................. Pendleton. SC
Biosystems Engineering
Timothy Edge. .

Elizabeth Elrod ...

........ Anderson, SC

Bridget Elvington

........ Lake View. SC

Nursing
Parks, Recreation, & TourismManage
..Simpsonville. SC
Marketing
Lauren Amelia Eubanks .. .......... Central. SC
Biological Sciences
Mary Hannah Esposito ...

..... Prattville. A L
Nursing
April Lenora Evans
. Lynchbu rg. SC
Health Science
Haley Joanna Evans .......... .... .. Pinopolis, SC
Animal & Veterinary Sciences
Kyler Michael Evans ..................... .Centra l. SC
Construction Science And Mgt

Adrienne Evans ......... .
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Jacob Parker Everhart ..

...... Greenville. SC

Civil Engineering
................ Easley. SC

Gabriel Paul Fair .....

Computer Science
.......Cen t ral. SC
Graphic Communications
Lauren Fender ..........
... Greer. SC
Electrical Engineering

Erin Nicole Fairbanks .

Jessica Leigh Finkelstein ..... Spartanbu rg. SC

Food Science-Nutrition
....... Iva. SC
Psvchologv
Timothy Colin Fletcher .....
. .... .Dover. DE
Health Sciences
Yezid Flores.... ............ ...... ............. Belton, SC
Secondarv Education (Spanish)
Terri Maria Fleming

....... Florence, SC
Parks, Recreation & TourismManagement
Meghan Foley
.... Darien, CT
Graphic Communications
Katherine Louise Ford ......... George town, SC
Elementarv Education
Daniel William Forth ...
... Co lumbia, SC
Biological Sciences
Elizabeth Floyd

... Salem, SC
Corporate Finance
Alison Gooding Foster ......... Spartanburg, SC
Health Science (Pre-Prof
Anna Katherine Frank ... North Charleston, SC
Health Science
April Camille Franklin .......... Georgetown, SC
Biological Sciences
Michael James Fortney

Chandler Ruth Freeman ........... Ande rson, SC

Elementarv Education
... Williamston, NC
Marketing
Kristina Lynn Fulton .
.. Greenvi lle. SC
Communication
Abbie Garrison .........
.....Pend leton, SC
Biological Sciences
Cayce French .........

Tanisha Nadage Gatling ....

.. Bambe rg. SC

Psvchologv
John Maxie Gause .............. ...... Florence, SC

Historv
Thaddeus Paul Gauvey ....... Greenwood.SC

Construction Science & Management
Kylie Elizabeth Gay ..................... Beaufort, SC

Communication Studies
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Corey Geer ............................... Clemson, SC

Health Science
GA
Communication Studies
Cerene Ciara George ...
... Rock Hill, SC
Psychology
Courtney Lauren Gibbs ..
.. ..... Easley, SC
Elementary Education
Alison Paige Geist ............... Alpharretta,

David Eugene Gibson ............... Lexington, SC

Biosystems Engineering
Shodeoro Lynn Gist ............... Greeleyville, SC

Computer Engineering
.... Mount Pleasant, SC
Special Education
Mory McKenzie Glenn .
.... Sumter, SC
Communication Studies

Soro Gladden ..

... Travele rs Rest, SC
Graphic Communications
William Gosnell .
.. ......... Landrum, SC
Biological Sciences
Jordon Asher Gottschall .................. Greer, SC
BusinessManagement
Mory Marshall Groce ................. Florence, SC
Sociology
Anno Beth Goforth

Victoria Morie Grohom ......... Summerville, SC

History-Secondary Education
Jennifer Christine Groves ................ Greer, SC

Chemical Engineering
Corey Green ............ North Myrtle Beach, SC

Sociology
Jennifer Noel Green .......

.. .... Rock Hill, SC

Animal And Veterinary Sciences

.. ....... Greer, SC
Early Childhood Education
Tomaro Chonise Greene
Andrews, SC
BA Sociology
Sharonda Terese Greggs
... Seneca, SC
Food Science
Ryon Philip Gregory .................. Herndon , VA
Management
Melissa Leigh Green ...

Paige Marietta Griffith

....Ewing , NJ

Stacey Griffith

.... Belton , SC

Genetics
Elementary Education
..... Clemson, SC
Electrical Engineering
Kevin Michael Gwiozdowski....VirginiaBeach, VA
Economics
NishontGupto
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Amal Habadi ............... ............. Anderson, SC

Nutrition And Food Science
lmran Ayoobali Hakimji ...West Columbia, SC

Electrical Engineering
Brittany Ann Hale ........... Mount Pleasant , SC

Psychology
... C lemson, SC

William Hallman ..

BusinessManagement

Haley Mariam Ham am .................... Greer, SC

Political Science
Carrie Lynn Hambrecht .................. Jupiter, FL

Health Science
Caroline Marie Hamlett .... Severna Park, MD

Mathematics Teaching
John Michael Hammond .........Greenville, SC

Physical Science Teaching

Emily Elizabeth Hanna .............. Lexington , SC

Management
Rachael Hardin ............................. Houston , TX

Political Science
....... Rock Hill, SC
Civil Engineering
Christopher Lewis Harmon ...... Greenville, SC

Thomas Mark Hardy ...

Management

...... Woodruff, SC
Architecture
Kathryn Grace Harris ...
...... Lexington , SC
Architecture
Ryan Joseph Harris............. . ....... Beaufort , SC
Mechanical Engineering
Stephanie Harl .......................... Greenville, SC
Ceramic & Material Engineering
Logan Michelle Harrell

Leslie Michelle Hash .................... Raleigh , NC

Animal & Veterinary Sciences
...................... ... Clemson. SC
Mechanical Engineering
Bryan Jamil Hassen ........... ....... Greenville, SC
Construction Science Management
William Hastings ......................Goinesville, GA
Health Science
Ali Hashemi

Thomas Rae Hatley ................. Charleston. SC

Industrial Engineering
Sandra Lauren Hayden ... West Columbia, SC

English: Writing And Publication Studies
David Porter Heintze ................. Anderson, SC

Biological Sciences
Sebastian Hellebuyck ..............Greenville, SC

Language & International Health
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Amanda Brooke Henderson ....... Chester. SC
Food Science & Human Nutrition
Kimberly Henderson ........ ............... Easley. SC

Secondary Education
Melissa Hensch ........................... Clemson. SC

Graphic Communications
.......... Simpsonville. SC
Computer Engineering

Kevin Hermina ..........

Rebecca Justine Hester .......... ....... Clover. SC

Elementary Education
Lauren Elizabeth Hetze l.. ............ Clarkston. Ml
Architecture
Leanne Patricia He wit ....
... Westfield. NJ
Health Science
Austin Randal Hilliard .... ............ Clemson. SC
Me chanical Engineering

Mary Kaitlyn Hodges ...................... Clover. SC

Elementary Educati on
Brian Ch ristopher Hoffer .............. Bluffton . SC

Management
Scot Matthew Hoffman .............. Hartsville. SC

Packaging Science
Emily Holleman .. ......................... Atlanta.GA

Mechanical Engineering
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Kimberly Denise Holloway ....... Anderson, SC

Nursing
William Thomas Hopkins .............. Hopkins, SC

Applied Economics & Statistics
......... Lyman, SC
History
Meredith Horton..........
..... Roc k Hill, SC
Elementary Education
Leslie Erin Horton ....

Brooke Howell ....................... ..... Florence. SC

Biological Sciences
Kelsey Marie Hudome ................. Malvern, PA

Sociology
Stephanie Meshae Huggins .....Lexington, SC

History
Caroline Hughes ..................... Walterboro, SC

Marketing

Shellie Amanda Hughes ......Orangeburg,

SC
Secondary Education
Evan Wayne Hunter .................. ...... Sumter, SC
Civil Engineering
Justin Lupton Hurley ................ Great Falls, VA
Computer Science
Jeremy Wade Hutson ........ Galivants Ferry SC
Biological Sciences

Augusta Erin Hyder .

..... La nd rum. SC

Susan Irizarry ...........

. Palm City, FL

Marketing
Enviornmental And Natural Resources
Zachary Ivester .................... Daniel Island, SC

Management
France Lashay Jackson ........... Columbia, SC

Industrial Engineering

...Heath Springs, SC
Industrial Engineering
Michael Harrison James ............. Rock Hill, SC
Microbiology
Sarette Noelle Jenderny ... Mount Pleasant, SC
Bioengineering
Mary Charlotte Jenkins ........... Matthews, NC
Animal And Veterinary Science
Will Jackson ......

Kara Lee-Ann Jester ................... Atlanta. GA

Political Science
Bradley Ryan Johns ...................... Mobi le, AL

Bioengineering
Earnest Brian Johnson ..... ........ Riverdale. GA

Civil Engineering
Jennifer Johnson ....... Hilton Head Island, SC

Civil Engineering
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John Johnson ............................... Rock Hill, SC

BusinessManagement
Lauren Denise Johnson .................. Taylors. SC

BusinessManagement
Mad ison Johnson ................... Lumberton. NC
Soroh Kathryn Johnson ..

Freshman
.... Aiken, SC
Economics

William Johnson ........ ............ Simpsonville. SC

Biochemistry
William Brent Johnson Cross ........ Anchor, SC

Chemical Engineering
Brion Jones .............................Simpsonville, SC

Industrial Engineering
Cameron Spencer Jones ......... Honohan , SC

English

Ellen B. Jones .... .... .

.. . Isle Of Palms, SC

Psychology
Jennifer Morie Jones ........... Timmonsville. SC

Elementary Educati on
Matthew Thomas Jones ................... Greer, SC

Construction Science & Management
Grayson Jordon Saint .................. George, SC

Food Science

Matthews , NC
Civil Engineering
.................Central, SC
Eric Julian .......... .
Agricultural Mechiniization
Dhonolokshmi Kodirvelu ......... Suwanee, GA
Mechanical Engineering
Courtney Morie Kammerer ....... Clemson, SC
Marketing
Harold Jordon .. .

Annmarie Kantz North ................ Augusto, SC

Elementary Education
Liesel Morie Kantz North ............. Augusta, SC

Mechani cal Engineering
Nicholas Allen Koplenski ............ Jackson, SC

Forestry
Aliki K. Karoutsos .............. Gaithersburg, MD

Management

Rachel Elizabeth Kaskin ....... Summerville, SC

Elementary Educat ion
Jonathan Alan Kawakami ........... Fort Mill, SC

Mathematics
Andrew Jordan Kay ......... Sullivans Island , SC
Construction Science & Management
Daniel Lewis Keener ......
.... Rock Hill, SC

Civil Engineering
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David Alexander Keener. ........... Rock Hill, SC

Civil Engineering
Amanda Lee Kelly ...........................Lugoff, SC

Political Science
Kalyn Suzanna Kelly ...............East Aurora, NY

Industrial Engineering
Christopher Andrew Kerr ... ........ Barnwell, SC

Physics

. Charlotte, NC
Biochemistry
Ryan Kimbell
.Pendle ton, SC
Biological Sciences
Sarah Kimsey
................ ....Central. SC
Psychology
Brittney Elizabeth Kirkland ..... . Bates burg, SC
Marketing
Kristina Danielle Kasel ..

... G ree r, SC
Computer Science
Waller Jerry Knight .
. Ma uldin, SC
Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan Koch
....... C lemson, SC
Civil Engineering
Aaron Robert Kohl ....
..Simpsonv ille, SC
Finance
Loren Klingman .........
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Elisabeth Kraus ......................... ...... Greer, SC

Mechanical Engineering
........ Mount Pleasant, SC
Financial Management
Rebekah Ashley Krouse ............... Fort Mill. SC
Financial Management
Theodore Reynolds Kulmala ....... Williston, SC
Communication Studies
Andrew Kreber ...

......Charleston, SC
Sociology
... Columbia, SC
Human Nutrition
.......Greenville, SC
Bioengineering
...Medf ield, MA
Nursing

Emily Sue Kurtz..
Lightsey Laffitte
Timothy Ervin Laird
Catherine Ann Lane ..

.. ....Buckhead, GA
Mechanical Engineering
Tyler Law ...
... Doylestown, PA
Applied Economics & Statistics
Ashley Lawhon ................ New Richmond, WI
Genetics
Jordan Luke Lawrence .... Boiling Springs, SC
Management
John Avery Launius .......

.. ......... Bartow , FL
Landscape Architecture
Heather Michelle Lecuyer ....... Columbia, SC
Biomoteriols Engineering
Demetrius Oneal Lee .............. Charleston, SC
Management
Sylvia Lee .. ..
...... Mount Pleasant, SC
Biological Sciences
Michael Leck ie .....

Nicolas Leland ...

.. .... ' ........ . North Pole, AK

Mechanical Engineering
.......... Travelers Rest, SC
Marketing
Robert Paul Lengel
......... Wilmington, DE
Economics
Kristin Lynn Leskoske
.... Irmo, SC
Biochemistry
Kayce Leneave

Katherine Regina Lesniewski ........ Clifton, VA

Biological Sciences
Julia Lesslie

.........Johns Island, SC

Psychology
Brittany Leigh Levy .

....Chapin, SC

Porks,Recreation, And TourismManagement
Janelle Elizabeth Lewis ...... Framingham, MA

Sociology
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Miller Atwood Lewis ......... Rutherfordton,

NC

Management
Heidi Kathleen Lindler.. ................... Aiken, SC

Biological Sciences
Jacob Lee Lindler..

............. Cornelius, NC

Min Liu........,..........

..................... Easley, SC

Chemical Engineering
Industrial Engineering

Natasha Loiseau ........... .......... ... Clemson, SC

Computer Science
Brendan Lopes ....... ........................ Easton , PA

Financial Management
....... Easton, PA

Joshua Lopes ..........

Finance
Aidan Kate Lowe ........................ Camden, SC

An/ma/ & Veterinary Science

Margaret Sumner Lowery ........... Rock Hill, SC

Early Childhood Education
Madeline Sally Lubenow ..........,Oak Brook, IL

Nursing
Cassandra Rose Lucente .............. Taylors, SC

Management
Brittany Nicole Lusk ...................Anderson, SC
Construction Science & Management

Michael Lussier,..................... Summerville, SC

Civil Engineering
Molly Lynch ..................................... Clover, SC

Early Childhood Education
Pamela Lyons .............................. Waterloo, SC

Food Science
Steven Maclin ................ ,..... ...Charleston, SC

English

Marshall Joseph Mahoney .............. Aiken, SC

Biomedical Engineering
.... Ind ian Trail. NC

Nathan Andrew Mckie

Economics
Michael Andrew Malarik ...

...... Seneca. SC

Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan James Malley ............ Herndon , VA

Economics

David Alexander Mallory ...... .. ..... Greer, SC

BusinessManagement
Megan Alanna Manigault ... Moncks Corner. SC

Health Science
Whitley Lynne Mann ......

....... Greenville, SC

Sociology
Sallie Marchant

...... Isle Of Palms, SC

Psychology
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Lauren Elizabeth Marshall .. ..... Huntsville, AL

Bioengineering
....... Lancaster, SC
Wildlife & FisheriesBiology
Christina Cecelia Mason ............. Severn, MD
Whitfield Marshall

Health Science
David Allen Matlhiessen ..... .........Chapin, SC

Mathmatical Sciences

Scott Mattison ............................... Clinton, SC

Bioengineering
Laneika Kawanze Mattress ...... Anderson, SC

Human Resource Development
Molly Suzanne Matison ... Winston Salem, NC

Graphic Communications
Alyssa Nicole Maute ...............Charleston, SC

Communication Studies

Shelvia Vion Maynard ... ..... Orangebu rg, SC

Psychology
Britton Miles McCaskill ..

....Chapin, SC

Bioengineering
Teresa Catherine McClernon .......... Greer, SC

Performing Arts
Brian Glenn Mc Cloud ................... Sumter, SC

Civil Engineering

Konnor Scott McGee

....Summerville, SC

Management
.Simpsonville, SC
Chemical Engineering
Monique McKiever ........
...... Sumter, SC
Biological Sciences
Rhett Allan McKnight .
....... Manning, SC
Microbiology - Biomedicine/Psychology
Charles Joseph McGill

Kinley McMillan .... ..

...... Edgefield, SC

Accounting
Katherine Allie McRae. .....
....... Mullins, SC
Communication Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Meadows ......... Blackville, SC
Andrew David Merline

Political Science
.. Greenville, SC
Business

Jennifer Allison Micklewrigh t .... Kingsport, TN

Biological Sciences
Ashley Nicole Migioia

...... Summerv ille, SC

Management
Andrew Paul Miller

....... Kingsport, TN

Jack Parker Miller

..... Greenville, SC

Civil Engineering
Biological Sciences
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Jessica Marie Miller ................. High Point NC

Special Education
Kendra Alexandria Miller ... Goose Creek, SC

Political Science
...Lakeland, FL
Political Science
............... Troy, Ml
Management

Meredith M. Miller
Daniel John Mills....

Christopher Wayne Mishoe ...... Lake City, SC

Agricultural Econom ics
Stephanie Raven Monessen .......Jackson, NJ

Genetics
Kara Moon .................................. Florence , SC

Nursing
Lauren Rebecca Moore ............... Pickens, SC

BusinessManagement

Natalie Paige Morris.................. Anderson, SC

Management
Taylor Mccutcheon Morris ... Blythewood, SC

Construction Science Management
Heather Nicole Morrison............ Hartsville, SC

Professional Health Studies
Jessica Eileen Mosley ............... Bridgeton, NJ

History

Ellen Meryl Mundy ......... .......... Columbia, SC

Visual Arts
SC
Civil Engineering
Hannah Elizabeth Murrin ......... Greenville, SC
Accounting
Zachary Tyas Musgrave ..... . Greensburg, PA
Computer Science
.. ..... Greenwood,

Kyle Murphy ....

Michael Muthleb .............. Bloomfield Hills, Ml

Psychology
Amber Nicole Myers ... .................. Easley. SC

Secondary Education
Cammie Marie Naylor ...... West Cornwall, CT

Sociology
Sean Douglas Neal ............ Heath Springs, SC

Mechanical Engineering

Patricia Ann Nelsen .......................... Greer, SC

Animal And Veterinary Science Equine Bus
Hunter Waldemar Nelson .... New Orleans , LA

Civil Engineering
Krystal Nesmith ........................ Charleston, SC

Financial Management
Irene Elizabeth Nettles .........Spartanburg, SC

Graphic Communications
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Robert John Newhouse ... ..... Columbia, SC

Biological Sciences
Daniel Newsome ............... ........ Hartsville, SC

Electrical Engineering
Chrystal Alexandra Newton .......... Taylors, SC

Psychology
....... Greenville, SC

Allison Ng ....... .,

Political Science

William Ryan Nichols ....

........... Saluda, SC

Jennifer Leigh Nisbett,

.......... Orlando, FL

Kyle Richard Nobles ...

.. Gal ivants Ferry, SC

Andrew Patrick Norris

........Alpharetta,

Marketing
Sociology

Jacob Austin Oliver

Civil Engineering
GA
Sociology

......... Cent ral, SC

Civil Engineering
Elizabeth Ann Orourke .......... Bridgewater, NJ

Environmental & Natural Resources
Julia Brooke Ouzts ......................... Saluda, SC

Early Childhood Education
Andrew Scott Pardue ......... Heath Springs, SC

Architecture
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Amanda Leigh Parete ............Jacksonville, FL

Communication Studies
.... Charlotte, NC
Construction Science & Management
Evelyn Frances Patrick ............... Bowman, SC
Biological Sciences
Lauren E. Patterson .... Hilton Head Island, SC
Finance
Ryan David Pastor

..... Florence, SC
Economics
Thea Nicole Perugini ..
.......Acworth, GA
Health Science
Suzanne Caroline Pickens ...Spartanburg, SC
Communication Studies
Shannon Marie Pijanowski .... , Baltimore, MD
Marketing
Kevin Michael Payne ..,

Melissa Lee Pinner .................. .......... Peak, SC

Special Education
.......... Newberry, SC

Joshua Pitts........

Agriculture Economics
Christina Plexico ............. West Columbia, SC

Psychology
Lauren Marie Poleynard ............. Seneca, SC

Biological Sciences

.......... ,Johns Island, SC

Ashley Laurie Polk ,

Secondary Education
....... Westford, MA
Biological Sciences
Caitlin Victoria Poole ..,,., West Columbia, SC
Health Science
Ryan Wil Poole ...........
.... Che raw, SC
Construction Science And Management
Kerry F, Polmonari ..

Brittany Morgan Poore ....... Sandy Springs, SC

Elementary Education
William Pope .. ...................... Spartanburg, SC

Economics BA
......Charles ton, SC
Prim-Travel & Tourism
............. Fort Mill SC

Ashley Tate Porcher
Christopher Powell ..

Chemical Engineering

John Powell ............ ,,, ..... Mount Pleasant, SC

Bioengineering
..... Co lumbia, SC

Kathryn Powell .......

Psychology
Patrice N, Powell ................... , Co lumbia, SC

Landscape Architecture
Michael William Prohaska .....
Mount Pleasant, SC

Civil Engineering
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RussellAllen Raines..........................Aiken, SC
Mechanical Engineering
Jordan AllisonRamsey ......... Huntersville. NC
Marketing
JustinRaymond Randall.... West Hartford. CT
Mechanical Engineering
Ashley Nicole Rauenzahn.....Ocean City, NJ
Architecture

John Daniel Raymond
.... Clemson, SC
Financial Management
Shannon Lee Read ........
......Ande rson, SC
Food Science
Janelle L Reid ........
.. Longwood, FL
Political Science
Jay KirklandRevson...
... Columbia. SC
Marketing

KaitlinJane Rexrode.................Ninety Six. SC
Early Childhood Education
Daniel Brice Reynolds...............Lexington. SC
Economics
KirbyElizabeth Reynolds.
..Greenvi lle, SC
Nursing
Rachel Marie Reynolds .........Anderson, SC
Biological Sciences

Megan Rhoden...............

.... Landrum, SC
Sociology
Alexis Nicole Richardson .Spartanburg, SC
Bioengineering
Mallory Nicole Richardson...... Columbia, SC
Landscape Architecture
RussellWilsonRichardson.....Summerville, SC
Mechanical Engineering

Morgan Elizabeth Ring..............Woodruff. SC
Mechanical Engineering
Shana Roach
...........Ridgeway , SC
Biological Sciences BS
TrentRobbins
............Hanahan , SC
Computer Science
Alisha Nicole Roberson
.. Charlotte, NC
Marketing

Megan Keira Robson.

............ McLean , VA
Bioengineer ing
Kyya Rogers...
.. Florence, SC
Physics
James Rollins....
.. Due West, SC
Mechanical Engineering
Stephanie Rondeau
. Hartsville. SC
Marketing
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Logan Nicole Roof............ ........... Rock Hill. SC

Microbiology (Biomedicine)
Colleen Marie Rooney .......... Crownsvllle. MD

Marketing
Carrie Elizabeth Ross............. Woodstock. GA

Political Science
Courtney Elizabeth Ross.................. Alken, SC

Psychology

Hannah Elizabeth Ross................ .Raleigh, NC

Communication Studies
Sameka Rouse....................... ........ Easley. SC

Genetics
Daniel Richard Ruczko ............ ....Chapin, SC

Civil Engineering
Ashley Sachs .............................. Blairsville, GA

Ceramic & Materials Engineering

Ruth Esther Salas ............................ Central, SC

Chemical Engineering
Caitlin Sams ..................... Pawleys Island , SC

BusinessManagement
Janna Sandel ........ ...................... .... Easley, SC

Mechanical Engineering
Colton Heath Sanders ........................ Olar, SC

Applied Economics And Statistics
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Jessica Mallory Sanders ...... Commerce . GA

Sociology
Julia Evelyn Sarratt ... ............... Greenville. SC
Anna Saunders ...........
Matthew Schavey

Industrial Engineering
.. .........Anderson, SC
Food Science
...... Rock Hill, SC
Finance

Mlilian Latrice Scott ................. Columbia , SC

Architecture
Catherine Anne Seaborn .... ... Charlotte, NC

Management
Erick Ryan Sealfon .................. Columbia. MD

Construction Science & Management
Deanna Rose Sefcik ....... Little Egg Harbor, NJ

Secondary Ed - Math

Anne Jordan Seignious ..... Mount Pleasant, SC

French And International Trade
Clarence Jerome Senn .......... .Greenville, SC

Management
Kendall Jordan Session.................. Sumter, SC

BusinessManagement - Operations
Lora Carlin Setzler ...................... Newberry, SC

Elementary Education

Anna Shaffner .................. Winston Salem, NC

Food Science - Nutrition
Nicholas Edward Shanker ............ Chopin, SC

Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan Kevin Sharpe ................... Aiken. SC

Biological Sciences
Kathryn Elizabeth Shaughnessy ....Phoenix, MD

Animal And Veterinary Sciences

David Polle Shelato ....... ....... Simpsonville, SC

Mechanical Engineering
Judith Shelley ....................................... Fork, SC

English
Kimberly Michelle Sherman ...... Clemson, SC

Biological Sciences
Ethan Bradley Sherrard ........... Matthews. NC

Public Health - Emphasis In Health Services
Administration

Jessica Lee Shomper ....

..... Great Falls. VA

James Mcleod Short ....

....... Lancaster. SC

Sociology
Forest Resource Management
Taylor Shoulders ....................Spartanburg, SC

Ceramic And Materials Engineering
Joshua Scott Shuba ..................Greenville, SC

Sociology Emphasis On Criminal Justice

••
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Blake Hollingsworth Sieber .. ... Greenville . SC

Accounting
Andrea Nichole Simmons .......... Varnville. SC

Biological Sciences
Morgan Simmons ........... Peachtree City , GA

Psychology
Camelia Renee Singletary ....... Lake City, SC

Health Promotion And Education

Cara Levette Singletary ............ Lake City , SC

Computer Engineering
Kyle Sink ............................ North Augusta , SC

Me chanical Engineering
Elizabeth Sisson.....................Harrisonburg , VA

Communication Studies
Timothy Andrew .................. . Six Frederick , MD

Financial Management

Beth Sloan ............ ....................... Walhalla , SC

Financial Management
Elizabeth Sloan ................................. Dallas , TX

Bio eng ineering
Anna Elizabeth Smiley ..... North Augu sta , SC

Early Childhood Educ at ion
Amanda Dawn Smith .............. .. Woodruff . SC

Ele mentary Educ ati on

George Smith .......... .................. . Pinopolls , SC

Mechani c al Engineering
Haleigh Ann Smith ........................... Easley. SC

Health Scienc e
Mylene EllsSmith ....................... ... Sene c a , SC

English
Rena Smith .................. ................ Pino pol ls, SC

Pre-Vet

Erica Elisabeth Snider ....................... Greer , SC

Mechanical Engineering
Kay lee Brooke Soileau ............. Anderson , SC

Psychology
Lori Sons...................... ......

...... Seneca, SC

Architecture
Marga ret Rachel Sorrentino ....Wilmington , MA

Mathmatica/ Sciences BS

Sara Sparks ..... ............................ .....Aiken , SC
Food Science & Technology
Michael Joseph Speer ... Mount Pleasant, SC

Management
Christa Spe ights...

...Central, SC

Astrophysics
Hadley Munn Spencer ...... ............ Sumter, SC

Nursing

••
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Kathryn Reece Stanley .

....... Anderson. SC

Nursing
... Greenville. SC

April Steele

Elementary Education
......Lexington. SC
Mechanical Engineering
Megan Steele
...,,,,Simpsonv ille. SC
Mathematics Education (Secondary)

Clayton Edward Steele

..... Greer. SC
BusinessManagement
Michael David Stevenson ,, .,,,, ,,,, Fortson. GA
Mechanical Engineering
Robert Gregory Stevenson ... G reenwood. SC
Civil Engineering
Gregory James Stewart ... ....Simpsonvi lle. SC
Health Science
Hugh Phillip Stephens ,,,,

Matthew Chase Stewart ,,,,,,,,,,. Woodruff. SC
Wildlife & FisheriesBiology
James Still
,,,,,,,,,,,,Ruther fordton.NC

BusinessManagement
,,,,,,,,,,Bluffton.SC
Fine Arts
Nathan Gambrell Stone .
..Piedmont, SC
Construction Science And Mgt
Mattie McKinnon Stokes

Samantha Lauren Strauss,,,,.Simpsonville. SC

Communication Studies
James Robert Strecansky ,,,,,,,,.,,. Bluffton. SC

Computer Engineering
Kristen Nicole Sublette ..,,,,.,, ..,,,,,,,,Sumter. SC

Health Science
Susanna Townes Sullivan ,,,, Ware Shoals. SC

Nursing

Ashley Nicole Sutherland

. Gray Court. SC

Alexa Lynn Taylor ,,.,, ..,,.

. Mount Dora. FL

Marketing
Psvchologv
Brandon Michael Taylor ...,,,,,,,, New Zion. SC

Economics
Caroline Anne Taylor ... Hilton Head Island. SC

Early Childhood Education

.... Lancaster. SC
Early Childhood Education
Adam Team
,,,,.,,,,,,,,Anderson. SC
Sports Marketing
Matthew Paul Teodori ,,
... Moore. SC
Industrial Engineering
Sara Kathryn Terry ,,.
.. Sumter. SC
Marketing
Lauren Ashley Taylor
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Ginger Ann Thomas .......... Boiling Springs. SC

Food Science Nutrition
Chelsea Thomason ................... Anderson, SC

Nursing
.Tega Cay. SC
Environmental Geology
Daniel Thompson.. ....
............Central. SC
Materials Engineering

Adam Sheppard Thompson

...Lambertvi lle, NJ
Biological Sciences
Miles Durham Tinsley .............. Rock Hill, SC
BusinessManagement
Bryson Keller Toole .................. Columbia, SC
Management
Caroline Trammell .....
........... Seneca, SC
Early Childhood Education
Caitlin Anna Timmins

Nicholas Daniel Tritapoe .......... Bambe rg, SC

Ceramic And Materials Engineering
........ Greenville, SC
Biochemistry
Kayla Deanne Truax
................ Starr, SC
Secondary Education
Stephen Tucker .......
...................... York, SC
Biological Sciences
Heather Troutman

Michelle Tuten...

.... Liberty , SC

Leigh Tyson........

... Clemson, SC

English
Chemical Engineering
Hannah Leianne Usry................ Anderson, SC

Psychology
Stephen Char les Vance ........... Greenville, SC

Chemical Engineering

Jennifer Leigh Wade

............. Gree r, SC

Bretl Austin Wadford.

....... Columbia, SC

Bolden Lee Walters

....... Charlotte, NC

Mimi Wang .. .... .... ..

............. Clemson, SC

Nursing
Management
Marketing
Political Science

Yaq i Wang ..

.......Central. SC

Nolan Watts

...... Columbia, SC

Economics
Construction Science And Management
...... Clemson, SC
Biological Sciences
Byron Keith Webb ...
..... Alexander. NC
Civil Engineering
Lauren Crawford Weant
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Lyda Rivers Welborn ............. Greenwood, SC

Language & International Trade
Lucas Cain Westervelt ......... Harrison City, PA

Computer Engineering
Michael Edward Westervelt ,....... Mouldin, SC

Chemical Engineering
Emma Eva Elin Westlund ...... Orongeburg, SC

Marketing

Sean Whetsel ..................... ........... Sumte r, SC

Industrial Engineering
.... Florence, SC
Finance
Zachary Wigington
.... Matthews, NC
Landscape Architecture
Hope Williams
.................... Charleston, SC
Animal And Veterinary Sciences
Benjamin While Ill ...

TristanCharmaine Williams N. Charleston, SC

Food Science
Andrew Rhodes Williamson ....... Florence, SC

Electrical Engineering
Layton Alan Williamson ...... Montgomery, AL

Language And International Trade
Aliece Kathryn Wilson .... Mount Pleasant , SC

Public Health Science
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Joshua Jomes Wilson ....................... Greer, SC

Mechanical Engineering
SC
Marketing
Lindsey Paige Wilzboch ... Kiawah Island, SC
Psychology
Moggie Lehe Winchester ...... West Union, SC
Special Education
Kaylo Aleece Wilson ........... Campobello,

Kaylo Nicole Winesett ................... Chapin, SC

Early Childhood Educat ion
SC
Health Science
Stephanie Morie Withey ....... Simpsonville, SC
Sports Marketing
Andrew Travis Wolle .......................... Bryan, TX
Philosophy
Anno Wingord .......................Orangeburg,

Yim Yim Wong ................... .............Central. SC

Political Science
Melissa Anne Woodocre ................. Greer, SC

Communication Studies
SC
Civil Engineering
Louanne Melonie Woznicki ... Wallingford, CT
Finance And Politico/ Science

Amanda Jo Woodrum ......... Orangeburg,

Jacob Wright... ......... .................... Wellford, SC

Financial Management
Jill Wyatt ...................... .......... Spartanburg, SC

Architecture
Sydney Katherine Wyatt ........... Piedmont, SC

Political Science
Brittany Yeargin .............................. Lyman, SC

Food Science & Technology

Geoffrey Robert Yeomons ................ Avon, CT

Mechanical Engineering
Colin Robert Young .............. ....... Oreland, PA

Parks, Recreation & TourismManagement
Henry Young ............................. Columbia, SC

Language & International Trade
Jessica Lynne Zonkmon .......... Greenville, SC

Financial Management

Katrina Elizabeth Zeiler .................. Moore, SC

Communication Studies
Stefan Zollinger .......... .................... . Moore, SC

Marketing

224
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........ Greenville , SC
History
Lauren Bianchi. .........
............ Greer , SC
Counselor Education
Jonathan Hepworth .. ................. A th ems, GA
History
Tina Lewis ...............,, .. ...... Little Mountain , SC
Special Education
Andrew Baker ......

Qing Liu ....................................... Clemson , SC

Mpacc - Accounting
Ashlee Preston ................................ Sumter, SC

Special Education
Adam Siegfried ....,...,,....... ,,....,..... Seneca , SC
Jonathon Trousdell ...........

Chemistry - Grad
...Central, SC
Applied Statistics

Denton Williamson .................. Columbia , SC

BusinessAdministration
Xie Xiaolan ......... ................. ..... Bensalem , PA

Accounting

■■
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Anna Abbott ........................................... 2014
Fountain Inn, SC
Leslie Abell ....
.......... 2014
Greenwood, SC
Paul Ablonczy
......... 2074
Haddonfield, NJ
KristenAdams
......... 2074
Charleston, SC

................ 20 14
Fort Mill, SC
.... 2074
Piedmont, SC
.. 2074
Aiken, SC
............ 2074
Charleston, SC

Sarah Adams
Matthew Addison ....
John Aggas
Diana Agrest ..

........... 2014
Matthews, NC
... 2014
Joanna.SC
......... 2014
Easley, SC
... 2014
North Charleston, SC

Jonathan Aiken
Jeremy Akins ....
Kaycee Albertson
Steven Aldinger ......

..... 20 14
Anderson, SC
............... 2014
Beaufort, SC
............... 2014
Columbia, SC
.... 2014
Greer, SC

Meredith Alewine ..
Bonnie Alexander ..
Courtney Ale xander .
John Alexander ..

... 2014
Taylors,SC
.... 2013
Springfield, SC
... 2014
Florence, SC
.............. 2014
Summerville, SC

Kaleb Alexander .
Will Alexander .........
Holly Alford .......... .
Brandon Allain ...

Jordan Allan ...
Taylor Allen .....
William Allen ....
Conrad Alston .....

••

................... 20 13
Clarkston, Ml
..... 2014
Marietta, GA
........ 2014
Greenwood, SC
........... 2014
Saint Helena Island, SC
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Jonathan Altstadter ..
Bellon Amaker ...... .
Blaire Amidon .
Rajan Amin ...

············2014
Bellmore, NY
......... 2014
Columbia, SC
......... 2013
Aiken, SC
..................... 2014
North Augusta, SC

................. 2014
Macon, GA
..... 20 14
Greer, SC
...................... 2014
Cross Hill, SC
................ 2014
Tamassee, SC

Jacob Anderskow ..
Marcus Anderson .
Rakeem Anderson
Seth Anderson

Margaret Andrews ..
Arthur Antoine .....
Christopher Armstrong.
Benjamin Arnson ....... .

........ 2014
Lamar, SC
........ 2014
Anderson, SC
......... ......... 2014
Gray Court, SC
.............. 2014
Rock Hill, SC
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William Asger ......... ,.................................. 2014

Florence, SC
............ 2014
Johnson City, TN
.................. , 2014
Kennesaw, GA
................... 2014
Lake Forest, IL

James Ashburn ............. ,
Ezra Assefa ...
Ryan Atherley

....... 2014
Columbia, SC
James Attenhofer.
.... 2014
Waxhaw, NC
Allison Auld ............................................. 2014
Columbia, SC
Christopher Austin ..... .............................. 2014
Bluffton, SC
Mark Atkinson ................ ,.... .

Stewart Avery
Javier Ayala ....
Alan Babilinski
Elizabeth Bachara .
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............ 2014
Hanahan,SC
.............. ........ 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC
...... 20 14
Piedmont, SC
........................ 2014
Jacksonville, FL

Kathleen Backman ......................... ........ 2012

::;-,I

i~,,,1 t-

'
Yi/

Chelsea Bagwell

~

""·

,'

Brandon Bagwell ...... ,

~·

\~·

~

:r.

iE

~

Patrick Bailey ............... ......................... ... 2014

.,._

Roswell, GA

:c
_.,

~-

--~

_,,

"

.. ....................... 2014

Huntersville, NC
................... ,.. 2014
Bonneau , SC
........... 2014
Summerville , SC

Bradley Baker
Bradley Baker

.,
i f
..,
I
' ,,..
·t ·t
·•~•
..
., ~-,,, ~,
4~
• .,rj ,.\ ,
• t1'

,J

Joel Baker ........................ ......................... 2014

Columb ia, SC

CLl/fS'IJ.

'

Co ncord , MA

'

,.~)· .,....
....:;;

•.

Gilbert , SC

Alexa Barach .. , ................ ,....................... 2014

I

' '. ·.,.'
'. t ~
.'~

(4'

Columb ia, SC
Kathryn Ballington .......... ................ .......... 2014

't~ ,•: ,

I

,

Aaron Baker ....

Shannon Baker .................................... ..... 2014

..-..
t:•·
~

Clemson , SC
.............. , 2014
Easley, SC
....,.... 2014
Simpsonville, SC
,...... 2013
Roebuck , SC

Sarah Bacon

~-:"1!.
.t

... 20 14
Florenc e, SC
Jon Barker ........
................. 2014
Ruston, LA
Arthur Barletta .. ,...........
....... ,............... 2014
Ale xandria , VA
Katie Barnes ............. ............. ................... 2014
San Clemente , CA

-_,

Brian Barbee

'

•'

t\.E:so4'

('

,,

~~:#'

z~
..'" \

'I

'

/,·

,

------ -- :::,._

.-·,,,___

---

-

,,.~~

-

".,.

Kirsten Barnes ..
Bridget Barnett ..
Hayes Barnett ... ..
Mary Barrow ......

....... , .............. ........ , 2014
Lexington , SC
.. ,.. ,.. , 2014
Summerville , SC
....................... 2013
Greer, SC
......................... 2014
Columbia , SC

Brett Barry .......................... ...................... 2014
Nicholas Barry ... .

Jordan Basil .......................
Erica Baskin.

- 1·
~

""
j)

-~-

:Lrns
04"

~

Newtown , PA
........ 2014
Lexington , SC
,........ 2013
.. ...... 2014
Columbia , SC

J(~
: ,. I
'-~

~

....
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Benjam in Bass..

........................ ......... 2014
Kershaw, SC
John Bates........
.. ................ 2014
Rock Hill, SC
Laura Batson
.......... 2014
Greenville, SC
Patrick Baubly .........
.. ........ 2014
Elmhurst, IL

Gerold Bauknight ..................................... 2014
Columbia, SC
Carr ie Baum ............................................. 2014
Roanoke, VA
Sophia Baurkol
......................... 2014
Basking Ridge, NJ
Marcus Baxley .....
..................
... 2013
Marion, SC

Robert Baxley .......

...................... 2014
Columbia , SC
Stacey Boxier .
.......................... 2014
Derwood, MD
Nicholas Baz ............................................. 2014
Lorton, VA
Joseph Beacom ................. ..................... 2014
Jacksonville , FL

Alexandria Beck ............

................ .. 2014
Greenv/1/e, SC
Breanna Beck ..
................... 2014
Goose Creek, SC
Alisha Becker ...
.. .......... 2013
Ladson, SC
April Beckett ..................
.. ............ 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC

Caroline Beebe .
Juliana Beeks ...
Rachel Beeks ..
Maria Belay a ...

Ava Bell.... .
Corey Bell.... .
Logan Bell.
William Bell ...

••

................... 2014
Columbia, SC
.................. 2014
Branchville, SC
................................ 2012
Johns Island, SC
....................... 2014
Melbourne , FL

........................... 2014
Radford, VA
........ ... 2014
Hilton Head Island, SC
........................... 2014
North Myrtle Beach , SC
................................. 2014
Mullins, SC
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William Bello...... .................................. ..... 2014
Andrew Bellows .
Sergey Belous
Roy Belser.....

San Franc isco, CA
............................ .. 2014
Yuma, AZ
......................... ...... 2014
Chesnee , SC
........................ . 20 14
Summerton , SC

John Bender ..................................... ......... 2014

West Cheste r, PA
Alice Benjamin .......................... ............... 2014

Melbourne , SC
................... 2014

Eric Bennett ..................

Radford , SC
.............. ........... . 2014

Hilary Bennett ........

HIiton Head Island, FL

Jomes Benton .................... ....................... 2014

North Myrtle Beac h, SC
Donald Benzo ........................................... 2014

Lexingt on, SC
Lauren Beretich ....... .,.. ............................. 2013

Baltim ore, OH
Ethan Bergen ................

.............. .. 2014

Inman , SC
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................2014
Florence, SC
Rachel Bernstein.
...... 2014
Hawthorn Woods, IL
Josh Berry........
................. 2012
Columbia, SC
Alexis Bertram............................ ............. 2014
Piedmont, SC
KerriBergrin..........

......................... 2014
Simpsonviffe, SC
..............2014
Joseph Bethea.
Di/Ion, SC
Sarah Biggers...................
..... 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC
Logan Birchfield........
....................2014
Greenviffe, SC
Peter Beshay...

Alexandra Bird......................................... 2014
Morgantown, WV
Camille Bisel..
............................2014
Fort Miff, SC
Joel Bishop..
.... 2014
Lexington, SC
Lauren Bjork
.... 2014
Waldwick, NJ
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Henry Black .............. ................................ 2014

North Los Vegas. NV
Joseph Blackmon ................................... 2012

Conway, SC
Elizabeth Blanchard .......................... ....... 2014

Doylestown, PA
Richard Bland ........................................... 2014

Richmond, VA

Conor Blaney ........ ......... ........ ................... 2014

Poquoson, VA
John Bloch ............ .................................... 2014

Prospect . KY
Jessica Blood . ............. .......... ... ............... 2013

Whiting, NJ
Mary Blum ................ .......

...... 2014
Simpsonville. SC

CodyBly ................... ................................ 2014

Marietta. GA
Caitlyn Bobo ............................................

2014

Spartanburg. SC
Kevin Bohn ................................................ 2014

Flowery Branch , GA
Anna Bokman ........................................... 2014

Smyrna. GA

Lauren Bolen .. .... ..

.. ......................... 2014

Stephen Bonds....

............................ 20 14

Mount Pleasant. SC
Mouldin , SC
Alyssa Bonefas ............ ........................... 2014

Pearland , TX
.................. 2014

Bailey Booher .......

Charlotte , NC

........ 2014

Morgan Bost......

Anderson, SC
.......... 2014

Bryndle Bottoms

Fort Miff, SC
Nathan Bouchillon .... .............................. 2012

Anderson, SC
Mary Bouknight ......... .............................. 2014

West Columbia. SC

Dorian Bouley ........................................... 2014

Fort Mil/, SC
Daniel Boulware ...............

................... 2014

Darlington. SC
Courtnay Bourque .. .

....... 2014
Myrtle Beach, SC

Benjamin Bowen .. ..

............. 2014
Parrish. FL
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... 2014
Columbia , SC
Kenneth Bowers .. ................. .
.......... 2014
Belton , SC
KristinBowers .. ....
.......... 2014
Ashburn , VA
Courtney Bowie ...
............... 2014
North Myrtle Beach , SC

James Bowen ...................... .

Emily Bowie .... ............... ........................... 2014
Dominic Boyd ............................ .............. 2014
Columbia, SC
Wayne Boyd ...
.. ........ 2014
Columbia, SC
Kathryn Boysen ....................................... 2014
Hilton Head Island, SC

Dana Bradley ........................................... 2012
Westminster, SC
Samantha Bradley ...................... ............. 2012
Easley, SC
Michael Brady .......................................... 2014
Newtown, PA
Kyle Brandon ........................ . ................. 2014
Kingsport, TN

.. ........ 2014
Ridgewood, NJ
James Brashier ........................ ................ 2014
Travelers Rest, SC
Michelle Brauneis ........... ......................... 2014
Stoughton, MA
Austin Braver ..............................
.......... 2014
Deerfield, IL
Alexander Branton .........

Larissa Brdar ..... ....................................... 2014
Anderson, SC
Yanina Breakiron .......
......... 2012
Aiken, SC
Katherine Breen
......,........................ 2014
Winnetka, IL
Joseph Breme r.
.................... ... ......... 2014
Bluffton , SC

Hannah Brenner ............... , ..................... 2014
Orrville, OH
Christian Bright
................................. 2014
Greer, SC
Theodore Brinson...................................... 2014
North Charleston, SC
William Brinson................. ........................ 2014
Rock Hi/I, SC
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TimothyBritton......................................... 2014
Beaufort , SC
Ethan Broadwater..................................... 2014
Johns Island, SC
Jacqueline Brody.....................................2014
Greenville, SC
Kayla Broeker.........
..... 2014
Orangeburg, SC

Robert Brokaw ..........................................2014
Jackson, NJ
LindseyBronzino.......................................2014
Berwyn, PA
Alexandra Brown......................................2014
Roebuck SC
Brady Brown........................
.... 2014
Alpharetta , GA

ChristianBrown.........................................2014
Columbia , SC
ChristopherBrown....................................2014
Arlington, VA
Jenna Brown.............................................2014
Greer, SC
Jessica Brown.......................................... 2013
Lotto , SC
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KristenBrown............ ................................ 2014
Lexington , SC
Lauren Brown........................................... 2014
Belton, SC
Megan Brown...........................................20 14
Lake City, SC
PhillipBrown.............................................. 2014
Hickory, NC

Virginia Bruch ..........

.... 2014

Greenville, SC

. Dylan Bruckner.........

........ 2014

Aiken , SC
Chandler Bruening...................................2014
Sumter, SC
Nathan Bruhn............. .............................. 2014
Peachtree City, GA

Hunter Brunner.......................................... 2014
Charlotte , NC
Anne Buckalew ....................................... 2014
Arlington, VA
Shayne Buckley....
...........................2014
C/itton Park, NY
Alison Bull................................. ................ 2014
New Milford , CT
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Peyton Bullard
Ariel Bullock..
Thaddeus Bullock.....
Mary Burdette..

...... 2014
Camden, SC
........ 2014
Simpsonville, SC
............ 2014
Camden, SC
....... 2014
Easley, SC

Sarah-Buller Burdette
Jenna Burke

...... 2012
.... 2014
Chapin, SC
........... 2014
Aiken, SC
....... 2012
Aiken, SC

Breanna Burkes
Klaehn Burkes

John Burkhart

................ 2014
Naperville, IL
................... 2014
Orangeburg, SC
...................... 2014
Manorville, NY
...................... 2014
Simpsonville, SC

Sarah Burnette
Deanna Burns.
Douglas Burns..

RossBurns

... 20 14
Columbia, SC
Matthew Burrows
........ 2014
Gaffney, SC
Dylan Burton.......................
.... 2014
Seneca, SC
Julia Burton..
....................... 2013
Stoneville. SC

Rebecca Burton
Jennifer Busbee
Bradley Buss......
ChristopherBuxton...........

Madison Byrd
Megan Cabot .
Virginia Cain ......................
Blake Calamas .

............. 2014
Leesville, SC
............. 2014
Marietta, GA
......... 2014
Collierville, TN
.. ..... 2014
Newfields, NH

........ 2014
Florence. SC
........ 2014
Phoenixville. PA
........ 2014
Greenville, SC
........ 2014
Columbia, SC

Underd,wwn
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Joseph Calamoneri ................................ 2014
Peachtree City, GA
Victor Callahan ................
..... 2014
Peabody, MA
Stephanie Cameron ................................ 2014
Alexandria, VA
Alexander Campbell ..
....................... 2014
Princeton Junction, NJ

Brian Campbell
Creed Campbell .....
Matthew Campbell ..
Sarah Campbell ......

.......,,................. 2014
Aiken , SC
......,,................. 2014
Belton, SC
........ 2014
Alpharetta, GA
... 2014
Yorktown, VA

Scott Campbell ......

............................ 2014
Silver Spring, MD
Jessica Canavan
............................. 2014
Charlotte, NC
Jessie Cannon ...... ................................ 2014
Spartanburg, SC
Jordan Cannon ........................................ 2014
Sumter, SC

Patrick Canterbury

..... 20 13
Moon Twp, PA
Nicholas Cantrell ....... .......................... 2014
Clemson, SC
Michael Cape ........,,............................... 2014
Greenwood, SC
LarissaCaple .......... ,................................ 2014
Finksburg, MD

Chelsea Caraway .....

..... 2014

Easley, SC
Kelsey Carey ......

"""" "" 2014
Fruitland , MD
................ 20 14
Millington, NJ
Kevin Carney ....., ...,................................. 2014
Raleigh, NC

Patrick Carey .....,

Michael Carpinona ............. .,.,................. 2014
Trenton, NJ
Justin Carrico ........................................... 2014
Mountain Lakes, NJ
Marlin Carrington .. .............................. 20 14
North Charleston, SC
Scott Carroll .......,....
.................... 20 14
Charlotte, NC
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Blair Carson ......

.. .................. 20 14

Charlotte, NC
William Carson.

.......... ..... 20 14

Greer, SC
Alexander Carter

...... 20 14

Tamassee, SC
Clifton Carter ......... ..

.. .... 2014

Orangeburg, SC

Erika Carter ...

... 2014

Charlotte, NC
Erin Carter

..... 2014

Greenville, SC
Benjamin Case

... 2014

Spartanburg, SC
Erin Casey .........

.. 2014

Charleston, WV

Hannah Cash

... 2014

Spartanburg, SC
Shea Cashen

... 2014

Catonsvilfe, MD
Jason Cato

......... 2014

Albemarle, NC
Keith Catotti

.................. 20 14

Aiken, SC
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Margaret Caulder ..
Nicholas Cauthen .
Christie Covorsi
Alisha Cervone

Wilson Chon .

.. 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC
... 2074
Rock Hill, SC
············ 2014
Lawrenceville, GA
.... 2014
Closter, NJ

...... 2074
Summerville, SC

Rochel Chandler ..

. ············· 2014
Easley, SC

Avery Channell

················2014
Greenville, SC
..... 2014
Evanston, IL

Joshua Chonnin

Saxby Chaplin .......

..... 20 14
Hilton Head Island, SC
Bradley Chapmon ...
................ 2074
Aiken, SC
Hannah Chose
.... 2014
Boulder, CO
Cosey Chozotte
............. 2014
Little River, SC
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Anne-Marie Cheek ....

.. ........ 2014
Columbia, SC
............ 2014
Garland, TX
...... 2014
Wagener, SC
........... 2014
Seneca, SC

Sarah Chepregi ..
Katie Chew ......
Daniel Chewning

Emily Chieco ....

........... 2014
Simpsonville, SC
..... 2013
Sumter, SC
.................. 2014
Little River, SC
.......... 2014
York, SC

Heather Chilcutt
Justin Childers ...
Masey Childers

Benjamin Childs ............ .... ..
Seth Christmus
Amanda Chura
Lauren Cichocki

John Clamp .
Keith Clapp
Andrew Clark .
Christina Clark ..

Rebecca Clark
Jacob Clarke ...
John Cleland
Paul Clendenen

Roger Clinkscales
Gabrielle Cloer ..
Bria Clough .
Christopher Coats

.. ....... 2014
Rock Hill, SC
......... 2014
Blacksburg, SC
......... 2014
Lothian, MD
....... 2014
Charlotte, NC

.... 2014
Columbia, SC
................ 2014
Son Gabriel, CA
................ 2014
Charleston, SC
....... 2014
Central, SC

....... 2014
Asheville, NC
.... 2014
Denver, NC
... 2014
Greenville, SC
... 2014
Wellesley Hills,MA

................. 2014
Greenville, SC
......... 2014
Seneca.SC
............ 2014
Cincinnati, OH
................ 2014
Kershaw, SC
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Robert Coccola .........
Tyler Coffee ...
Shelby Cohen
Michael Coiro ....

Brenden Colby
Caleb Coleman
Latisha Coleman ...
Kelvin Coley ..................

Don Collins ...
Molly Collins
William Collins
Daniel Conner ...

Thomas Conners
James Connor .....
Kyle Conover ...
Jessica Cook ..

Robert Cook ............. ........ .
Ronlaviaus Cook ..
David Cooke
Kelly Cooper

Nicole Cooper
Morgan Copeland
Alexandra Corvese .....
Madeline Corydon
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.... 2014
Florence, SC
....... 2014
Iva, SC
.... 20 14
Glenelg, MD
........ 2014
Hillsborough . NJ

.... 2014
Lynnfield, MA
.... 20 14
Dillon. SC
... 20 14
Union. SC
.... 2014
Aiken, SC

.... 2014
. ...... 2013
Abbeville, SC
.... 2014
Clemson. SC
..... 2014
Greer, SC

......... 2014
Apex, NC
.. 2014
Mineral, VA
....... 2014
Flemington . NJ
................ 2014
Gaffney, SC

............. 2014
Spartanburg, SC
...... 2014
Winnsboro, SC
................. 2014
Columbia, SC
..... 2014
Winnsboro, SC

...... 20 14
Daniel Island, SC
....... 2014
Mooresville, NC
................ 2014
Dublin, OH
...... 2014
Evanston, IL

Jake Cosier. ............

... 20 14

Wood ruff, SC
Camlin Cothran .......

............... 2013

Columbia, SC
William Couch

........ 2014

Summerville, SC
Sallie Covington

......... 2014

Orangeburg, SC

Caleb Cox .....

.. ........... 2014

Tavlors, SC
Caroline Cox .......

........... 2014

Lexington, SC
China Cox ......

.. ....... 2014

Mullins, SC
Jonathan Cox

........ 2014

Libertv, SC

Alexander Craft ...

......... 2013

Blvthewood, SC
Meghan Craft

......... 2013

Blvthewood, SC
Will Craig ........

.... 2014

Oakton, VA
Alexander Craigie .

............. 2014

Bradford, NH

Charles Crane .......

... 2014

West Columbia, SC
Andrew Crawford

......... 2014

Anderson, SC
L'Travia Crawford

..................... 2014

Courtney Crawley ....

......... ........... 2014

Abbeville, SC
Hampton, VA

Joseph Creel .

..................... 2014

Charleston, SC
Andrew Crites

.... 2014

Brentwood, TN
Haley Cromer

................. 2014

Convers, GA
Mitchell Cronin

................... 2014

Columbia, SC

Callie Crowder ......

.................. 2014

Grav Court, SC
Michael Crowder

.......... 2014

Charlotte, NC
James Crowther

..... 2014

Clemson, SC
Mary Culbertson

.......... 2014

Greenwood, SC
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Brady Culbreth ....

..... 2014

Florence, SC
Linda Cuming ...

..... 20 14

Awendaw, SC
Katherine Cunningham ....

............. 2014

Matthew Cureton

............ 20 14

Sumter, SC
Cumming, GA

Tyler Curran ...................... ..

.. ... 2014

Jennifer Curtis

...... 2014

Cary, IL
Chesnee, SC
Grace Custer

.................... 20 14

Brian Danahy

.......... ........ 20 14

Clemson, SC
Rockville, MD

Bryan Daniels ........

...... 2014

Charlotte, NC
Chrystina Daniels ..

...... 2014

McClellanville, SC
Connie Dao

................. 2014

Myrtle Beach, SC
John Daughtridge

........................ 2014

Mount Pleasant, SC

Joanna D'Augustine

..... 2014

Acton, MA
Nicholas Dauria .......

...... 2014

Sherborn, MA
Amber Davis ...

.......... 2012

Easley, SC
Garrett Dav is

... 2014

Seneca, SC

Marshall Davis

....................... 20 14

Megan Davis ...

....................... 2014

Aubree Decoteau .

...................... 2014

Travelers Rest, SC
Charleston, SC
Columbia, SC
Ryan Del ever ........

......... 20 14

Greer, SC

Benscott Dehaven

......... 20 14

Wadmalaw Island, SC
Christina Deleon

......... 20 14

Queenstown, MD
Julie Delong ...

..... 20 14

Avon Lake, OH
Katherine Deluca .......

.. ... 20 14

Waccabuc,NY
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Brandon Dempsey ...
Katelyn Dennis ..
Rebecca Derieux ...
Michael Desjardin

.............. 2014
Columbus , OH
............ .... 2014
Beaufort . SC
............. 2012
Simpsonville, SC
..... 2014
Colorado Springs. CO

Ryan Detweiler ......................................... 2014
Goose Creek , SC
Luke Deutschmann ........................ .......... 2014
Mount Pleasant , SC
Sarah Devita ............................................. 2014
Fair Play, SC
Elizabeth Devitt ............ ,.......
.. 2014
Sarasota , FL

Olivia Devivo ................ ............................ 2014
Newtown , CT
Charles Devon .......................................... 2014
Greenville . SC
Ashley Devore .......................................... 2014
Spartanburg , SC
Jordan Devore .........................
.. ........ 2014
Cornelius , NC
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Lauren Dezervos

.... 2014

Mooresville, NC
Taylor Dias ....

............ , 2014

Greenville, SC
Michael Dibalsi ..

.. , 2014

Trenton, NJ
Allison Dickens ..

.. , 2014

Greensboro, NC

Jon Dickinson ......

.............. 20 14

Barnwell, SC
Spencer Dickinson

... 2014

Charlotte, NC
Kayla Dickson

................ .. 20 14

Columbia, SC
Ashley Dillard

...... , 2014

Yorktown, VA

Nicholas Dilli

. ,....... 2014

Towson, MD
Nicole Dillon

............. . 2014

Wayne, PA
Michael Diorio

.......... 2014

Brooks Dixon ..,

............ 2014

Wayne, NJ
Greenville, SC
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Timothy Dlugoleck i .
Erika Dodgins
Kevin Doeg
Gregory Doerr

Gregory Donaldson ...
Ryan Donnelly .......
Benjamin Donner
Rachel Dority

Ariel Dorn ....
Elizabeth Dougherty ...
Katherine Doviak
Jordan Dowd

Jacob Doyle .
Kathryn Dozier ..
Bryan Drafts
Laura Drbohlav .

Barbara Dubose
Samuel Duckworth .
Charles Duke
Korynn Duke

Melissa Duncan ...
Robert Duncan
Chancie Dunn
Logan Dunn .......

....... 2014
Hopkinton, MA
.......... 2014
Seneca.SC
.. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 2014
Farmington, CT
.. 2014
Ringoes, NJ

... ,..... 2014
Medfield, MA
..... 2014
Rockville, MD
............ 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC
........ 2012
Simpsonville, SC

.............. 2014
Lexington, SC
..... , 2014
Charleston, SC
,..... 20 14
Dallas, TX
............ ,..... 2014
Solt Lake City, UT

,....... 2014
York, SC
...... ,....... 2014
Blythewood, SC
............... , 2014
Columbia, SC
.............. 2014
Inmon, SC

....... ,. 2014
Charleston, SC
..... 2014
Charleston, SC
............. 20 14
Greenville, SC
........... 2014
Columbia, SC

.......... , 2014
Pickens, SC
........2014 North
Charleston, SC
........... 2014
Ellenwood, GA
.... , 2012
Wedgefield, SC
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Delta Durant

..................................... 2014

Wedgefield, SC
.. ........... 2014
Six Mile, SC
Kristy Durham
..............2014
Abbeville, SC
Elena Dusenbury ..................................... 2012
Aiken, SC

Avon Durham ............. ...........

Sarah Dusenbury ................................... ... 2013

Aiken, SC
Cameron Eagles ...................................... 2014

Longwood, Fl
Gentry Earle ............... ............. ................. 2014

Greenville, SC
Chelsea Eason ............................ ............. 2014

Lexington, SC

...........2014
Inman, SC
Shanda Edsall ............ ....
...........2014
Dorr, Ml
David Edwards .......................................... 2014
SummeNille, SC
Sarah Egan ................................................ 2014
Gold River, CA
Elizabeth Edmondson ....

...........2014
Greenville, SC
..............2012
...............2014
Central, SC
...............2014
Columbia , SC

Carrie Eisengreln .......... ..
Gretel Eisengrein .............. ..
Bettina Elder .......... ..
Michael Elkins.......... .

...............2014
Atlanta , GA
Myles Elliott .......
...............2014
Greer, SC
Savannah Elliott. ..................................... 2014
Lexington, SC
Raheem Elmore .. .................................. ... 2014
Columbus, OH
Claire Ellender .

Allison Elrod............................................... 2014

Anderson , SC
Olivia Elswick ........................................... 2014

Myrtle Beach , SC
Robert Elvington ........................... ........... 2014
Justin Emerson ..................... ..
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Florence, SC
.............. 2014
Greenville , SC

Wesley Emery ........................................... 2013

Greenville , SC
Alexandra English ............................. ....... 2014

Wrentham , MA
Danielle Ennis....... ....................... .......... ... 2014

Fredericksburg , VA
Robert Erno......... .....................

......... 2014

Columbia , SC

Alice Ervin ....................... ...................... .... 2014

Darlingt on, SC
Haley Esau ........... ..................................... 2014

Centre ville, VA
Mary Evans................. ............................... 2014

Pinopolis, SC
nerney Evans . .......................................... 2012

Jessica Fabian ............. ......,................. ..... 2014

Lebanon , NJ
Kyle Fabian ......... .......... ........................... 2014

Port Royal, SC
Laura Falconi ...................................... ...... 2014

Great Falls, VA
Toni-Ann Fancy-Denton .......................... 2014

Goose Creek , SC
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Stephen Fande l....................................... .. 2014
Charlotte, NC
Steven Farish.................. ........................... 2014
Columbia, SC
Dustin Faulkner ............ ............................. 2014
Clinton, SC
Mer i Faulkne r... .............
............. 2014
Southern Pines, NC

Timothy Faulkner ............. .......... .............. 2014
Clinton, SC
Kaylie Fehr ...........
"'" 2014
Summervif/e, SC
Hayley Feigl ............. .
""'"""'" 2014
Charleston, SC
Ashlan Ferguson ......... ............................. 2013
Wiffiomston, SC

Meridith Ferguson............. ....................... 2014
Piedmont , SC
Steven Fernandes .....
.......................... 2014
Spartanburg, SC
Christopher Ferreira .
....................... 2014
Bristol, Rf
Donna Lynn Fewell ................................... 2013
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Caitlin Fields ................ .............................. 2014
Lexington. SC
Anaisa Figueroa ........ ............................... 2014
Estill, SC
Giff Finley ...............................
.......... 20 14
Bristow. VA
Ellen Fitzgerald ...................... .
......... 20 14
Saint Paul. MN
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Shawn Fitzgerald ...................................... 2014
Merrimack, NH
Haley Fitzpatrick ....................................... 2014
Batavia, OH
Kaitlin Flack ... .. ..................................... 2014
Greenville. SC
Aimee Flato
............. 2014
Mount Pleasant. SC

. ~.,.

Chelsea Fleming .......... ............................ 2014
Anderson. SC
Dillon Fleming .......................................... 2014
Spartanburg. SC
David Fletcher .... .................................. 2014
Ridgeland, SC
David Fletcher ....
.. ................... 2014
Thomasville. GA

,,

?·

Morgan Fletcher ..
Andrew Flowers ....

................. 2013
.................... 20 14
Chapin, SC
...... 2014
Darlington, SC
....................... 2013
Georgetown, SC

Jonathan Flowers .

_.
(~

John Floyd ........... ..

,

I

Tyler Floyd ..................

I,
.,

t-d -d9
·~.

'

j

,

'ii

................... 2014
Aiken. SC
Mathew Flynn .........
............... 20 14
Smithtown, NY
Elizabeth Fontaine .. .............................. 20 14
Yorktown, VA
Jessica Forbes ........................................ 2014
Simpsonville. SC

Tiffany Ford ............................................... 2014
Boiling Springs, SC
Tom Ford ...................
................. 20 13
Piedmont. SC
Zachary Fordham ................................... 2014
Dillon. SC
Thomas Forman ...
.. ......... 2014
Cheraw. SC
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Olivio Forrester

...... 2014

Fountain Inn, SC

TurnerFortner

.................. 2014

BrooksFoster

................ 2014

Piedmont, SC
Moorestown, NJ

Harrison Foster.

................ 2014

Wilmington, NC

Kevin Foster.

............. 2014

Cayce, SC

Kathryn Fountain

.................. 2014

Simpsonville, SC

Nathaniel Foutch

......... 2014

A iken, SC

ChristineFowler ..

....... 2013

Simpsonville, SC

Kelly Fox

...... 2014

Oakton, VA

nmothy Foxworth

..................... 20 12

Lexington , SC

William Foxworth..

.... 2014

Sumter, SC

Emily Foy ...................

.............. 2013

Lawrenceville, GA

Mick Francis.........

............ 2014

Brandon Francois

..................... 2014

Clover, SC
Charlotte, NC

Sarah Franklin

..... 2014

Chesterfield, MO

Jacob Fravel....

.............. ....... 2012

Stephens City, VA

Taylor Froychok

........ 20 13

Cheraw, SC

LouroFrazee ..

...... 2014

Dallas, TX

Anno Freemon.

.... 20 14

Greenville, SC

Lauren Frees.............

....... 2014

Hanahan, SC

Sheena Frey

............. ..... ... 20 14

Brookeville, MD

Drew Friedrichs

....... 2014

Charleston, SC

Patrick Frost......

........................ 20 14

Simpsonville, SC

Christopher Furlong..

................... 2014

Charleston, SC
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Ladson Furse ..

................ 2012

Manning, SC
Andrew Furton

.... 2014

Highland Park, IL
Matthew Gabrie l

''"'"''"''"

2014

Alpharetta, GA
Blaire Gaddis ....... ..

,.,...... ,.... , 2014

Greer, SC

Ethaniel Gagne

......... 2013

Greer, SC
Jordan Gainey ..

"' 2014

Darlington, SC
Jenifer Galloway ..

,..,..,..,....... ,.. 2014

Walhalla, SC
Kaycee Gallup

............ 20 14

Atlanta, GA

Brian Gonthier

"" 2014

Kennesaw, GA
Trevor Garcia .

............. 2014

Myrtle Beach, SC
Kenna Gardner ....
Blair Garrett

"' 2014
................ 2014
Lilburn, GA
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Courtney Garrett ...

..... 20 14
Greer, SC
Drayton Garrett ........
.............. 2014
Ocean Isle Beach, NC
Oakley Garrett ......................................... 2014
Fountain Inn, SC
William Garrett .............,........................... 2014
Belton, SC

Tanner Garrity

........... 2014
Cape Elizabeth, ME
Bianca Gary ....................
............... 2014
Clinton, SC
Alexa Gatarz
................ 2014
Monroe Township, NJ
Kenneth Gearhart ....
................ 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC

............ 2014
Chapin, SC
............... 2014
Goose Creek, SC
........... 2014
Charlotte, NC
........................... 2014
Catawba, SC

Shauna Gearhart ............

Ryan Geary ....................
Christopher Geiger
Jessica Genoble

••
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Joshua Genoble ..

.......... .... ,...... 20 14

Simpsonville, SC
Abigail Gentry

........ 2014

Seneca,SC
.., 2014

Anne Gerstner .......

Columbia, SC
.., 2014

Emily Gibadlo .........

Hampton, NH

Alec Gibson

......... 2013
Greer, SC
......... 20 13
Edgefield, SC
................ ,... 20 14
Charleston, SC
..... 20 14
Great Falls, VA

Jessica Gibson.. ....
Mary Gibson
Jeffrey Giezen

Rachel Gillespie

................... 2014
Fernandina Beach, FL
...... 2014
Columbia, SC
... 20 12
Lugoff, SC
... 2014
White Rock, SC

Robert Gillespie ....
Tyler Gilstrap .
Jordan Ginsburg

LouisGiorgio ...
Lisa Girard .......
Amanda Giulietti
Galen Givens-Rowlin .

Joshua Glenn ............. ,, ...

................ 2014
North Reading, MA
.................... 2014
Fountain Inn, SC
........... 2014
Cheshire, CT
........ 2014
Charleston, SC

............. 2014

Sumter, SC
Erica Glover ...

...... 20 14

Beech Island, SC
Dietrich Goble ...

............ 2014

Charleston, SC
....... ,............... , 2014

William Godby ..

Greer, SC

Taylor Godfrey ........ ..

....... 2014

Cumming, GA
Westley Godfrey ..

...... 2014

Arden, NC
Kathryn Godwin

... 2014

Greer, SC
.. ,.. 2014

Kylie Gomes ..

Summerville, SC
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Jennifer Goodman ...........
Tyler Goodman ....
Alyssa Goodson ..
Devin Gordon .....

Zachary Gorman ..
Andrew Gosnell ....
Meegian Gossard ....
Katlyn Gould ......

John Gowdy
Margaret Graeber
Courtney Graham
Daniel Grant

Jordan Grant.. ...
Lindsay Grasso ..
Mitchell Gravely
Jacqueline Gray ..

Margaret Greagan
Frances Green
Jacqueline Green
Michael Green ....

Brandon Gregory
Megan Gregory
Emily Griffin ...
Sarah Griffin
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"""""""""'
2014
Centreville, VA
............... 2013
Newmarket, ON
"""""""'
2012
"' 2014
Rock Hi/I, SC

"' 2014
North Andover, MA
"""""""'
2012
Landrum, SC
""""""
2014
Aiken, SC
""' 2014
Pawleys Island, SC

""""""""
2012
For/Mill, SC
"' 2014
Marks, MS
""""""'
2014
Waterbury, CT
"""""""""'
2014
Moncks Corner, SC

""""""
2014
Severance, CO
"" 2014
Oakton, VA
"""""""""""'
2013
Pickens, SC
"" 2014
Barnwell, SC

""""""'
2012
"""' 2013
Lynchburg, SC
"""' 2014
Spartanburg, SC
""""""
2013
Spartanburg, SC

"' 2014
Easley, SC
"""""' 2014
Lexington, SC
"" 2014
Greer, SC
""' 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC

Emily Grom ....

....... 2014

Charlotte, NC
Allison Gropper ..

............ 2014

Vienna, VA
Samuel Grosse

... 2014

Irmo, SC
Dorothy Grover

......... 2014

Richmond, VA

Janey G rubmuller

.... 2014

Dayton, OH
Lauren Gryder

........ 2014

Advance, NC
Amanda Guido

........... 2014

Spartanburg, SC
Jordan Lee Gumapas

.......... 2014

North Charleston, SC

Phillip Gunter

......... 20 12

Jeanni Haas .......

........ 20 13

Aiken, SC
Easley, SC
Charles Hachat

............. 20 14

Lawrenceville, GA
Jennifer Hagan ..

......... 2014

Clifton, VA
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Madison Hagerty ........ ..
Tony Hoguewood
Bradley Haider
Ehrick Haight

................ 2014
Columbia, SC
................... 2014
Anderson, SC
...... , 2014
Monroe Township, NJ
.................................. 2014
Hilton Head Island, SC

Jennifer Haigler
Amy Haile
Kempton Haile
Fotemo Hokimji

Ion Hole
Alex Holl ..
Jomes Holl
Jordon Holl
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..... 2014
Saint Matthews, SC
........ , 2014
Central, SC
.............. 2014
Warrenton, VA
.............. 2014
West Columbia, SC

........... 2014
York, SC
........ 2014
Greenville, SC
......................... 2014
Summerville, SC
...... , 2014
Mooresville, NC

Sara Hall .................................................... 2014

Fort Mill,SC
Troy Hall ................................................. ... 2014
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David Halligan .........
Samantha Hallman .

Windermere, FL
............. ,.. 2014
Columbia, SC
........... , 2014
Aiken, SC

Lane Ham ..................................... ..... ....... 2012

Manning, SC
Jenna Ham ill ............................................. 2014

Cherry Hill, NJ
.. ......... 2014
New Egypt, NJ
Dana Hamilton ...........
................... 2012
Colorado Springs, CO
Brian Hamilton ............ ,.........

~ '~

Drew Hamilton .......................................... 2014

~

~

Colorado Springs, CO
, 2014
Rock Hill, SC
Bailey Hamlett ......................................... . 2014
Columbia, SC
Geena Hammond ................................... 2014
Greenville, SC
Luke Hamilton .......................................

....

-

¥-..,;.~

'

_·,Y,:

TD
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fHfGOCA
Clayton Hammontree

:..

1

.......... 2014
Duvall, WA
Crystal Hamrick ............ ,.......................... 2014
Inman, SC
Ally Hangartner ..................................... .. 2014
Marietta, GA
Cody Hanks ............................................. 2014
Anderson, SC
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,.. 20 14
Columbia, SC
...... 2014
Jacquelyn Hannigan
Marshfield, MA
Darcy Hannon .......................................... , 2014
Roswell, GA
Lukas Hannon .......................................... 20 12
Greer, SC
Rachel Hanna ................... ..

•,

......... 2014
Larchmont, NY
....... 2014
Christopher Hapstack
Greenville , SC
........ 2014
Lawson Hardee .
Mount Pleasant, SC
Christopher Hardin ................................... 20 14
Charlotte, NC

Sean Hans ...................... ..
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'
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Randi Hardin .................... ......... ............... 2013

Greenville , SC
Jacqueline Hardy .....

..... 2014

Lexington, SC
John Harmon ............ .

................... 2014

Saluda , SC
Rebecca Harmon .......

........ . 2013

Goose Creek, SC

Sophie Harpe r................ .................. ......... 2014

Mount Pleasant, SC
Edward Harrill 111
................ ........ ................ 2013

Greenville , SC
Melissa Harrington ................................ .... 2014

Conway , SC
John Harris........................ ............ ............ 2014

Simpsonville, SC

Drayton Harrison ............... . ...................... 20 14

Columbia , SC
Elizabeth Harruff ................ .......... ............ 2014

Columbia , SC
Emily Hart ............................... ................... 2014

Burlington , MA
Bradford Harth .......................... ............ .... 2014

Mount Pleasant , SC

Brittany Hartman .... ..

........... 20 14

Decatur, GA
Emily Harvin ............ ..

........... 2014

Joshua Haselden .............. .

........... 2014

Sumter, SC
Gresham, SC
Laura Haselden ................ ........ ............... 2014

Spartanburg , SC

Heyana Hawkins .

........... .......... 2014

Kellie Hawkins ......

............................ . 20 13

Jessica Hawley ....

.............. ...... 2014

Irmo, SC
Camden, SC
Summerville , SC
Lindsay Hayes .............

.......... ..... 2014

Hanover, MA

Taylor Hays ............................................... 2014

Greenville , SC
Franchesca Hayward ...................... ........ 2014

North Charleston , SC
Desiree Haywood ...

................. 2014

Col umbia, SC
Taylor Hazlett ..............

... 2014

Englewood , CO
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Jayme Looper

20 12
"'"'w~;t·c~i~;;bia,
SC
"""" 2014
Atlanta,
GA

Michelle Lopez

"""""'
2014
Belton,
SC

Emily Loudermilk

2014
Ridg~fi~id,
CT

Shane Lovallo· .............

DariusLovett
Katie Lovett•··....·....·· ·
KristinLowe

....

2014
"w~;t.
c~i~;;bia,
SC
2014
· · ..· · ;_~;i~g0n,
SC

2014
...............· """'"""""""
Floral Park,
NY

Lauren Lowery · ..................

Daniel Lowry

"""""""" Irmo,
2014
SC

""" " " " """"

2014

Mt. Pleasant, SC

TrentonLuecke
Kristina Luther....

2014

'a~i;~
R;~ge,
LA
""""""

2014

Gilbert, SC

Nicholas Luther

20 14
....·c;;;~~·c;~~
SC
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Alexandra Lutke ....................... ............... 2014
Midland, TX
Harrison Luttrell ........................................ 2014
Greer, SC
Paige Lux................. ,................................ 2014
Summerville, SC
Kevin Lybrand
....,............................ 2013

Anna Lynch ....... .................. .

.. ....... 2014
Raleigh, NC

Brandon Lynch ...
Stephanie Lyons......
Andrew Maass ......

Jaclyn Macho ........
Vannessa Macias ...
Andrew Macinnes
Mollye Macnaughton ..

276
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............... ... 2014
Westminster, SC
.................. 2014
Marblehead, MA
.. ......................... 2014
Ridgeway, SC

.. .......... 2014
Randolph, NJ
.................. 2014
Rock Hill, SC
.......... 2013
Tampa, FL
.......... 2014
Dallas, TX

Blair Maddie ..

.......... 2014

Clover, SC
Ryan Maddrey ..

............ 20 14

Michael Maher

........... 2014

Aiken, SC
Baltimore, MD
Laura Mahoney

...,. 2014

Peabody, MA

Forrest Malcolm .

................ 2014
Moncks Corner, SC
............................... 2014
Moncks Corner, SC
........ 2014
Beverly, MA
............... 20 14
Greenville, SC

Matthew Mallard ..
Makayla Malloy
Aubrey Mangrum

Amber Manley

............... 2014

Williamston, SC
Kyle Manross

················ 2014

Columbia, SC

KristynMantia

········· 2014

Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
Elliott Mapp us ....

........... 2014

Charleston, SC

Alexis Marianiello ....

... 2014

Carmel, NY
Alan Marionneaux

................. 2014

Augusta, GA
Kathryn Markferding

.......... 2014

Florham Park, NJ
Emily Marks

................ 2014

Rock Hill, SC

Robert Marra .....

......................... 2014

Wyckoff, NJ
Chelsea Marsh

... 2014

Adamstown, MD
Ashton Marshall .

.. 2014

Charleston, SC
Kevin Marshall ..,.

.. 2014

Ladson, SC

Andrenika Martin

..... 2014

Columbia, SC
Christina Martin

...... 2014

Bellbrook, OH
Dillon Martin

.......... 2014

Elloree, SC
Howard Martin .

....... 2014

Suwanee, GA
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Julia Martin ..

.................... 20 14

Clarksville, TN
Kristen Martin ....

......... 20 13

Wellington, FL
Sanders Martini

.................... .... 20 14

Myrtle Beach, SC
Taylor Martins ......

............. 20 14

Summit, NJ

Nicholas Masotto .........

........ 20 14

East Islip, NY
James Mate .......

.............. 2014

Yousuke Matsui ..

................. 20 14

Florence, SC
Campobello, SC
Tyler Matt.

............ 20 14

Canton, CT

Richard Matthews ...

............. 2014

Leesville, SC
Christopher Mattison

...... 20 14

Anderson, SC
Adam Matyi-Szabo

... 2014

Charleston, SC
Chelsea Mauldin

... 2014

Amanda Mauro ...

................... 2014

Marlborough, MA
Carlie Maute

.2014

Charleston, SC
Lewis Maxey

.. 2014

Conway, SC
Grant Maxwell

.... 2014

Vienna, VA

Lauren Maxwell ..

..... 2014

Camden, SC
Scott Maxwell ...

.... 2014

Boxborough, MA
Hillary May ....

... 2014

Roanoke, VA
Joseph Mazzola

.............. 2014

Huntington Station, NY

Mark McAlister ........

.... 2014

Bradley, SC
Kimberly McAllister .....

... 2014

Charlotte, NC
Rachel McCain

.............................. 2014

Salisbury, MD
Kirby McCall ....

....... 2014

Greenwood, SC
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Wylie McCall ................ ............................ 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC
Dylan Mccann ........
................. 2014
Rock Hill, SC
Catherine Mccarter
........... 2014
Clover, SC
Camille McCarthy
..... 20 14
Asheville, NC

......................... 2014
Cincinnati , OH
Elizabeth McClernon ...
.......... 2014
Greer, SC
Philip McCoig ..................
.......... 2014
Easley, SC
Raymond McCormack .
..... 2014
Gainesville , GA
Daniel McCarthy .........

Matthew McCourt ie ................................ 2014
Simpsonville, SC
Mark Mccown ............... .......................... 2014
Lugo ff, SC
RussellMcCoy .......................................... 2014
Columb ia, SC
Caitlin McC rory ....................................... 2013
Lake Wylie, SC
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Diano McCulloch ....
Justin McCullough ...
Matthew McCullough .....
Emmy McDaniel ..

.................. 2014
Elkin, NC
·············· 2014
Jonesbor o, GA
................,. 2014
Lyman , SC
... 2014
Bishopville, SC

Elizabeth McDonald ................................. 2014
Mo unt Pleasant, SC
Grant McDonald ..........
.................... 2014
Co lumb ia, SC
Jamie McDonald .......
................ 2014
Bellaire, TX
Kenneth McDonald ..
...... 2014
Beaufort , SC

Scott McDonald ....................................... 2013
North Au g usta, GA
Caroline McDonough .............................. 2014
Simp sonv ille, SC
Lorriso McDowell ...................................... 2013
Lake City, SC
Shondonette McDowell ........................... 2014
Griffin, GA

Shondonette McDowell .......................... 2014
Griffin. GA
Benjamin McElroth ...............
.............. 2014
La urens, SC
Peyton McElveen ..................................... 2014
Co lumbi a, SC
Jonathon McG ibbon ......... ..................... 2014
Lindenh urst, NY

Bobby McGill ........
Corinne McGill ....
Stephen McGill ..
Kathryn McGinn

.. ........ 2013
Seneca . SC
....... 2014
Simpsonville , SC
........... 2014
Atlanta , GA
.............2014
Longb oat Key, FL

.................... 2014
Vero Bea c h, FL
Samantha McGowons .......
... 2014
Pacolet , SC
Raven McGregor
.. ............... 2014
Rutherfordton , NC
Annie McGuire ...
............2014
Catonsville , MD
Co li McGovern .............
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Rachel McGuire .......................... ............ 2014
Little Mountain, SC
Thomas McGuire .
......... 2012
Little Mountain, SC
William McHugh .
........................... 2014
North Wales, PA
Alexander Mcinerney .........
........ 2014
Chelmsford, MA

Faye McIntosh ................................. ........ 2014
Lancaster, SC
Christopher McKee ..
.. ............... 2012
Florence, SC
Colin McKee ...
.............. 2014
Fair Play, SC
Maggie McKenney ....
...... ... . 2014
Greenville, SC

Courtney McKev ie ........

................... 2014
Aiken, SC
Annaelizabeth McKinney ....... ................ 2014
Easley, SC
Laura Mclachlan ...
............ 2012
Alexis Mclaine ......
.. ............ 2014
Fort Miff, SC

Grace Mcleod .......,................................ 20 14
Mount Pleasant, SC
Kevin Mcleroy ...,...,...,...,.......................... 2014
Taylors, SC
Jeffrey McMillan ......................... ............. 2013
Anderson, SC
Mary McMillan .......................................... 2014
Florence, SC

Olivia McNeil ..
Dylan McNeil! ..

................... 2012
.... 2014
North Augusta, SC
.... 2012
Wichita, KS
... 2014
Upper Arlington, OH

Drew McWhorter .
Elizabeth Mead ....

Veeander Mealing ...

............... 2014
North Augusta , SC
Kiersten Meeder ......
... 2014
Pickens, SC
Anna Lauren Meeks ...
.... 2012
N. Myrtle Beach, SC
Kevin Meeks .....................
... 2014
Myrtle Beach, SC
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............... 2013
Florence . SC
Kelsey Mellon ..
................ 2014
Columbia, SC
Michael Mellon ................................... .... 2014
Fountain Inn, SC
Taylor Mellon ............................................ 2014
Cheraw, SC
Morgan Meggs

..................... 2014
Lexington, SC
Marque! Mensing ....
.................. 2014
Wilbraham, MA
Sara Metropol .................................. ........ 2014
Columbia , SC
Charles Michaels .......... ,........................ . 2014
Troy, Ml
Sadie Mendenhall .....

Megan Middeke ..................................... 2014
Jefferson, MD
Will Middlebrooks
.................2013
Snellville, SC
Megan Milam ....
......................2014
Maryville, TN
Alexandra Miller .......
....... 2014
Lexington, SC
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Brooke Miller ..................... .

...... 2014
Rock Hi/I, SC
Elizabeth Miller .. .................. .
....... 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC
Hannah Miller ...
....................... 2014
Johns Island, SC
Mary Miller .......
........ 2014
Gastonia, NC

Savannah Miller ....................................... 2014
Taylors, SC
Steven Miller ............................................. 2013
Studio City, CA
Zachary Miller .........
................ 2014
Johns Island, SC
Kendall Millhouse
...... 2012
Summerville, SC

Danielle Millian ....

..................... 2014
Waltham, MA
Cole Milliken ........ ..
..................... 2014
Casper, WY
Evan Minteer ............................................. 2014
Oldsmar, FL
Winston Mirmow ....................... ............... 2014
Lexington, SC

Annie Mitchell .......

.......... 20 14
Pewaukee, WI
Jonathan Mitchell
........... 2014
Blythewood, SC
Meredith Mixson ....................................... 2014
Charlotte, NC
Tyler Mode .....................................
.. 2014
York, SC

Courtney Mohan .................

.............. 2014
Fort Mi/I, SC
Stefani Mokalled ..................
............ 2014
Greenville, SC
Melissa Molony ..........
................ 2014
Rock Hi/I, SC
Matthew Monteith ...
................. 2013

James Moody ...................

....... 2014
Charleston, SC
Megan Moody ....
....................... 2014
Charleston, SC
Katherine Moon .....
.... 2014
Cumming, GA
Nicole Mooneyhan . ............................... 2014
Easley, SC
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Alyssa Moore

.... 2014
West Union, SC
..... 2014
Winnsboro, SC
.... 2014
Summerville, SC
..................... 2014
Matthews, NC

Christian Moo re
Morgan Moore
Sadler Moore

Tevin Moore ........
Sandra Moorer ..
Zachary Morgan .....
Kelly Morin

Leigh Moring ..
Andrew Morris
Patrick Morris
Catrina Morrison..

..... 2014
Clinton, SC
............................. 2014
Midlothian, VA
........ 2014
Needham, MA
.......... 2014
Brentwood, TN

............................... 20 12
Allentown, PA
......... 20 14
Greer, SC
.......... 20 14
Arlington, MA
......... 20 14
Moncks Corner, SC

John Morrow .
Mary Morrow
Mitchell Morton
Tyrieke Morton

Elizabeth Moseley
Alexandria Motley
Justin Moylan .
Kelsey Moylan .......

Tucker Mozeley .
Michael Muise ..
Cole Murbach
Kayla Murdaugh
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........ 2014
Greeneville, TN
·················20 14
Doylestown, PA
..................... .... 20 14
Simpsonville, SC
....... 2014
Myrtle Beach , SC

....... 2014
Isle Of Palms, SC
........ 20 14
Elgin, SC
······· 2013
Mount Pleasant, SC
.......... ................ 20 14
Summerville, SC

............. 2014
Denver, NC
......... 20 14
Chelmsford, MA
......... 20 14
Windermere, FL
.......... 2014
Smoaks, SC

............................. 2014

Brion Murphy

Hingham, MA

... 2014

Emily Murphy .

Chapin , SC

.......... .... 20 14

Lino Murton .........

Westminster, SC

..... 20 14

Jacquelyn Muse

Greenville, SC

...... 2014
Saint Louis, MO
......... 207 4
Ashburn , VA
...................... ........ 20 14
Greer, SC
................. 20 14
Chapin, SC

Som Nadler ...
Doniel Nogle
Hoyden Noll
Morgon Nolley ...

.. ............... 2014
Greenville , SC
William Naughton
................. 20 14
San Francisco, CA
Christopher Neal
....... 20 14
Lexington Park, MD
Ashley Neely ..................
............... 2074
Mauldin, SC
Mariam Nomouz ......
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Nicholas Nehila
Tyler Neil. .....
Alexa Neiling
Samantha Nelson

Kasey Netherton ..
Kaitlyn Neumann
Ashlyn Newsome
Yolanda Ngo

Christopher Nguyen ..
Diem Nguyen
Maury Nichols.
Max Nichols ....
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"""""""""""""'
2014
Pennington, NJ
"'" 2014
Clover, SC
'"""" 2014
Simpsonville, SC
'"""" 2014
Lexington, SC

'"'"'"'" 2014
Moore, SC
'"""" 2014
Bluffton, SC
""'""""
2014
Myrtle Beach, SC
"" 2013
Myrtle Beach, SC

"""'"""'"'
20 14
Rock Hill, SC
"' 2014
Rock Hill, SC
"'"'"'"""'"'
2014
Aiken, SC
"' 2014
Aiken, SC

Nicole Nikolich ....

.................. 2014

Sidney Nimmons ..

.................. , 2014

Oakton, VA
Charleston, SC
Quinn Nix.

.......... ,2 014

Pickens, SC
Cleveland Noel ..

... .. . 20 13

Greer, SC

Sommer Norris .......................................... 2014
Conway, SC
Richard Northup .................................... ... 2014
Florence, SC
Tyler Norton ............................................... 2014
Charleston, SC
James Nottingham ................................... 2014
Arlington , VA

Jack Novotny ...............

.. ......... 2014
Germantown, TN
Hannah Nuckles ..........
........................ 2014
Murrells Inlet, SC
Taylor Nunamaker ...
.. ............. 2014
Greenwood, SC
Erik Nuschke ....................
................. 2014
Enola, PA

Paul Obeid .......
Jennifer O 'Brien
Robert Obr ien ...
Lindsey Oconnell ......

Rose Oconnor ...

.. ....... 2014
Mount Pleasant , SC
........ 2014
Hampstead, MD
........ 2014
Goose Creek, SC
........................ 2014
Cary, NC

.............................. 2014
Sumter, SC
...................... 2014
Greenville, SC
....................... 2014
Easley, SC
....................... 2014
North Wales, PA

Kaitlyn Odom ....
Brenna Odonald
Christine O 'Hara

Theodore Okoli ...........

...................... 2014
Charlotte, NC
Seth Oliver ......
..................... 2014
Clemson, SC
Jordan Olson .
......................... 2014
Hartsville, SC
Ashli Oneal.. ............................................. 2014
Hartsville, SC
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Timothy O 'Neil ...

....... 2014

Cincinnati, OH
Cody O rear

.......... 2014

Anderson, SC
Benjamin Orr .... .

... 2013

Clinton, SC
Brian Orr ...................... .

...... 2014

Spartanburg, SC

Kevin Ostergaard ..........

............... 2014

Pittsburgh, PA
Jazmynn Outen

.................... 2014

Columbia, SC
Lesley Outlaw

............... 2014

Camden, SC
Patrick Ovington

.................... 2014

Greenville, SC

Bridgette Owens

.. 2014

Oak Park, Ml
Joshua Owens

............... 2014

Lexington, SC
Kelly Owens

.......... ................... 2014

Blythewood, SC
James Ozmint ..

...... 2014

Columbia, SC

Hope Paccione .

........ 2014

Ashburn, VA
Lauren Pack ..

.............. 2014

Millersville, MD
Sarah Padva .

.... 2014

Pipersville, PA
Charles Palmer

... 2014

Greer, SC

Nicholas Papanikolopoulo

....... 2014

Atlanta, GA
Samantha Paris..

... 2014

Hilton Head Island, SC
Clay Parrish....

...... 2014

Cary, NC
Rosaruth Parton ...

...... 2014

Landrum, SC

Andrew Partridge ...

........................... 20 14

SummeNille, SC
Michael Pascal ........

..,....... 2014

Germantown, TN
Catherine Passano

......... 2014

Skillman, NJ
Steven Pasternak ...

...... 2014

Greenville, SC
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Taylor Pate

....... 2014

Kingsport, TN
Chelsey Patricca

.......... 2014

Gibsonia, PA
Kaitlyn Patterson ...

'' 2014

Lexington, SC
Mary Patterson

........ 2014

Hilton Head Island, SC

.. ..... 2014

Margaret Pautler ..

Saint Louis, MO
Graham Paylor .....

"""""""""""'

2014

Greenville, SC
Elizabeth Payne ...

"""' 2014

Greer, SC
Kathryn Payne ..

...... 2014

Irmo, SC

Melanie Payne

"'" 2014

Florence, SC
Melita Pena

.. 2013

Potomac, MD
Jon Pennington

,................., 2014

Laurens, SC
Samantha Perea

........ 2014
Simpsonv ille, SC
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John Perrow

.... 2014

Cameron, SC
Taylor Perry...

......... 2014

Charlotte, NC
Dylan Peters

.... 2014

Charlotte, NC
ElisabethPeters

...................... 2014

Clemson, SC

Lee Peters...........

........................ 2013

Bernardsville, NJ
Weston Peters.

............ 2014

Matthew Peterson

............ 2014

Aiken, SC
Rockville, MD

Amy Petrilli

.. ,,,,.,,,,,,.,, 2014

Lake Sewell, NJ

AllisonPettett ..

..... ,........ .... 2014

Rowlett, TX
Samantha Pettigrew

...... , ... , ..,... 2014

Beaufort, SC
Duncan Pfaehler

.......... 2014

Mount Pleasant, SC
Alex Phillips

""' 20 14

Greenville, SC

■■
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Alexis Phillips.......

.. ...... 20 14

Kennett Square, PA
Meghan Phillips..

......... 2014

Lexington, SC
Qui'ara Philson.......

...... 2014

Simpsonville, SC
Christopher Piedmont..

............. 2014

Hanahan,SC

Ethan Pierce

........... 2014

Anderson, SC
Connor Pierson ......

....... 2014

Sumter, SC
Brittany Pifer .

........... 2014

Blvthewood, SC
Sarah Pim ..

............. 2014

Gaithersburg, MD

Hilary Pitts.

................ 2014

Spartanburg, SC
Quintero Plair

.......... 2014

Columbia, SC
Justyn Plaskon

..... 2014

Manasquan, NJ
Gail Platenberg ...

..... 2014

Lugoff, SC

Peyton Player

..... 2014

Chapin, SC
Beau Pollard ......

........ 2014

Rome, GA
Joel Pominville ..

............ 2014

Belton, SC
Everett Pompeii ...

.... 2014

Mount Pleasant, SC

Derek Poole ..

.... 2014

Pelion, SC
William Poole

................. 20 14

Raleigh, NC
Rachel Pope ..

.... 20 14

Blairsville, GA
Megan Porter

... , 2014

Okatie, SC

Courtney Poston.

....................... 2014

Columbia, SC
Katherine Poston .

........ . 2014

Hodges, SC
Emma Pouch ...

...... 2014

Greenville, SC
Chadwick Powell .

...... 2014

Bluffton, SC
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Charles Powell .
Heather Powell
Thomas Power
Joseph Pray .....

........ 2013
Pageland, SC
........................2013
Prattville, AL
.................... 2014
Eastchester, NY
.... 2014
Lake Forest, IL

·i~
ft

.... 2014
New Providence, NJ
Nathan Pretorius .... .
... 2014
Aiken, SC
Patrick Priester .......................................... 2014
Charlotte, NC
Jessica Privett .......................................... 2014
Hopkins, SC
Ca roline Preston .. ..

Walker Probasco ......................... ........ ..... 2014
Lookout Mountain, TN
Brian Probst ............................................. 2014
New Albany , OH
Ryan Pruitt
.................. ......... 2014
Moore, SC
Lauren Purcell ...
..........2013
Dunlap, IL

... 2014
Myrtle Beach, SC
Mary Putman .............. ,...
........... 2014
Taylors, SC
Lisa Puzzuoli ............... .... ..
...............2014
Doylestown, PA
Sean Pyles
...............2014
Doylestown, PA
Colby Purvis..

-i·

&

,.-

~

*

Amanda Qiu ...................................... ...... 2013
Charles Quillian .... .... .
................ 2014
Stone Mountain, GA
Samuel Quinley ........
............ 2014
Greer, SC
Courtney Quinters
............ , ............... 2014
York, SC
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Ethan Quist ............................ .................. . 2014
Doylestown, PA
Matthew Radomsk i ..
............ ........ 2014
Mason, OH
Reagan Railey .. ......
....... 2014
Chester, SC
Sarah Rains .............. ............
.......... .. 2014
Aiken, SC
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Madaline Ralston ..
Christine Rambeau
Pravin Ranasinghe ..
Nicholas Ratti ..

Whitney Rauenhorst ..
Raquel Raybon
Rebecca Ready ..
Lauren Reavis....... .

Taylor Reddan
David Reece ..
Katherine Reed ......... ..
Clayton Reese .... .

.... 2014
Salisbury, NC
... 2014
Marietta, GA
... 20 14
Simpsonville, SC
............. 20 14
Haddonfield, NJ

...... 20 14
Beaufort, SC
................... 20 14
Sarasota, FL
... 20 14
Irmo, SC
..... 20 14
Irmo, SC

..................... 20 14
West Caldwell, NJ
........ 20 14
Greer, SC
......... 2014
Dallas, TX
..... 20 14
Greenwood, SC
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Marion Reeves ........................................ 2014
Greenville, SC
Matthew Reeves ........ ,......................... 2014
Greer, SC
Hillary Reichert ............... .......................... 2014
Williston, vr
Kally Reichhold .. ..................................... 2014
Milford, DE

Brynne Reid ...

.. 2014

Cary, NC
Erin Reid ...
Van Reid
Timothy Reinken ..

Zachary Reinstein ..
Joshua Reome .... ..

.... 2014
Richburg, SC
........... 20 13
Greer, SC
............................ 2014
North Berwick, ME

........... 2014
Greer, SC
.... 2014

Gaffney, SC
Raquel Reyes ...
David Reynolds ...
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... 20 14
Florence, SC
.. 2013

Samantha Reynolds ................................ 2014

Columbia, SC
Lauren Rhodes .................. ...................... 2014

Dacula, GA
.. .. 2014
Columbia, SC
... 20 l 2
Pomaria, SC

Luke Rhym ..
Rhett Ricard

Sara Rice ...................... ,. .......................... 2014

Chapin, SC
Zane Rice .. .... ...... .... .... ....

.. .................. 2014

Candace

.............. ....... 2013

Barnwell, SC
Richards .....

Mount Pleasant, SC
Townes Richardson .................................. 2014

Mount Pleasant, SC

................................ 20 14
Pompano Beach , FL
Davis Riddle ..
................................ 2014
Irmo, SC
Zackery Rider ........................................... 2014
Myrtle Beach, SC
John Ridgeway ........................ ................ 2014
Greenwood, SC
Ian Rickard .....

.. .. 20 14
Hickory, NC
Sarah Rigler .............. ..
............. 20 13
Mount Pleasant, SC
Logan Riley .............................................. 2014
Summerville, SC
Joshua Rinker .............. .. .......................... 2014
Goose Creek, SC
Hunter Rigsby ...... .

Earl Ritchie .................... ....
Brenden Roberts ....
Chelsea Roberts .....
Mafia Roberts...........

.. ...... 2014
Greenville, SC
........................ 2014
West Columbia, SC
.. ..................... 2014
Lexington, SC
......................... 2014
Spartanburg, SC

Mary Robillard ......................................... 2014

Annapolis, MD
Bradford Robinson ............... .................... 2014
Corey Robinson
Julie Robinson ...

Summerville, SC
.......... 2014
Allendale, SC
............. 20 14
Cary, NC
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Morgan Robinson.....................................2014
Gaffney , SC
Joshua Rochester..................................... 2012
Westminster, SC
Michelle Rock..................
........... 2014
Frederick, MD
Ronald Rodrigue..............
...... 20 14
Charleston, SC

Almeda Rogers......................................... 2014
Clinton , SC
Stephen Rogers...................,....................2014
Seneca , SC
Jessica Romine ......................................... 2014
Port Royal, SC
Marie Rosasco.................................. ....... 2014
Parkville, MD

Hope Rosenlund....................................... 2014
Spartanburg , SC
Amir Ross................................................... 2014
Palmyra , NJ
Scott Ross.................................................. 2014
Spartanburg , SC
Audrey Rotella......................................... 2014
Framingham , MA

Jonathan Roth ......,.

...... 2014
Ridgeville, SC
Sean Rowe ..............
................ ..... 20 14
Hunter sville, NC
Julia Rowland .......................................... 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC
Ashlyn Ruczko .......................................... 2012
Chapin, SC

Collon Rudd.......

...................... 2014
Charleston, SC
Emily Rudman.
.................... 2014
Greer, SC
ChristineRuhe
..................... 2014
Charlotte , NC
Daniel Ruiz ...................,....
................2014
Lexington , SC

Kathryn Runge .......................................... 2014
Piedmont, SC
Aubrey Rushe........................................... 2014
Seneca , SC
ChristopherRussell.........
........ 2014
Bedford , NH
Shannon Russell.........
...... 2014
Hendersonville , NC
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Stacie Russell.... ..... ...........

............... 2014

Timothy Russell...................

................ 2014

Aiken, SC
Sumter, SC
Katelyn Rye ..............

....... 2014

Glenwood, MD
Julianna Sabol.. ..

..................... 2014

Annapolis , MD

David Sadle r ..............

.................. ......... 2014

Charleston , SC
Samuel Salerno

........ 2014

For/Mill , SC
Jonathan Sallah

........ ...................... ..... 2014

Boca Roton , FL
Jennifer Sand ..... ......................

........ 2014

Penfield , NY

Kathleen Sande rs .............................. ....... 2014

Columb ia, SC
Patrick Sanders ......................................... 2013

Suwanee , GA
Gerardo Santana ................................. .... 2013

Elgin, SC
Joanna Saribalis ..... ..........

............ 2014

Mill Volley, CA
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Bryanna Saunders ........... ........................ 2014
Charlotte . NC
Mary-Catherine Savant .. .................... .... 2014
Winter Hoven , FL
Stacey Scaggs .......... ................................ 2014
North Augusto , SC
Pamela Scales .......................................... 2014
Sumter. SC

............... 20 14
Clover, SC
Caroline Schaffer ...
............... 2014
Dublin , OH
Christine Schalkoff ....... ...., ...................... 2014
Clemson , SC
Adam Scharich .................. .... ........ ......... 2014
Saginaw , Ml
Carl Schaefer ........ ..

Greta Schelling ......................................... 2014
Newtown Square , PA
Brett Schibler ............................................. 2014
Loveland , OH
Rachel Schilling .......
.. .............. 20 14
Lexington , SC
Jacob Schnelder ....
.......... 2014
Elgin, SC
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Katelyn Schneider

......... 2014
Chalfont, PA
................. 2014
Columbia, MD
...... 2Dl4
San Rafael, CA
.......... 2Dl4
Chapin, SC

TylerSchneider
GriffinSchreader
AshtonSchumpert

Lara Schurlknight

.............. 2014
Moncks Corner, SC
............. 2Dl4
Louisville, KY
...... 2014
Scarsdale, NY
..... 2Dl4
Summerville, SC

Jaclyn Schutt
Julie Schwab
ChrisSchweitzer ..

McClain Schweppe ....
Jacob Schwinn ....
Ashley Scifo
Adam Scott ........

Jessica Scott ..
Tequan Scott ..
Tiara Scott....
Dylan Scurry.

Dalton Seals .
Kayley Seawright
TylerSeeley
Sarah Seigler.

Denver Sells....
Katherine Senf
Zachary Senn..
AllisonSetser.......

... 2Dl4
Charlotte, NC
. 2014
Greenville, SC
................. 20 14
Oakton, VA
............... 2014
Clover, SC

............... 2Dl4
Miramar, FL
..... 2014
Columbia, SC
................... 2Dl4
Lake City, SC
........ 2Dl2
Florence , SC

........... 2014
Rock Hill, SC
..... 2014
Anderson, SC
..... 2014
Awendaw, SC
... 2014
Abbeville, SC

...... 2Dl4
Clover, SC
............... 2Dl4
Mount Pleasant, SC
... 2Dl4
Conway, SC
.............. 2Dl4
Cincinnati, OH
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Michael Seufert ..

......... 2014
Aiken, SC
..... 2014
Findlay, OH
............ ........ 2014
Clemson, SC
............. 20 14
Fort Mill, SC

Jonathon Shaffer
Hirai Shah
Shown Shoji. .....

Avery Showen..

...... 20 13
Elgin, SC
.... 20 14
Leavenworth, KS
........ 20 14
Rock Hi/I, SC
............. 20 14
Chapin, SC

Paige Sheaks
Michael Shearin
Terrence Shepard

BrandiSherbert..
Nathan Sherman

················ 2012
.................... 2014
Annapolis, MD
... 20 14
Rock Hill, SC
... 2014
Hockessin, DE

Joshua Sherrill
Deana Sherry..

Lauren Shirley.
AustinShores..
Kevin Shores..
Ion Shorkey...

········20 14
Belton, SC
............................ 2014
Rock Hill, SC
................... 20 14
Rock Hill, SC
..... 20 14
Charlotte, NC

ChristopherShort.

...... 2014
Lancaster, SC
Ainsley Shreve ....
.............2014
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
Cosey Shumberger
.............2014
Mount Pleasant, SC
Tyler Silvers....
............. 20 14
Travelers Rest, SC

Jessica Simkins....
Annabelle Simmons....
Cheyenne Simmons...
Jennifer Simmons
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............... 2014
Simpsonville, SC
............... 2014
Lagrange, GA
..... 2014
Pickens, SC
.................. 20 14
Pickens, SC

Maxwell Simons

...... 2014

Fort Mill, SC
Robert Simril ................ ..

........... 2014

York, SC
Virginia Sims.

........ 20 13

Co lumbia, SC
Grant Sineath

......... 2014

Charleston, SC

Gurtej Singh .....

............ .. 2014

Campobello, SC
Candice Sinisgalli

... 2014

Alpharetta, GA
MonicaSint

.................. . 2014

Houston, TX
William Sipe

........ 2014

Rock Hill, SC

Meghan Sisk

..................... 20 14

Richmond, VA
Jordan Skellie ..

............. 2014

Campobello, SC
Mary Skinner

........... 2014

Florence, SC
James Slattery

.......... 2014

Kennett Square, PA

Callie Sluder .......

...... 2014

Westminster, SC
Shannon Smales

..... 2014

Lake Forest, IL
Re'ven Smalls

......... 2014

North Augusto, SC
Caitlin Smichowski

............ 20 14

Bethlehem, PA

Alexander Smith

............ ...... 2014

Alexandra Smith

....... 2014

Irmo.SC
Lexington, SC
Brandon Smith ...

.......... 2014

Easley, SC
Brittany Smith

...... 2014

Columbia, SC

Caitlin Smith

......... 2014

Laurel, MD
Caleb Smith ..

..... 2013

Sumter, SC
Caroline Smith
Caroline Smith

.... 20 12
........... 2014

Simpsonville, SC
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ElisabethSmith..........................................2014
Greenville, SC
Emily Smith........ ...................................2014
Pittsburgh, PA
Gregory Smith...
.....................2013
Simpsonville, SC
Gregory Smith...
..............2014
Orlando, FL

................. 2014
Winnsboro, SC
.....................2014
Jerronda Smith.......
Winnsboro, SC
Kendra Smith.....
......................2012
Longview, TX
Kyle Smith...... ....................................... 2014
Bamberg, SC
Jennifer Smith .......

Logan Smith.............................................. 2014
Conway, SC
Matthew Smith..... ...................
....... 2014
Lexington, SC
Mikaila Smith
..........2014
Piedmont, SC
Robyn Smith.
..............2014
Sandy Springs, SC

.............. 2014
West Haven , CT
Shane Smith.... ...................................... 2014
Saint George, SC
TaylorSmith .....................
....... 2014
Lexington, SC
...... 2014
Virginia Smith
Tampa, FL
Ryan Smith....

.....................................2014
Orangeburg, SC
William Smoley
......................2014
Los Gatos, CA
Alexander Snyder ....................................2014
Mechanicsville, VA
Heather Snyder.........................................2014
Greer, SC
Kaison Smoak ..

Heyward Snyder....................................... 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC
Norman Snyder ........................................ 2014
Greenvllle, SC
PhilipSnyder .
..............2014
Greenville, SC
PhilipSobash ..............,...
........ 2012
Irmo, SC
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Dylan Sobin .

........... .... 2014

Liberty, SC
Devin Solberg .

......... 2014

Sumter, SC
Rachel Solomon

........ 2014

Atlanta, GA
Allen Solomons

... 2013

Aiken, SC

Stephanie Sonnenburg

......... 2014

Clovis, CA
Dylan Sontag

............. 2014
Frank lin, TN
......... 2014

Jennifer Sowell

Abbeville, SC
Hunter Spang ler ..

... 2014

Henrico, VA

Amanda Sparkman

....................... 2014

Marietta, GA
Leslie Spearman

............................. 2014

Easley, SC
Brett Speranzella ...

........... 2014

Southborough, MA
Christian Spiecha .. ..

.................. 2014

Clover, SC
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.................. 20 12
.................. 2014
Cleves, OH
Ronny Srelz ............................. .................. 2014
Greenville, SC
Brandi Staley ............................................ 2014
Canal Winchester, OH

Lauren Spivey .............. ..
Sarah Spohr ................. ..

John Stallard .................
George Stamatiades .....
Christine Stamer
William Stanley ..

..................... 2014

Abingdon, VA
.. ....... 2014
Charleston, SC
....... 20 14
Medfield, MA
.............. 20 14
Ladson, SC

.. .................... 2014
Damascus, MD
Matthew Stansell
.................. 2014
Spartanburg, SC
Robert Starnes
................... 2014
Mason. OH
Anna Stastny . ................. .
.......... 2014
Anderson, SC
Katherine Stansell ...

■■
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SpenserStaub....

............................... 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC
.................. 2014
West Columbia, SC
.......... 2014
Aiken, SC
... 2014
West River, MD

Kristen Stoudt.....
Theodore Stouffer.
Michelle Steele ..

........ 2014
Sumter, SC
Brion Stephens.......
..................... 2014
Seneca,SC
ElizabethStephens...... ............................2014
Grayson, GA
Gregory Stephens.
...... 2014
Aiken, SC
Bloke Stengel. .........

Jessica Stephens......................................2014
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
Brittany Stephenson.................................2014
Westminster, SC
BrennonStevens..
........ 2014
Camden, SC
Courtney Stevens
······· ··········· 2014
Bradford, VT

Lone Stevens.............
William Stevenson....
Donte Stewart ............
Poul Stewart ..............

....... 2012
.... 2014
Columbia, SC
........... ...... 2014
Swansea, SC
·········... ············2014
Columbia, SC

William Stewart..............
John Stiffey
LydiaStiffler
EricStill...............

................2014
West Chester, OH
...............2014
Simpsonville, SC
............... 2014
Eastover, SC
............ 2014
Victoria, TX

..... 2014
Blacksburg, SC
......... 2014
Whitney Stilwell.............
Apex, NC
.. 2013
Melissa Stimson .....
Kyle Stinchcomb ...
.......... 20 14
New Providence, SC
John Still....................... ........
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Bradley SI John

........ 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC

EliseStock

......... 2014
Hartsville, SC

Callie Slone.

.......... ............... 2014
Mount Pleasant, SC

Stephanie Strasser

...... 2014
Piedmont, SC

Katherine Strathman

... 2014
Sumter, SC

Amanda Stribling.

... 2013
North Augusta, SC

Anabelh Stribling.

....... 2013
North Augusta, SC

Ann Stringari

.......... 2014
Vineland, NJ

Maxwell Stroebel.

........ 2014
Sumter, SC

Kyle Stroud

................ 20 14
Saint Peters, MO

Adam Sturgeon..

........... 2014
Simpsonville, SC

ElizabethSturgis..

........... 2013
Rock Hill, SC

Sebastian Suarez.......

..... 2014
Simpsonville, SC

Haley Sulka ....

........... 20 13
Bluffton, SC

Ryan Sullivan..

........ 2014
West River, MD

Blake Summer

.... 2012
Irmo, SC

Joshua Summerford

......................... 2014

Carly Summers....
Kelly Summers

.......................... 20 12
... 20 14

Florence, SC

Stafford, VA

Ivey Sumner

....................... 2014
Lexington, SC

William Sumner

...... 20 13
Kingsport, TN

QianliSun ...... ................. .
................ 20 14
Mount Pleasant, SC
Katherine Sunlum
....... 2014
Columbia, MD
Jonathan Surber.
.... 20 14
Lisle, IL
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2014
........
;;;.;;o
, SC
2012
Kelly Suydam ........................ ...c;
;;~;;.;bia
,SC
2014
Andrew Swartz ......
"'i,~;;;;,;b~;g
, OH
Jomes Sweeney ...
2014
...8;~~;:_;;;;d
, TN
Evon Sutker ................... ...

Jeffrey Sweet .. .................... ....................
Pittsford, 2014
, NY

H~~t~,
;;;i,i~2014
NC
2014
. o~
;;i;~, OH
.. c;;;~;;i;
ia2014
,SC

Taylor Swing ... .................... ..
Gregory Tankersley ..........
Broxton Taylor .......... .. .....

2014
Midi;~d
, Ml

Donald Taylor..............

·

EllisonTaylor ............ .....

..............
, 2014
Greer,
SC

, 2014
Joshua Taylor ..... .......................... ..........
Sumter,
SC
............ ...... 2014
Logan Taylor ................. ..........Westminste
r, SC
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Logan Taylor........
Rodney Taylor..
Samuel Taylor
TiffanyTaylor..

........... 2014
Lawrenceville, GA
............ 2014
York, SC
............ 20 14
Summerville, SC
...........,... 20 14
Decatur, GA

Jennifer Templeton...........,........... ........... 20 12
Jacqueline Thaeder ..... .......................... 2014
Kennett Square, PA
LaurenTheis........
...........................20 14
Pittsburgh, PA
Brenna Theodore............................... ..... 2014
Hilton Head Island, SC

John Thomas
....,............................2012
Katherine Thomas . ................................ 2014
Greensboro, NC
Kevin Thomas.........
........... 2013
Marion, SC
Kyle Thomas....
...............20 14
ljamsvil/e, MD
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Nicholas Thomas....

....................... 2014
Adamstown, MD
Rebecca Thomas...
................... 2014
Columbia, SC
Jessica Thomason.........
............. 20 14
Greenwood, SC
Amanda Thompson......
............ 2014
Jamison, PA

KeithThompson....... ...., ...........................2014
Lincoln, RI
KevinThompson......................................2014
Greer, SC
TylerThompson.............
... 2012
.......... 2014
Devin Tiernan................
Myrtle Beach, SC

Benjamin Tillman..

................ 2014
Cheraw, SC
.............. 2014
Jonathan Tillman
Hilton Head Island, SC
RudolphTillmon.......................................2014
Columbia, SC
AshlynTilton..............................................2014
Saint Stephen, SC

Maxwell Timko ........................................2014
Bar Harbor, ME
Rebecca Tkach .......................................20 14
Beaufort, SC
Erica Tollerson
............................ 2014
North Charleston, SC
RoseTolson.....
....................... 2014
Chesterfield, SC

Alexander Tomberlin.........
EmilyTownes
Jordan Townsley
Andrew Trammell ...............

............. 2014
Hickory, NC
... 2014
Greenv/1/e,SC
.......... . 2014
Pelzer,SC
........... 2014
Seneca.SC

Steven Tran.......................
John Trimble....
Allie Trippe.
Mary Truax..

...... 2014
Spartanburg, SC
....................... 2014
Hilton Head Island, SC
.................... 20 14
Columbia, SC
.... 20 14
Madison, IN
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Kelly Tuong................................................ 2014
Watervliet , NY
Sean Tupas..... .........................................2014
Columbia , SC
Ian Turnbull.....
................ 2014
Charlotte, NC
AustinTurner..
................ 2014
Spartanburg, SC

Daniel Turner ............................................ 2014
San Diego , CA
Darrell Turner .. ..........................................2014
Anderson , SC
DillonTurner............................. ................ 2012
Chapin, SC
Don Turner..... ........................
... 2014
Greenville , SC

KevinTuten................................................ 2014
Liberty, SC
Alexandra Twigg ...................................... 2012
EmilyTyler...................................
.... 2014
Greer, SC
Davis Uhlig..........................
................ 2014
Kennesaw, GA

Bilkan Ulker .........

.. 20 14
Greer, SC
Alexandra Ulmer..
....................20 14
Mount Pleasant , SC
James Ulmer .............................................2014
North , SC
Kelsey Ulmer ...................... ......................20 14
Aiken , SC

ChristineUpshur......................................2014
Summerville , SC
EmilyUpshur....
............ 2014
Summerville, SC
Ryan Vondertulip......
........................ 2014
Summerville , SC
Matthew Vonoverstraeten..
...............2013
Inman , SC

KathrynVanvolkinburgh......................... 2014
Signal Mountain , TN
Charles Vaughn....
............................ 2014
West Columbia , SC
Robert Veltman ..
................ 2014
Millville, NJ
Amber Ventola ..
............ 2014
Lake C York, SC
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Ryon Venturonzo .
George Verdone ..
John Verdugo .
Nolan Villatoro

Noah Vincent.. ......
Zack Vincent.. ..
Antonio Vindell
Hannah Vining ...

.. ........... 20 14
Murrells Inlet, SC
.... 20 14
Charlotte, NC
..... 20 14
Elgin, SC
..... 2014
Greenville, SC

. ... 2014
Laurel, DE
... 2014
Orlando, FL
..... 2014
Babylon, NY
........... 2014
Charleston, SC

... 2014
Columbia, SC
................ 2014
Peter Vogel .... ................. ..
Charlotte, NC
Perry Voisin.... .
............... 2014
Anderson, SC
....................... 2014
Brandi Von Dahlen
Summerville, SC

Joseph Vinson
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Brian Von Fange
Aliceann Wachter
Drayton Wade
Zachary Wainwright ..

..,... 2014
Marietta, SC
..,...... ,...... ,...... 2012
Aiken, SC
........,..,..,20 14
Greenville, SC
...... ,..,......... ,20 14
Columbia, SC

Michael Waldrop
Beryl Walker ., ....
Che lsea Walker
Ellen Walker

Katelyn Walker
Joshua Wallace
Chelsea Wallis
Benjamin Walsh

••

............... 20 14
Columbia, SC
........... 2014
Myrtle Beach, SC
........................... 2014
Rock Hill, SC
.................. 2014
Lexington, SC

...... ,...... ,..,.., 2014
Columbus, OH
...... ,..,...... ,...... 20 14
Greenville, SC
,...... ,...... 2013
..,.. 20 14
Cumberland Center, ME
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Steven Walter. ..................................... ...... 2014

Myrtle Beach, SC
Ruijing Wang .......... ........................ .......... 2012
Shenghan Wang ................... ................... 2014

Central, SC
Zong Wang .......... ................. ........

.. ...... 2014

Greer, SC

Benjamin Warner .....

.. ............. 2012

Greer, SC
Harleigh Warner ......
.......... 2013
Bailey Warren ............................................ 2014

Bothell, WA
Jonathan Warren ...................................... 2014

Greer, SC

Natalie Washington

..... 2014

Columbia, SC
Stacy Washington

........ 2014

Apo, AE
Katheryn Watcher

... 2014

Sumter, SC
Madison Waterfield ............ ..................... 2014

Branchburg, NJ

Cassandra Walford ................................

2014

Hartsville, SC
James Watkins .

............... 2012

Rock Hi/I,SC
Joseph Watkins ......

.. .................. 2014

Hartsville, SC
David Watson .

............... 20 14

Lexington, SC

Katherine Watson

.............. 2014

Oxford, MS
Lauren Watson .... .

........ 20 14

Spartanburg, SC
Emily Watt ............ .

....... 2014

Florence, SC
Jonathan Watt .

................ 2014

Iva, SC

Wes Watt ............. ....................................... 2013

Kennesaw, GA
Eva Watts .............. ............................ ........ 2014

North Augusta, SC
Mariah Waul

............... 2014

Lusby, MD
Brett Weaver ..................... ...... ..

......... 2014

Greer, SC
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......... 20 14
Ridge Spring, SC
.... 20 14
Knoxville, TN
.......... ..... 2014
Greenville, SC
............. 20 14
Bedford, NH

Mae -Ann Webb .... .
Matthew Webb ...... .
Sara Webb .......
Andrew Weeks

................... 20 14
Myrtle Beach, SC
..... 20 14
Florence, SC
.... 20 14
Greenwood, SC
............ 20 13
Lyman, SC

Julie Weigand
Shannon Weill .... .
Julianne Welch ...
Thomas Welch ....

.... 2014
Beaufort, SC
...... 2014
Aiken, SC
.................... 20 14
Cream Ridge, NJ
..... 2014
Greenville, SC

James Weller
Samuel Wells
Timothy Wendel
Brantley Wentworth ...

Matthias Wentzky
Hannah Werner .......
Phillip Westbrook
Erin Westerkam

........... 20 14
Anderson, SC
...................... .... 2014
Beaufort, SC
................ 2013
................ 2014
Columbia, SC

Annie Westlund .
Richard Weston .
Kenneth Whetsell .
Evan Whisnant ....

Julie White ....

............ ...... .... 20 14
Orangeburg, SC
....................... 20 14
Pawleys Island, SC
..... 2014
Charleston, SC
......... 2014
Seneca.SC

....................... 20 14

Iva. SC
................ 20 14

Kristen White
Meagan White ..................
Meredith White ......
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Orlando, FL
.. ......... 2014
Greenwood, SC
.. ............ 20 14
Seneca.SC

Nicholas White ......................................... 2014
Matthews, NC
Savannah White ...................................... 2014
Lexington, SC
..................2014
Cody Whitelock ...
Chester, SC
Marshall Whitesides ....
..........2014
Chester, SC

...................................2014
Greenville, SC
Sloane Wiggers
............................ ... 2014
Beaufort, SC
Tucker Wigington ...................................... 2012
Lexington, SC
James Wilbanks ........
............. 2012
Central, SC
William Wier

James Wilkins .................... ,, .................... 2014
Chopin, SC
Cayce Wilkinson .......
......................... 2013
Bellevue, NE
............2014
Alicia Williams..
Charleston, SC
Ashleigh Williams ...
....................2014
Easley, SC
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Bilan Williams .................... ..
Colby Williams
Colleen Williams ..
Hope Williams

Janet Williams ....
Joanna Williams .
Jodi Williams
Jonathan Williams

Kaleb Williams
Katherine Williams ....
Lee Williams
Matthew Williams
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............. 2014
Charleston, SC
............... 2014
Solley, SC
........... 2014
Charlotte, NC
........................ .. 2014
Huntersville, NC

.. ... 2014
Roebuck, SC
.............. 2012
Huntersville, NC
...... 2014
Murrells Inlet, SC
......... 2014
Aiken, SC

..... 2014
Woodruff, SC
............ 2012
Asheboro, NC
...... 2014
Comden, SC
... 2014

Rebecca Williams ......
Shane Williams .............
Trevor Williams ............
Eric Williamson .......... .

.. ................... ... 2014
Simpsonville. SC
.. ....................... 2014
Bay Village, OH
..... 2014
Irmo . SC
...... 20 14
Columbia. SC

Adele Willis............................................... 2014
Charleston. WV
Josh Willoughby ............. ......................... 2012
Columbia. SC
Brittany Wilson ..
.............. 2014
Beaufort . SC
Charles Wilson
.............. 2014
Dallas, TX

............. 2012
Seneca, SC
Kai Wilson ................................
.. ........... 2014
Greer, SC
Kenya Wilson ............................................ 2014
Richmond, VA
Kevin Wilson ............................................ .. 2014
North Augusta, SC

David Wilson ...........................

.., 2014
Rock Hill. SC
...................... , 2014
Michael Wilson ........
Mount Pleasant, SC
Riley Wilson ............................................... 2013
Chester, VA
Robert Wilson ........................................... 2014
Sumter, SC
Matthew Wilson

Tamaura Wilson
Thomas Wilson ..
Zachary Wilson .
Jeffrey Wimsatt ................

............ 2014
Holly Hill, SC
...................... 2012
Spartanburg, SC
.. ........ 2014
Simpsonville. SC
.. ............ 2014
Louisville, KY

.................. 2013
Camden, SC
Ian Wingert ..........
.................. 2014
Westminster, SC
Caitlin Winstead ............
..................... 2014
Greenville, SC
Tyler Wirfs.................................................. 2014
Hagerstown, MD
Jonathan Windham .........
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........ 2014
Summerville, SC
John Witherspoon .............
.. ............ 2014
Frank/In, TN
Jacobee Wolfe .... .... .....
............ 2074
Saint Matthews, SC
Kyle Wolke
.................. 2014
Moore. SC
Lauren Wiseman ...............

Michael Wong

................. 2014

Averie Wood ....

.................. 2074

Lewiston, ME
Ware Shoals, SC
Lauren Woodrum

....... 2074

Katie Woods ............ .

....... 2074

Irmo.SC
Bluffton, SC

Chelsea Wooten ................ ,.. .

.............. 2014
Durham, NC

Grayson Wooten ..

.......... 2014
Charlotte, NC

Brittny Wright .

....... 2074

Kevin Wright

...... 20 14

York, SC
Knoxville, TN

Paige Wright.

.. .............. 20 14

Folly Beach, SC
Matthew Wroblewski ................................ 2014
Summerville, SC
Daniel Wurst ....... .,, .................................. 2012
Anderson, SC
Justin Wylie ....
........................... 20 73
Greer, SC

Kara Wylie ............ ....
Wilson Wylie ........ .

..................... 2074
.. ....... 20 14

Summerville, SC
Sarah Margaret Wynne ................ ........... 20 14
Lexington, SC
ZhuoYan ................ ,, ............. .................... 2072
Jinzhuo, CHINA

Jessica Yarab-Watt .............. ,................... 2014
Fort Mill, SC
Andrew Yarborough ................
......... 207 3
Greer, SC
Morgan Yarborough .
............... 20 12
Columbia, SC
..................... 20 14
Leon Yard .................. .
Rock Hill, SC
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Amanda Yates
ThomasYon..
TraddYonce
Dallas Young

················ 2014
Murrells Inlet, SC
................ 2014
Ridge Spring, SC
········2014
Moncks Corner, SC
............. 2014
Woodberry Forest, VA

FrancisYoung

..... 2014
Hampton, SC
LaurenYoung
................. 2014
Simi Valley, CA
BenjaminYurgiewicz..... ..........................2014
Spartanburg, SC
FranciscoZambrano .....,..
................. 2014
Liberty, SC

Bree Zandy
ChristopherZeigler
Mei Zhu
Kayleigh Zinter

KyleZipter
EmilyZoino...
Sommer Zusin..

.... 2014
Naples, FL
...2014
Pickens, SC
................ 2014
Seneca.SC
....2014
Elizabeth City, NC

........ 20 14
Summerville, SC
.................. ...... 20 14
Marietta, GA
.... 2013
Lancaster, SC
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n the night of Friday, September 24th, 2010,
Greek life at Clemson University came to a
halt . While many sororities and fraternities were
preparing for main social events, a mandatory
president's meeting was being held for all Greek
Council presidents. Rumors spread that Greek
life at Clemson would be completely shut down,
and many members of the Greek community
were very upset at the startling news. After a long
discussion that night between the presidents,
the Associate Director of Fraternity and Sorority
Life, Eli Ker, Vice President of Student Affairs, Gail
DiSabatino, and many other members of the
Clemson administration, they allowed the Greek

••
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organizations that had functions that night to
continue with their plans, but they made it clear
that there were going to be changes made
to the current Greek system. For the next few
weeks especially, the Greek community was
very carefu l to follow the strict new policies put in
place by Clemson administration. Accountability
and responsibility were top priority for the Greek
organizations . While some things have gone
back to normal in the Greek community , the
university always wants the Greek system to
represent themselves and Clemson University
well and administration is working with the Greek
leaders to make sure that goal is accomplished.

••
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zeta

ta/Italpha

Chance made us sisters.Love made us friends.

T

he sisterhood of Zeta Tau Alpha shares so many
treasured and enduring traditions. Our friendships
grow and strengthen from the day-to-day fun we
enjoy by just spending time together. Living on the
ZTAhall, cheering on our Clemson Tigers, studying for
exams, progressive dinners, our Spring banquet, and
celebrating with mixers, formals , and date parties
nobody makes more of college life than a Zeta girl!
Zetas are leaders! Our members serve on student
government, in the MissClemson pageant, on
homecoming court, on panhellenic, and more . We are
tour guides, rally cats , members of honors societies, and
much more.
As an organization , Zeta also stands apart as a leader
in the Clemson community : We are the only Greek
organization that gets to partner with the athletic
department , which means each Spring, Zeta sponsors
and supports the Pink Zone game to raise money for our
philanthropy: Breast Cancer Awareness and Education.
Thisyear our chapter placed Top 10 in the nation in the
Save Lids to Save Lives Campaign. Our annual Big Man
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on Campus pageant raised more than $22,000 for our
philanthropy, as well, this year-more than any other
sorority on campus!
Zetas are winners! The 2009 Homecoming Queen and
the 2010 Third Runner Up for Homecoming Queen were
both proud members of Zeta Tau Alpha. Thisyear, Zeta
won Greek Week for Panhellenic and took first place
overall. At Zeta Day in Charleston, SC, this Spring our
chapter was awarded the Panhellenic Involvement
Award for our participation and initiatives on Clemson's
campus . Also, this year, Zeta won Chi Omega 's Boot
Camp benefiting the Make-A-Wish foundation and
Sigma Chi's Derby Days benefiting the Children 's
Miracle Network. In addition , Zeta 's dance team
placed first in both the Greek Week and Derby Days
dance competitions this year.
The friendships made in Zeta Tau Alpha last a lifetime ,
while our philanthropic contributions are making a
difference that will last many lifetimes and beyond . Only
the best wear the crown!

kappa

k,tt/J/Jlt
gamma

Kappa Kappa Gamma has always taken pride in promoting friendship, leadership , and
scholarship. Thispast year the chapter excelled greatly thanks to the effort of its loyal
members. Kappa was recognized as the "Most Improved " chapter by the Panhellenic
Council, was part of the team that build the winning Homecoming float, and had one
sister,Kathryn Harris, crowned homecoming queen.

kappa

al!Jha
theta

The sistersof the Delta Phi Chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta are a part of a distinctive
fraternity that offers them opportunities in the areas of scholarship, leadership , community
service, and social networking. With accomplishments such as Chapter of Excellence and
the Bronze Kite Award, the ladies of the Delta Phi chapter continue to strive for honorary
recognition among the Greek community. Kappa Alpha Theta impacts Clemson's
campus in many ways, including hosting two signature philanthropy events, Charity
Denim Jeans Sale and Kickin' It for CASA to raise record-breaking amounts of donations
for Court Appointed Special Advocates and Theta Foundation .

Zffil

Till( Al(;lta./(a/J/117
/(a/J/Jil
Gilin!f/tl,/(a/J/'ilAl(;ltaTlttfil
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delta zeta

The sistersof the Pi Epsilon chapter of Delta Zeta Sorority proudly celebrated their sixth anniversary
at Clemson University this year. Delta Zeta has enriched lives through steadfast commitment to the
c ommunity , the University, and its members . Thisyear Delta Zeta won several regional awards and
initiated 56 new members . Their fourth annual Charity Clay Classic raised over $15,000 for one of their
national philanthropies , The Painted Turtle, as well as the ir local philianthropy, The Meyer Center .

delta

deltadelta

Delta Delta Delta is a high ly involved sorority on campus . We love help ing our nat ional philan thropy,
St. Jude Children 's Research Hospita l and raised over $35,000 last year. Tri Delta a lso participates
in other events like Habitat for Humanity and Relay for Life. TriDelta is a distinctive sorority where
members bond as sistersthrough socials, philanthropies , academics , and other organizations .
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alpha

olvtomega

his year Alpha Chi Omega nationally celebrated
our 125th anniversary, while our Clemson chapter,
Theta Lambda, celebrated our 25th anniversary
of being on campus. We held our annua l dinner
gala the night of our anniversary, inviting family,
community members, Clemson facu lty, and Alpha
Chi Omega alumni. The dinner gala and many
other philanthropic events we host during the year
all raise money for our national philanthropy, the
fight against domestic violence. Locally we raise
money for Safe Harbor, a battered women's shelter
located in the area . This year we raised a record
amount to benefit Safe Harbor. We enjoy being a
part of the Clemson community and take pride in
doing our part to help.

T

We can be spotted all over campus. Whether on
the intramural fields, in the library, or in classrooms,
we take advantage of all the opportunities that
Clemson has to offer . Almost all of our members

take part in more than just Greek life, as we have
members involved in Student Senate, Take Note,
FCA, Orientation Ambassadors, SI leaders, and
many more organizations on campus.
We are proud to be able to say that we earned
Chapter of Excellence this past year, an award
given by the Panhe llenic Counci l to chapters
who rank "excellent" in the categories of Greek
Unity, Leadership, Service, Scholarship, and
Accountability.
Not only are we great leaders and help in the
community, but we also make time to enjoy being
Clemson students. We have several functions, crush
parties, mixers, and sisterhood events throughout
the year where we can set aside our books for the
night and enjoy the company of our friends. We are
a well-rounded group of ladies who enjoy being a
part of Greek life here at Clemson University.

Dr/la Zera,Della Ddlfl Ddra. Al(;!taC!ttOwJa
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gamma

/lhtbeta

amma Phi Beta was founded November l l,
1874 in Syracuse, New York, and was the first
women 's fraternal group to be called a sorority.
Today, we have more than 120 active collegiate
chapters including our Clemson chapter, Epsilon
Theta. Our organization was created to promote
the highest type of womanhood. Gamma Phi
Beta works with Camp Fire USA and Girl Guides
of Canada to provide camping experiences to
enrich the lives of girls. Each spring, our chapter
sponsors Moonball, a volleyball tournament open

G
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to any group on campus. We also support other
Greek letter organizations and volunteer in the
local community. Additionally, Gamma Phi Beta
stressesacademic excellence , and our chapter
has consistently ranked above the all-women 's
GPA on Clemson 's campus. Our members
hold leadership positions on committees and
organizations across campus . We work together
as sistersto maintain the ideals of our founding
members, promote Clemson 's Greek community,
and support Clemson University.

alpha

A

de!fa pi

lpha Delta Pi holds the distinction of being
the first secret society in the world of college
women . Founded May 15, 1851, in Macon , GA,
ADPi is the mother of today 's sorority system.
With approximately 199 members , ADPi offers
plenty of ways to meet new people and get
involved. ADPi was ranked number one in
grades for both new members and the entire
chapter in the fall of 2009 and the spring of
2010. Our social functions for the 2010-201l
school year include Mallard Ball, ADPi Dockside,
Parent's Cocktail, Black Diamond Formal and

Sweet Southern Comfort. Our community
involvement can be seen through our service
to the Ronald McDonald House and our annual
JLFGolf Tournament. In 2009, we were awarded
the Chapter of Excellence at Clemson and we
also won the Golden Lion award for the third
time from ADPi nationally . ADPi's are involved
in every aspect of the community-student
government, honor societies , athletics and
campus clubs. ADPi is not just a sorority, it is a
way of life and we have all been blessed with
lifelong friendships and sistersthrough ADPi.
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S

igma Koppa hos been providing a lifelong
fraternal experience to young women for
over 135 years . Since November 9, 1874, Sigma
Koppa hos initiated more than 141,000 members
while providing membership in more than 200
collegiate and alumnae chapters. Friendship,
seNice , loyalty , and personal growth ore the
foundation of Sigma Koppa membership. Sigma
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Kappa's notional philanthropies include The
Fight Against Alzheimer's Disease, the Moine Seo
Coast Mission, and Inherit the Earth. Every year,
the Koppa Pi Chapter hold 's the Ultra Violet Golf
Tournament to support these philanthropies. The
sistersof Sigma Koppa hove mode on impact on
Clemson 's campus through their involvement in
many campus activities .

kappa

de/ta

K

appa Delta is an amazing organization that is dedicated to service , leadership , and sisterhood.
Throughout Clemson 's campus, KD's are involved in a variet y of organizations. Along with being
involved , Kappa Deltas still manage to maintain an outstanding GPA. The ladies of Kappa Delta
are also dedicated to seNice in the community by participating in a " Day of SeNice ." Sistersspend
a day at animal shelters, youth clubs , and retirement centers volunteering . KD also hosts their
Shamrock event every year that donates money to Prevent Child Abuse America . Along with the
Shamrock event , Kappa Delta ladies adore working with Girl Scouts. KD's are all - around women
dedicated to striving for that which is honorable, beautiful and highest .

phi delta theta
P

hi Delta Theta was founded in 1848 on three cardinal principles ; friendship , sound learning , and
moral rectitude. Recently , we won the Phoenix Award (given to the best Phi Delta Theta chapter
nationally) , along with an award recognizing outstanding recruitment . Each brother is involved with at
least one organization on-campus , and we currently have five philanthropies planned for the year.
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tau

ktt/J/Jtl
epsilon

N

ot for wealth, rank, or honor, but for personal worth and character. Thisis the belief that has
allowed Tau Kappa Epsilon to become the largest collegiate international fraternity in the world .
With over 270,000 members, including United States president Ronald Regan, it is hard to argue that
Tau Kappa Epsilon can't help your personal and professional development. The Clemson University
Sigma-Psi chapter is proud of our diversity, with a wide range of majors, races , and beliefs. Our men
were already good people before they joined our organization, we have just made them better.

alpha

O

jtllllllltl

rho

riginally a simple professional fraternity, the Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity at Clemson University was
founded in 1974. We've come a long way since then experiencing many ups and downs , but always
priding ourselves in our close brotherhood. That 's what holds us together now more than ever through
our current trials. We've always been synonymous with our house, but with its burning, we are growing
outside of it and becoming better men because of it. That is our goal after all- to make better men in the
agricultural and biological world . We are men of many diverse majors from different backgrounds but are
always proud to say that we are brothers of Alpha Gamma Rho and are always willing to tell stories of our
experiences with our fraternity. We are proud members of Clemson 's Greek community and participate in
many on-campus activities, as we continue to grow and hope to be a part of a better Clemson .
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sigmapht epsilon
C

lemson University, Sigma Phi Epsilon walks tall
with a strong tradition of excellence . Founded
in 1970 on the values of virtue , diligence, and
brotherly love, we seek to instill these values by
molding men into gentlemen of quality with a
sound mind and a sound body . With 241 chapters
across the nation and over 14,000 undergraduate
members , SigEp is currently the largest fraternity in
the nation . You may have noticed the numerous
tiger paws painted on the roads leading up to the
c ampus . Thisis a tradition that we are proud to
c all our own . Here in SigEp, we focus on creating
the balanced man . We take pride in our athletics ,
as we have been very successful and dominant in
all Intramural sports. SigEpshave also managed

to obtain one of the highest GPA's at Clemson
University as well as the highest GPA in the country ,
while excelling in their respective c areers. Our
social calendar is very active and inc ludes a variety
of mixers and events such as Mountain Weekend ,
Semi-Formal, Carolina Cup , Formal, and many
more . Each year, SigEp puts on a concert with the
proceeds going to charity . Performers in the past
few years have included OAR . and Eric Church .
Being one of the larger fraternities on campus , we
pride ourselves in the strength of our brotherhood.
Sigma Phi Epsilon at Clemson University breeds
nothing but excellence and always strives for a
great time .
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F

ounded at the University of Alabama in 1856,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is the only fraternity
founded in the South before the Civil War that
is still in operation. SAE is the largest college
fraternity by total initiates , with more than
300,000 initiated members. SAEwas founded
April 11, 1970 at Clemson making it the oldest
fraternity . Since then , SAE has carried on the
yearly tradition of building the Homecoming
float that carries the Homecoming Queen onto
the field during halftime. The chapter hosts an
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annual Volleyball Tournament where all the
proceeds go to Children 's Miracle Network and
is also involved in the Adopt-a-Highway Program .
To accompany the philanthropic events , SAE
has several annual social events both with other
Greek organizations and solely with the brothers.
SAEwas founded on the principles of friendship ,
fraternity, loyalty, and honor, which help to serve
each brother to exemplify "The True Gentleman "
during his years in college and beyond.

phi 44jtnlt kappa
P

hi Sigma Kappa, commonly known as Phi Sig, is a social fraternity devoted to three
cardinal principles: the Promotion of Brotherhood , the Stimulation of Scholarship ,
and the Development of Character. We were founded on March 15, 1873 to form
a "socie ty to promote morality, learning and social culture" at Massachusetts
Agricultural College (now the University of Massachusetts at Amherst). For many
years, we were only known by their symbol involving three "T's", whose meaning
only brothers know.

The Upsilon Septaton chapter of Phi Sigma Kappa is a brotherhood of men devoted
to upholding our Cardinal Principles each day. Since being founded here at Clemson
in 2005, we have been expanding our reaches throughout the university. Just this
past year, our chapter won an award from our Grand Chapter for the Most Improved
Chapter nationally, and we currently possessthe highest brother GPA among all of
Clemson's fraternities. Through our ideals, we strive to develop honorable men who
are better members of society, and take what they have learned here at Clemson
through the rest of their lives
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delta

4'tjmtt

theta

he Omicron Phi Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated takes pride in exhibiting
innovation and quality in our commitment to SCHOLARSHIP
, SERVICE
, and SISTERHOOD
. Founded
on Christian Principles, we are a body of women who believe in serving our community , with God
first in our lives. While upholding the greatest standards of womanhood , the ladies of the Omicron
Phi Chapter are delighted to have an undying commitment to scholarship and service , while being
united through a sisterly bond that can never be broken .

T

alpha tflft,tja epsilon

lpha Omega Epsilon is a professional sorority founded in 1983 that provides friendship , leadership
and professionalism to all members of the organization, the community and our professions.
Alpha Omega Epsilon is a professional and social sorority composed of female engineering and
science students and alumnae .

A
••
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delta

alphapi

D

elta Alpha Pi recognizes top-ranking students with disabilities. Delta Alpha Pi (DAP) was
founded in 2004. The three Greek letters stand for disability , achievement and pride . Members
display pride in their academic accomplishments as honor students . DAP members prove students
with disabilities con achieve academically. Through public recognition , leadership and visible
participation in educational activities, DAP members counteract such prejudice .

gamma

tjJtt!tr,etau
G

amma Epsilon Tau is the Graphic
Communications Honors Fraternity,
composed of the deportment's
most
accomplished
students . GET members
host a number of different philanthropic
and social events to stay involved in the
community , including Adopt-A -Highway ,
chili cook-offs, a bi-annual newsletter,
mixers with other fraternities , and more.

2010-201l offi c ers:
President : Meghan Foley
Vice President : Chris Olberding
Secretory : Ale xis Jomes
Treasurer: Mory Vaughn Williford
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central 4'/Jtrtt
A

bout Us:Central Spirit is the premier
athletics-oriented organization on campus
with many excellent benefits . We are more
than just football fans . We support soccer,
volleyball, basketball, baseball, tennis, rowing,
track & field, and ALL Clemson sports. We
paint up, yell loud, travel to away games , and
handle promotions for the athletic department.
Does that sound like you? Join us.
irst Friday: Central Spirit now organizes
sponsors and oversees the event which
has become a staple of Clemson athletics.
Clemson 's various organizations build floats all

F

week long for the parade as well as presenting
candidates for Miss FirstFriday, which is voted
on by students, staff, and faculty.
omecoming: Central Spirit organizes the
float build and manages the site, as wel l
as paying for cleanup following the event.
We also play a big role in patrolling the float
construction process and make a huge effort
to ensure Homecoming goes off better each
year. We also design and sell Homecoming
T-shirts every year to help raise money so we
can continue to support Tiger athletics .

H
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student Rtlr/t/ ossociation

C

lemson University's Student Nurses Association is a pre-professional organization for students
enrolled in Clemson 's nursing program. CU-SNA is a constituent member of the larger fellowship
of nursing students known as the National Student Nurses' Association. The members of CU-SNA
obtain educational opportunities and leadership experience. Members also participate in legislative
processes, community service , and career networking.

clemson tatltnJ club

T

he Sailing Club's primary function is to be a place where sailors can enjoy their hobby
and sport on beautiful Lake Hartwell. There are many opportunities for members to
get involved , whether it is by taking learn to sail classes, participating in intercollegiate
regattas across the Southeast , or gaining valuable leadership experience as an officer on
the club 's executive board
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residence

hall association

T

he Residence Hall Association serves as the voice for on campus students. Our purpose is to
improve the quality of on campus living by dealing with resident issues,concerns, and suggestions.
We are represented by councils within each residence hall that host programs in order to promote
residents to meet each other and get involved.

tokett,fffe
T

akeNote is Clemson University's exclusive all female a cappella ensemble. The group is comprised
of 12-16 women selected from the larger Clemson choral ensembles by audition. The ladies
perform music ranging from "oldies but goodies" to more contemporary song arrangements.
TakeNote, entering into its 13th year as a Clemson University breakout group, continues to perform at
a variety of venues such as basketball games, in local schools, and at various community functions
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golden /ttj'

G

olden Key is an academic honor socie ty which recognizes and encourages scholastic
ac hievement and excel lence among college and university students from all academic
disciplines . The society awards its members over $600,000 (USD) annually through numerous
scholarship and award programs , and is dedicated to community service. One event , the Annual
Canned Food Challenge , has been sta rted by Clemson 's chapte r of Golden Key this year.

cooperative tt/Jdtnt tellowship

C

SFis a gathering for students who are seeking a Christian community. As a community , we hope
to encourage thoughtful exploration of what it means to be a follower of Christ in a comple x
and divisive world . We embrace conversations that are open and respectful , ideas that are true
to who God is and who we are in God , and lifestyles that show following Christ is a way of life, not
just a system of belief . We know the journey is enhanced by companions and friends and therefore
seek to build genuine relationships among all who come . FirstBaptist Clemson started CSFin 2004 as
a college ministry open to all students in the Clemson area . CSFis a recognized Clemson University
organ ization and jo ins with other campus ministry groups throughout the year for ecumenical
missions and services. CSF is a student- led organization , and a ll students are encouraged to become
involved and help lead. In addit ion, t he CSFCouncil is e lected each Spring Semester and works
directly with the Campus Minister in the ' big picture ' p lann ing and leadership. CSF meets Thursdays
at 6:45 pm for a (free) hot dinner, fellowship , interactive worship , and open discussions. CSFalso
has mission projects , retreats, small group studies, socials, Sunday luncheons, tailgates , mission trips,
intramural teams and block seating for football games .
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civics and ttrVtOe house
T

he Civics and Service House (C.AS.H.) is a living and learning community as well as a student
organization for academically talented , community-minded , and civically engaged students.
While living in the Clemson House, members develop and participate in community and public
service projects on Clemson 's campus and in local communities across South Carolina . Residents of
C.AS.H. also have the opportunity to take a series of classes concerning volunteerism , advocacy ,
and public service as well as outreach activities via Clemson University groups such as the Institute
for Family and Neighborhood Life, the Institute for Community and Economic Development , the
Youth Learning Institute, and the Cooperative Extension Service. The Civics and Servic e House is
open to all service-oriented students, regardless of major or discipline. Projects completed recently
include Homeworks , Relay for Life, Collins Children Home Clean-up , ARF Restorations, Trashfor CASH,
and monthly nursing home trips to two local partners. As a community , there are lots of social
opportunities as well including a winter retreat , dances , hiking trips, tailgates , and pumpkin c arvings.
For information on how to join , visit online at www .clemson .edu/-cshouse .

discjff
C

Ifassociation

lemson University Disc Golf Association is an organization that allows people to learn the sport of
disc golf, and improve their skills. Thisteam participates in several events each year including a
national event in April. We are also the 2010 Georgia Tech Invitational Champions.
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Irttrtdt

Clemson
F

ounded in 2006, Clemson Freeride began with
very little in the ways of a downhill mountain
bike trail. However , this ever evolving club of
dedicated riders has worked countless hours
in Clemson 's Experimental Forest building and
sculpting an extremely unique trail that is now
widely known as one of the best mountain biking
trails in the country . The club hosts numerous
races on their trail, including Red Bull's "Night
Shift" race in the Fall of 2010. The club also hosts
an annual race each Spring that kicks off the
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summer downhill mountain bike racing season
in the Eastern United States. The most recent
race in March of 2010 attracted a field of 165
competing amateur and professional riders from
across the United States. Although racing is a big
part of the sport , the club 's main goal is to have
fun and promote what they believe is one of
the greatest action sports in the region . For more
information on Clemson Freeride contact us at
ride@clemson .edu

transfer(}fftllt-Otl
T

ransfer Council is a division of Student Government that functions as a transfer student's voice
on campus. Members have a passion for helping make the transfer experience to Clemson as
smooth as possible. Haley Hamam, Director of Transfer Council says "the main goal is giving transfer
students an outlet where they are able to voice their concerns and become involved ."

clemson tm/rff /1
M

ock Turtle Soup is an on-campus imrov comedy troupe at Clemson Univ ersity. The organization 's
goal is to present high-quality long and short form improvisational comedy to the student bod y.
The group is part of the official Clemson student organization Clemson lmprov . Mo c k Turtle Soup
performs approximately four times a semester on-campus at Clemson Univ ersity in Lee Hall.
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F

ounded so former gymnasts could get back into the gym and compete at the college level,
we are also trying to raise interest in a varsity team here at Clemson. Every year, we compete in
Nationals along with several other meets around the country , and our team score increases with
almost every meet .

gospel ohff
tr
C

lemson University Gospel Choir was established in 1979. Currently , CUGC, as we are commonly
referred to , is still a strong Christian presence on Clemson's campus. Our mission is to show
genuine love and fellowship , to create an atmosphere of enhancement for our minds, bodies and
spirits, and to impact Clemson University and surrounding communities for Jesus Christ through
musical excellence and other forms of ministry. Come out and join CUGC's voices of praise, which
can be heard in Hendrix every Thursday during the academic school year from 7-9pm .
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cuong nhu fffttnta/ martial arts
C
uong Nhu is a traditional Vietnamese mixed martial art, composed of Shotokan , Boxing, Judo ,
Aikido , Wing Chun, Tai Chi Chuan , and Vovinam . Students start out learning the "harder "
forms of Cuong Nhu, and then progress to the "softer " forms and weapons as they become more
advanced in the style.

women's

0!116
soccer

C

lemson Women 's Club Soccer was created to encourage girls with varsity potential to keep
playing at a fun but competitive level. They compete with the goal of nationals in mind. The
team is selected through tryouts each semester. They carry a full schedule during the fall, and
continue in the spring with a less demanding schedule . Practices are held three nights a week at the
club sport fields. On weekends the team travels around the Southeast participating in Region II NIAA
play .In Fall 2010, the team finished with a record of 12 wins, 3 ties, and 3 losses. They won their home
tournament , "Socctoberfest " as well as their spring tournament , "Spring Shindig " last March .
Cltr/;G!JlllltilJ/ieJ,
GOJ/J(/Clttlir.
CifOltjN!lflDrimfat Marfiat Am.
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clemsonltvt
C

LEMSONLiVEis the student programming
board for Clemson University. We plan free
and exc iting events for all Clemson students
throughout the year . With seven different
committees , there is a wide variety of the types
of events brought to campus . CLEMSONLiVE
hosts weekly new release movies, compeititons
from flag football to World Series of Pop Culture,
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a Masquerade Ball, CU on Ice , Special Events,
and Late Night Programming . We strive to
implement our mission of free , fun , and exciting
entertainment in everything that we do . In
the year 20 l l -2012 we also worked with other
organizations and particiapated in the First
Friday Parade , Freshman Move In, and the
Homecoming Floats.

dairy /Otenoe
club
C

lemson University Dairy Science Club gathers people with different backgrounds who share
a similar interest in an effort to build friendships while being actively devoted to all aspects of
the dairy industry. Our purpose is to foster the interest of students in the dairy cattle industry and
provide them with guidance and opportunities within the industry. Ways in which members are able
to learn about and experience different facets of the dairy industry include going on farm trips, and
exhibiting dairy heifers at local and state fairs. CUDSC assiststhe community through service while
aiming to educate others about the dairy science industry.

undergraduate

ttudentsenate

U

ndergraduate Student Senate represents students in all areas of the university system through
its standing committees. These committees are Academic Affairs, Athletics, Campus Life
(Housing & Dining), Finance and Procedures, Health and Human Services, Traffic and Parking,
and University Services. Senate members represent students by serving in an advisory role to
university administration and by writing various types of legislation. Senate legislation funds campus
organizations, changes campus policy, and formally expresses Undergraduate Student's opinions to
faculty, staff and administration .
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mortar Jffard

M

ortar Board , Inc . was founded in 1918 as a national honor society that recognizes college
seniors for distinguished ability and achievement in scholarship , leadership , and service .
Clemson's Order of Athena Chapter of Mortar Board, Inc . was founded in 1977.
While it is an honor to be selected for membership in Mortar Board it is the commitment to continue
to serve that differentiates an honor society from an honorary. Clemson 's chapter actively supports
the Clemson Child Development Center through annual book drives and the MissClemson University
Scholarship Pageant . Mortar Board also hosts the annual 4.0 Reception at the President's home to
honor students who have achieved a 4.0 GPA

council on dtvertttr otfoirs

T

he Council on Diversity Affairs, CODA is a council of Student Government, dedicated
to being a voice for the diverse students on campus while spreading awareness on
diversity . We want to encourage unity and involvement on Clemson 's campus while also
educating the community as well.
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encing the only club sport at Clemson that is
just as mentally stimulating as it is physically .
In fact, fencing is often referred to as the game
of "physical chess." The Clemson Fencing club
offers instruction in three different weapons: foil,
epee , and saber . Coaching is done by more
experienced Clemson student fencers on a
volunteer basis. Although the club has more of a
competitive edge , it is also a recreational outlet

for anyone who wants to stay fit while learning
about a fascinating modern Olympic sport .
In addition , the Clemson fencers take great
pride in the fact that they compete in various
tournaments in the local, regional , collegiate ,
and national level. The team even hosts one of
the most successful southeastern tournaments
every fall right here at home : Tiger Open .
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ducks

tvnltmtfed

T

he Clemson University chapter of Ducks Unlimited is a non -profit organization dedicated to the
conservation of wetlands and waterfowl of North America. CUDU hosts a fund -raising banquet
each year to help contribute toward the conservation of the environment . CUDU participates in
community service projects such as National Hunt and Fish Day, and also builds duck bo xes.

Jtftvdenf
government

C

lemson Undergraduate Student Government continues to serve the student body by
advocating the student voice and working on projects to enhance the student experience .
Some of these projects include the m .clemson application , online ticketing system, late night dining
options , hangout space for students on campus, and improving parking and transit efficiency .
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E

stablished in 2007 the Biomedical Engineering Development Society exist to provide its members
with the experiences they need to grow and become the biomedical engineers of the future.
Members are given the opportunity to network with industry and academia , as well as engage in
critical discussions about the field. Members also participate in engineering outreach programs ,
Habitat for Humanity builds, and other activities that promote social responsibility and individual
growth.

oirrt/le
I

n April 2010, the Clemson Air Rifle club proudly won the National Championship in air rifle at
the Inaugural National Championship at Purdue. The club qualified through the sectional to
host nationals on April 8-9 201 l at The Citadel as well. The club further brought ho me third
pla c e in small bore , and second place aggregate . Three club members were also named
All-American; Jordan Smith, Erin Gotterbarm , and Amy Presher.
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wall street southtnVtifmenf

T

he purpose of the Wall Street South Investment Club is to provide Clemson students with portfolio
management and stock and bond trading experience. Student members have a friendly
competition by managing a $100,000 pretend portfolio using a stock simulation game.

tiger f ffWft,observer

T

he Tiger Town Observer is Clemson's conservative journal of news and opinions. Published
monthly, the Tiger Town Observer strives to enlighten the public of current events and the details
surrounding them, so the public can form educated opinions about the world around them. The
newspaper features several new stories, along with staff opinion pieces and more entertainment
minded articles .
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WSBFis Clemson 's independent FM radio
station. Free from commercials and obligations
to play Top 40 music, WSBFplays unsigned and
underground artists that other stations cannot
and do not . Thisyear, artists such as Arcade Fire,
Mumford and Sons and The Black Keys started
receiving heavy airplay on WSBFand went on to
enjoy massive commercial success.

to Clemson artists like Bonobo , Netherfriends , The
Malah , Toro y Moi, 0 Pioneers!!! and many others .

WSBFhas over 11O member DJs who produce a
huge variety of programming , including sports
talk , news, jazz, and every variety of music
imaginable . The station produces concerts and
live broadcasts as well ; this year, WSBFbrought
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From the station 's triumphant return to the First
Friday Parade with a DJ on the back of a truck ,
to its college of sharks distributing condoms on
Valentine 's Day , WSBFhas been both educating
and entertaining Clemson University since the
1950's. The station has no plans to quit doing so
any time soon.
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The station 's annual all-day Spring Festival. now
in its third year, benefits local charity Clemson
Community Care; it featured headliners
Handsome Fursand Signal Path on April 16.
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student

alumntcouncil

T

he Student Alumni Council is the leadership council for the Student Alumni Association . SAC
serves Clemson in many ways, such as planning events for SAA members, maintaining a SAA
benefits package , and working SAA and SAC sponsored events , like the Welcome Back Festival, Ring
Ceremonies , Cocky's Funeral, and Senior Week . SAC promotes the lifelong connection to Clemson
for all students.

the ttjtf

T

he Tiger is Clemson University's weekly campus newspaper . Distributing 10,000 papers a week , The
Tiger covers campus news, local events, and provides student commentary. The staff consists of
25 senior staff members responsible for all aspects of production - photography, advertising, design,
and editing. In addition, a junior staff of roughly 50 writers and photographers provide content. The
Tiger takes full responsibility for content , funding, and distribution of its product. Anyone is eligible to
join The Tiger, regardless of class standing, major, or experience . The paper is distributed on Friday
and sent to press on Wednesday night . The Tiger prints 24 papers each school year, along with a
Housing Guide , Career Fair Guide, and the Best of Clemson .
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C

lemson 's yearbook originally was part of the newspaper , The Clemson College Chronicle. In
1906, they broke away from the literary magazine to form an organization dedicated solely
to creating an annual. In 1907, Taps was formed and the first edition was published in the 19071908 academic school year. The title came from the military song, "Taps," which was played
every night before lights out when Clemson was a military school. The annual publication has
since become one of the most celebrated yearbooks in the country.
oday , Taps remains a student-run organization . With the completion of the Hendrix Student
Center in 1999, the Taps office was relocated from the Edgar Allen Brown Student Union to the
med ia suite located on the third floor of the student center. The annual is printed in Clarksville,
TN by Jostens, Inc . Over the years, Taps has won many awards and to this day is held in high
regard in the yearbook community .

T

Senior Staff

Brittany Bundrick ..............Editor in Chief
Molly Mattson .................. Managing Editor
Matt Moose ......................Photography Editor (Fall)
Josh Kelly .......................... Photography Editor (Spring)
Tyler LaCross.....................Asst. Photography Editor
Alyssa Goodson ...............BusinessManager
Kelsey Lundstrom .............Asst. BusinessManager
Amber Day ......................Copy Editor
Elizabeth Wilkes ...............Student Life Editor
Alec Gibson .....................Academics Editor
Katie Simmons .................Asst. Academics Editor
Lauren Taylor ....................Athletics Editor
Mccuen Elmore ..............Asst. Athletics Editor
Katherine Williams ...........Greeks and Orgs Editor
Keelia Faber .....................Asst. Greeks and Orgs Editor
Lukas Hannon .................. Portraits Editor
Ethan Gagne ...................Asst. Portraits Editor

Junior Staff

Anna Bokman
Camlin Cothran
Cody Whitelock
David Stokes
Justine Costantino
Jordan Hoshko
Justin Reid
Keelia Faber
Kevin Heimbrook
Kellie Hawkins
Kelsey Robinson
Lauren Beretich
Lauren Dailey

Larrisa McDowell
Megan Davis
Morgan Robinson
Olivia Elswick
Averie Wood
Jennifer Goodman
Jodi Williams
Joshua Kelly
Becca Ready
Tiara Scott
Thomas Sanders
Yahaira Aleman
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"How do you go from
where you are to
where you want to
be? I think you have
to have an enthusiasm
for life. You have to
have a dream, a goal,
and you have to be
willing to work for it."
- Jimmy Valvano

THANKS FOR 4 GREAT YEARS
-MATT MOOSE
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"I could be anywhere
In rny heart: always there
Where lhey drink sweet: lea and
t:hey raise you lo be police
No changing who I arn
Thats t:he way Ive always been
No rnat:ler what: dale
in
in a wut:hern dale of rnind..:·
-Darius Rucker
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"(])on't [et anyone tfiink,[essof you 6ecauseyou areyoung. <Bean e)(amp[eto a[[6efieversin wfiat
you say, in tfie way you five, in your rove,yourfaitfi, ana your purity. " -1 Timotfiy 4:12
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A friend is someone who dances with you
in the sum.light,and walks with you in the

Jl journey is Gestmeasuredinfriends,
rather tlian mi{es.
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AtADP
, ourassociatesarethe keyto oursuccess!ADPis a
diverseorganization
committedto providingeveryassociate
with careerbuildingopportunities.Ourenvironment
is fast
pacedanddynami
c with initiativeswhichallowfor individual
goalsto berealizedwithina collaborative
environment
whereeveryone
contributes
andsucceeds
together
. At
ADP
, we nurturea cultureof ideas,questions
, challenges
,
feedbackandprudentrisk-takingwithoutthe fearof
occasional
failure, andprovidea strongcareerfoundation
for
Clemson
University
graduates
.

W I TH ~

YOU ' RE I N EXCE L L E N T COMPANY

.

ADPTaxCreditServices
divisionhasover500specialists
dedicated
to helpingourclientsmaximizetheircapture
of taxcreditsandbusinessincentives
. Fromouroffice
in Florence
, SC, we havebeenassisting clientsfor over
30 yearsleveraging
ourindustryleadingtechnologyand
mappingsoftware
.
ContactADPto exploreyourcareerandJoinourother
proudClemson
alumniin saying"GoTigers!"

www.adp.com/careers

Go

\\gers\
ADPbelievesthatdiversityleadsto strength
.
Weareanequalopportunity
/affirmative
action
employer
; M/F/DN.TheADPlogois a registered
trademark
of ADP
, Inc. ©2011Automatic
Data
Processing
, Inc. Allrightsreserved
.
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Drive Your Career A
Better Way Forward
Become part of a company that lives by its
values of respect for customers, respect for
people. respect for shareholders, respect
for the environment and respect for facts.

Become part of a company that believes 1n the
responsible performance of its products and
services . Become part of a company whose
industry leadership Is built on quality and innovation.
A company that realizes the value of diversity and
quality of worklife in its organ ization . A company
that believes in community partnership .
Become part of a company with flexible career
paths that allows you to steer the direction you
want to go. Become part of Michelin and drive
your career a better way forward .
Please visit us online at:
www .careers.michehn•us.com
MichelinNorthAmerica,tf'lc. is an equalopfX)ftunityemployer.
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UNITED
INFRASTRUCTURE

--

-

GROUP
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@ngenuitp
United Infrastructure Group
Parent Company
United Contractors
Domestic Construction
Malphrus International
International Construction
Coleman-Snow Consultants
Roadway Engineering
Hanson Safety Services
Safety Management/Training
TJC Painting
Specialty Coatings
1691 Turnbull
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, SC 29405.

843-529-3010

(W).

843-529-3002

(F).

www .uig .net
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You're invited

to apply for your last job
in health care.
and the same kinds of everyt hing else
all those other hospital s have. And
for new graduate nurse s we offer
a comprehensive internship pro 
gram in Med/Surg and specialty
a1·eas such as Critical Care and
Emergency nursing .
But we have so methin g they
do n't: a locat ion o n South Caro lina's

There's no shortage of jobs
available in man y health care fields.
In fact, in man y discip lines, you can
almost write your own ticket. So why
not make sure that ticket takes yo u
someplace you'll like to be?
With two hospitals and a
host of ot her clinical facilities, the
Georgetow n Hospital Family offers
th e same kinds of opport uniti es, the
same kinds of wages and benefits ,

•

coast that' s right in the midd le of one
of America's mo st popu lar places to
visit and live and work and play. And
that mean s you' ll not only enjoy your
life on the job, yo u' ll enjoy the rest of
yo ur life so much that you'll want to
retire right where you are.
Contact the Georgetown Hospital
Family for information about
curr ent ope nin gs. The rest of your life
depends on it.

GEORGETOWN
HOSPITAL SYSTEM
P.O. Box 4217 18, 606 Blacli Ri ver Rd. , Georgetown, SC 29442
Ph (843) 520-7855 I Fx (843) 520-7889 I Tollfi'ee (877) 206-2888 . E.O.E.
Apply online at www.georgetownhospitalsystem.org
Georgetown Memorial Hospital
NextStep Adult Outpatient

Rehabilitation

NextStep Pediatric Outpatient

I Waccamaw

Services

Community Hospital

I NextStep

Rehabilitation

Services

I Waccamaw

Pain Management Services

I NextStep

Rehabilitation

I HealthPoint

Wound Healing Center

The Imaging Center and Breast Health Center at Waccamaw Medical Park

I Francis

Center

Center for Health & Fitness

I Waccamaw

Medical Park

B. Ford Cancer Treatment Center
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DRAXLMAIER
GROUP
MOVING
AHEAD
THEAUTOMOTIVE
FUTURE
Individual
mobilityis ourpassion
. Automotive
fascination
is ourdrivingforce.Thesearchfor innovative
, high-qualitysolutions
thatshapethe automotive
futureis ourphilosophy
.
An established
systemanddevelopment
partnerin the automotive
industry,the Draxlmaier
Groupdevelopsandmanufactures
modernwire harness
systemsandexclusive
vehicleinteriorsfor customerslikeBMW
, GeneralMotors
, Mercedes-Benz
andVolkswagen
.
Whetheryourstrengthslie in engineering
, sales,researchanddevelopment
, logistics
, purchasing
, production
, qualitycontrol,accounting
or finance,
launchyourcareerat DAADraexlmaier
Automotive
of America.
A modernHumanResources
systemwill helpyougrowandsucceedwith competitive
compensation
andbenefitpackages
, performance
appraisals
and
advancement
planning.
Contact:DAADraexlmaier
Automotiveof AmericaLLC, 1751EastMainStreet, DuncanSC 29334, Phone:864-433-8910
, Fax: 864-433-6871
,
www.draexlmaier
.de
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D&DMotorshasbeensupplying
thearea's
automotive
needssince1937.Callustodayat
l l or 800-367-3082
or visitus onthe
864-877-07
webat www.ddmotors.com
D&DMotors,
Inc
1000WWadeHampton
Blvd
Greer,SC29650

p,,,
Marine and Heavy Civil

EMS - Specialists in PERFORMANCE POLYMERS ,
FINE CHEMICALS and ENGINEERING
Headquartered in Sumter , South Carolina , EMS-CHEMIE (North America) Inc.
is a successful , international , specialized company for Engineering Resins ,
Coatings , Adhesives and Fibers .
To learn more about our company and our career opportunities , visit us at
www .emsgrivo ry.com and click on Careers with EMS.

£ MS

EMS-CHEMIE
EMS-CHEMIE (North America) Inc.,
P. 0 . Box 1717, Sumter , SC 29151-1717
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The Industrial Company
P.O. Box 9207
Savannah, GA 31401
Phone: 912-235-4872 ext. 220
Fax: 912-235-4877

~v~
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Building the Southeast for over 50 years, Metromont is known as a leader in the construction industry and is
renowned for its Innovative Building Systems. From schools , office buildings and parking decks to industrial
plants, justice facilities and stadiums , we offer opportunities in engineering, project management and
manufacturing of precast/prestressed concrete building systems.
For employment consideration , please contact
Jason Woodard , Director of HR

Congratulations and Best Wishes

Email: JWoodard@metromontusa .com

We are proud to support the Clemson Team!

Fax: 864-295-5515
www.metromontusa .com

SOUTH

CAROLINA

• NORTH

CAROLINA

• GEORGIA

• TENNESSEE

• FLORIDA

• VIRGINIA

Congratulations and Best Wishes.
We are proud to support Clemson!
JANITORIAL SERVICES, EQUIPMENT,
CHEMICALS AND SUPPLIES

INC.
DEIHi!
HOUSEKEEPING
SERVICES,
SUPPLIES
ANDCHEMICALS
ISO 9001 :2000
Certified

Email:

info@dewhit.com

www.dewhit.com
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Complimentsof
MichaelL. HurtP.E.
,__.
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Stat5ilizec:I Poultn, Fat
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Stabil~d

Classof '67

tt

Pet f.._
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Pet Food Poultry Protein Meal
Low Ash Pet Food Poultry Protein Meal
Stabilized Poultry Protein Meal
Hydrolyzed Poultry Feather Meal
EU Approved Chicken Meal
Visit us online at www.americanproteins.com
Email: sales@americanproteins.com

MostAdvancedAnilox Technology
underoneroof in the USA:
High-Definition>1400lpiwith high BCM
ceramicAnilox Rolls
Multi-hitengravedcells
ModulatedFiber-OpticThermalYAG
& ModulatedSealedCO2Lasers
CombinationAnilox & Graphicsfor
Laser-engraved
ceramic
Gluerolls, Laminalit,g & Gravure.
'~
TightestTIRin the industry(.0002"7.
No hiddencosts

INTERF[s
laser

en gr cfilw ·

1-800-624-1985
e-mail: info@laserengrave.com
www.laserengrave.com
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RecruitingTomorrow's
PackagingLeadersToday
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PASSENGER SAFE Y IS IN YOUR HANDS.

Full-timeEmployees
ManagementTrainees
Interns/Co
-ops

Wi th 250 people in the cobin ond 10,000 feet of runway ahead, the pressure odds up. Curtiss-Wright
Contro ls understands the cha llenges of the aviation industry because we were there at its very

Foundedin 1899,Sonocoisa $4.1billion
globalmanufacturerof innovativeconsumer
and industrialpackagingproductsfor many
of the world'sbestknown brands.
sonoco.com/careers

beginning, when the Wright Brothers' d ream first took flight.
Today, we con tinue to set the standard for performance and innovation with our Engineered Systems,

Embedded Compu ting and Integrated Sensing groups , As the world's leod!ng monuloctu rer of motion
control components, we provide fully integrated subsystem solutions for aerospace, defense ond
industry app lications. So you con perform under any kind of pressure .

Innovation
PLU.SI

&

In Motion .

VISIT US AT THI MAINTENANCI,

O VIIHAUL

CoNflHNCI

RlHJI

AND hHIBITION,

800YH

1521

We are
looking
for the best

803-400-1000
803-400-1010

FAX

www.mashburnconstruction.com
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Adding Value for Over 50 Years...
Since 1960, Holder Construction Company's mission to provide clients with quality construction services
has resulted in over 80% repeat client business. Holder is a national commercial construction services firm
respected as a leader in " team approach" project delivery . It consistently ranks as one of the
Nation's top 100 contractors.

atlanta I charlotte I dallas I phoenix I washington d.c .

www.holderconstruction.com

-------

BOTTLING

Co .

C O NS OLID A T E D

CENERAL
CONTRACTORS

PROJECT
PLANNING
• SITEWORK
• CONSTRUCTION
PETROLEUM
EQUIPMENT
INSTALLATION
POBOX4367
GREENVILLE
, SC29608
(864)246-3386
www.progressivebuilderssc
.com
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CRC\NCER
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
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INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
We are now recruiting fo r the following
ENGINEERING degrees :
**Mechanical , ** Electrical , ** Civil**
also
** Construction Science and Management **
COOPs/lNTERNS
***Mechan ical**Electrical **Civil**
**Construction Science and Management **
Crowder Const ruction is a multi -div ision , top 400
ENR contractor located in Spartanburg , S.C .
with wo rk thru out the southeast. Our mission
is to build projects with the highest quality craftsmanship ,
integrity and commitment to customer satisfac tion .
We look forward visiting your school and talking to YOU!!!

LOOK FOR OUR BOOTH!!!
Please visit our web site at www .crowdercc. com
1-800-849 -2968 X 74 7
FAX: 1-864-439-9775
e-m ail: sjohnson @crowdercc.com
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Dear Readers,
It has been a great pleasure being your Editor-in-Chief for this 2011
Taps Yearbook. When I decided to run for the position, I had no
idea all the responsibilities it entailed. From layout to budgeting
and everything in between, I have learned so much from this
experience and although there were some obstacles, I have grown
as a person and a leader. Thisvolume of Taps, and the memories
made while completing it, will always be special to me.
Thisbook could not have been completed without the hard work of
our staff. They worked hard on such an important piece of Clemson
history that will be cherished for decades to come. I cannot thank
them enough for writing stories, taking photos, and helping out
whenever and wherever it was needed. They put up with my
numerous emails and demands, and I could not have done this
without them .
I hope that this book allows you to reflect on an amazing year
at Clemson. This place is gorgeous throughout every season and
holds the memories of so many great times! From daily routines to
major campus events and intramural games to varsity athletics, our
staff strives to cover what is important to the preservation of these
memories .
A special thank you goes to those who purchased a Taps Yearbook.
For without you, this honored Clemson tradition would not be able
to carry on. Please continue to spread the word and encourage
others to support one of the best college yearbook's in the nation!
It's been four great years-thanks
Brittany Bundrick
2011 Taps Editor-in-Chief

for everything!

General
Volume l 01 of Taps, the official yearbook of Clemson University, contains 400
pages. 1,810 copies were printed, and the price of each book was $85.

Prtrdtvof
ttrn
SixApple iMacs, one Mac Pro, and one MacBook Pro were used to create this
edition of Taps. Page layouts were designed used Adobe lnDesign CS4, and
Adobe Photoshop CS4 & Lightroom 2 were used for photo editing.

CtrvtrandEnd4'nttf4'
The cover was design by Jostens and the photographs were taken by the Office
of Creative Services. The endsheets were designed by Brittany Bundrick and Molly
Mattson.

lj',bt
The primary fonts of the book were AYTChelsea and AYTAvalon . The body
copy was 11 point AYTAvalon Regular, captions were l O point AYTAvalon Two
Condensed, and the photo credits were 11 point AYTAvalon Bold. The headlines
were AYTAvalon Regular 40-50pt and the highlight word was AYTChelsea 40-50pt.

Prtnftn§
The book was printed by Jostens of Clarksville, TN. Claude Saleeby, of Spartanburg,
SC was the company representative and Tim Rosswas the plant consultant.

Sftvdttr
PntrftrJra/hlf
Carl Wolf Studios was contracted to take all portrait photos. Classic Photography
provided the group sorority photos used in the Greeks & Orgs section.

PntrftrJra/hff
The photographs in the book were taken by the Taps photography staff with a
Nikon D90 SLR,as well as the Office of Creative Services.

AdvtrftJ-tn§
Advertisements were sold and designed by Campus Ad, Co.
No portion of this book may be reproduced, published, or used in promotion
without the permission of the Taps Editor-in-Chief or the Student Media
Adviser. The content of this book does not necessarily represent the views of
Clemson University.
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AlmaMaver
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness,
Where the Tigers Play,
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme alway.

Chorus
Dear old Clemson we will triumph,
And with all our might,
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
We will dream of greater conquests
For our past is grand.
And her sons have fought and conquered
Every foreign land.
Where the mountains smile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale,
Here the Tiger lair is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.
We are brothers strong in manhood,
For we wok and strive.
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Ever in our lives.

